ot a

Pass - For Identification onJy
. S. FORCES, EUROPEA THEATER

.

Identification Card

If found, finder will promptly return

this card to CG, USFET, APO 757.

ENLISTEP-MAN'S

WARNING -- This cord is issued for
official use of the holder· des ignore ·
hereon; ·ts use by any other pe son
is unlawful.

IDENTIFICATION CARD

his card wilt be voided

.rn

any manner.
rom The ,;_:oUE.t.chon or::
Dr. Jack D. Ellis
552 W. Sun St.

Morehead, KY 40351

ET For .n 1--696-784-7473
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U.S. FORCES, EUROPEAN THEATER
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Ellis G ets
,$1,000 Scholarship
- -"-

J a c k D. Ellis,
Librarian i n Rowan
schools fo
he past si
has be n_ awarded a $1,00
scholarship for graduat study i
Library S oience and wil
nrol
at George C . Peabod College
Nashville , Dec. 30.
Mr. E lli's one of th
bookmobile librai;ian
state, is a native of
and a graduate of
State College.
Half of the award wa
b y the " Friends of Kentucky
Libraries'', while $500 /Was give
b
n . an onymous lady connect
ed with Belknap family in Louisville.
Mr. Ellis has been ranted.
a leave of absence fro
Rowan County position so
'ho

n..on

o n_rol

t
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ecoe-nize
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number_-ot people . have ~
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DR. JACK ELLIS ~ GIFT SttoP BooKSIGNING
DR. JACK Ellis recently held a booksigning at St. Claire Regional
Medical Center's Gift Shop. A native of Morehead, Dr. Ellis is a
retired Director of Libraries and Professor of Library Science at
Morehead State University.
by

He is now serving his 32 nd year as a member of the Kentucky Archives
Commission having been appointed by seven separate Governors.
Dr. Ellis also serves as a Volunteer Chaplain at SCR.

Jack D. Ellis
C 2003

416 pa
and mos.9~~ 1:; ~a~lographs
Veterans Wall i M es from the
Published by the Jes"
orehead, KY
NOW A

Currently, he has three
books available for purchase
in SCR's Gift Shop: Morehead
Memories $ 35 , Alpha M.
Hutchinson $15, anclPatriotsand
Heroes $35. Dr. Ellis will
personally sign any of these
books upon request.

se Stuart Foundation

VAILABLE

Be sure to watch for his latest
book clue to come out next
year entitled Kentucky
Memories "Reflections of Rowan
County."
Dr. Jack Ellis personalizes a book.for a SCR visitor.

Missing Christmas
$20.00
288-page saftcaver
by JACK ELLIS
When Jack Ellis was barn to
Lon and Dot Ellis in 1927, the
family lived near Morehead,
Kentucky in a dilapidated,
leaky, rat-i nfested house with
no screens on the windows

and one room that had a dirt
floor. By the time Jack entered
grade school, Ame rica was

mired in the Great Depression .
During the 30s, his father
wa s employed by the Civilian
Conservation Carp . far several
years , but even so, times were

so discouraging his mother
became
depressed
after
lasing her teaching position
in the Rowan County schools
and attempted suicide . In
1941 , within one month of Jack ' s fifteenth birthday, the Japanese bombed
Pearl Harbor, and American life changed dramatically for him and all
young men and women of his generation . Many of them chose to serve
in the armed services fa r th e duration of the war. It was a desperate time
for our nation and far millions of families who were separated from their
sons and daughters during five Christmas seasons. Jack Ellis missed three
Christmases at home during WWII , but did not see himself as a hero. He
felt he was just another GI doing his best to serve and survive.

NOVEMBER 2011
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My Life in the Depression and World War II
When Jack Ellis was born

to Lon and Dot

Ellis in 1927, the fami ly lived near Morehead, Kentucky,
in a dilapidated, leaky, rot-infested house with no screens

Alpha M. Hutchinson:

Kentucky Memories:

on the wi ndows and one room th a t had a dirt floor. By the

The Biography of a Mon
and His Community

Reflections of Rowan County

tim e Jack entered grade schoo l, Ame rica · w as m ired in the

$ 15.00 • 160-poge soflcover
ISBN 978-.1-931 672-23-8

18.56 -2006
S35.00 • 448- poge hardcover
ISBN 978-1-93 1672-34-4

G reat Depression. His father was employed by the C ivilian
Conservation Corp. , but his mother became discouraged and ,.

Find books
written by

depressed ofter ·lo sing her teaching position in the Rowan
County schools. In 1940, Jack began his freshman year

Jack D. Ellis

in high school. The foilowing year, within one month of his

at

fifteenth birthday, Japan bombed Peorl Harbor. It was one of

JSF

the darkest and most painfu l periods of American history. O n
battlefields across the w6rld_thousonds of you ng Ame ricans felt
especially alone at Christmas . Jock Ellis d id not see himself a s

JESSE ST UART

a hero, but just another GI doi ng his best to serve cind su rvive. He m issed three Ch rist mases at home during World

FOUNDATI O N

War II. Th is book is more than just a testimony to one ma n's service. It honors every man and woman who se rved ou r
country during World War II.

($20. 00 • 288-poge softcover • ISBN 978-1-931672 -67-2)

Available at the Kentucky Book Fair

Patriots & Heroes:
Eastern Kentucky
Soldiers of WWII

S35 .00 • 409-poge ha rdcover
ISBN 978-l -931672-12-2

1645 Winche ster-Ave
Ashland, Kentucky
606.326.1667

jsfbooks.corn

·\~~Z1buu
.M.,.

My Ufe 11> the Depression and World War !I

Ellis to appear on WKYT
Dr. Jack D. Ellis has been invited t o b e on
WKYT TV channel 27 Friday, Jan. 27, at 12:30
p.m. to discuss his new b ook published by the
Jesse Stuart Foundation: "Missing Christmas-My Life in the Depre~sion and World
War II."
/- J
/?--

7-

Dr. Jack D. Ellis
Morehead, Kentucky

Dr. Jack D. Ellis is a native of Morehead, Kentucky. He is a
retired Director of Libraries and Professor of Library Science at
Morehead State University. His 34 years of library work also includes
Public, Bookmobile and School Library supervisory experience in
Florida and Kentucky. Dr. Ellis is also a retired minister having served
six different churches in four Eastern Kentucky counties. He holds
degrees from Morehead State University, Peabody College of Vanderbilt
University and the University of Southern Mississippi. He is now
serving his 32nd year as a member of the Kentucky Archives Commission
having been appointed by seven separate Governors. Dr. Ellis is married
to Janis Caudill Ellis and they have four children: Jackie, John, Jeff and
Jean, and 10 grandchildren.
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· the Depression and World War II
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~ °'rehead~s memory keeper:
·

By SHAYLA
MENVILLE

The Morehead News
Jack Ellis was born in
Morehead almost 90
years ago where, as a little boy, he developed a
love for his community
and the events that impacted it.
He would record an
eyewitness account of _
the changing world
around him.
When the Japanese
bombed Pearl Harbor to
bring America into
World War II, he knew

he had to be a part of
history in the making.
He would later write a
book about some of his
life and wartime experiences in a book titled,
"Missing Christmas: My

Life in the Depression
and World War II."
Ellis was still in high
school when he enlisted
in the Army Air Corps.
He graduated and was
sent to Europe in the

rean War started and
Transport Service, which
distributed supplies and ·
those other two men
men all over Europe and
were immediately
into Russia in 1945 when
called to report for
duty."
land travel was closed off.
Ellis graduated from
He landed in New York on
Christmas Eve, 1946, after
Morehead State University and after 10
his discharge papers came
through. Ellis a:nd the other years living in Florida,
while working for Esmen of his troop were told
quire, he decided it was
that they would be flying
time to come home.
home.
He took a job as
"The best news I ever
heard was that we were fly- _ MSU's director of libraries, from which he
ing home because I just
retired in 1984. He also
hated the idea of going on a
ship for days and days,
was the pastor of six
Methodist churches in
being bounced around like
five counties until
that," remembered Ellis.
"That was one of the fables
1994.
His passion for histhat the Army likes to tell
tory manifests in mulpeople."
Ellis and the other men in tiple forms , such as
his squadron would wait six writing more than 450
weeks for their airplane, but _ columns for The Moreended up riding a ship back head News, publishing
five books relating to
to the United States.
After his discharge, Ellis
Kentucky history, and
reenlisted in the reserves for collecting and archiving documents and
three years and barely
missed the Korean War.
photographs. Re"I was working at the Post cently, he donated
Office with two other gentle- much of his personal
men and we were all suphistory collection to the
posed to go reenlist in _1950. Rowan County Public
At that time you had to go to Library.
Maysville on a Tuesday to
"Nobody can imagine all
the changes and the things
reenlist," recalled Ellis: '. .
"Well, the postmaster would- I've seen in our little town,"
said Ellis, shaking his head.
n't let all ofus off work so
the other two went and reen- · He shared one of the stolisted but I never got around ries about Morehead with
this reporter. It concerns the
to it . In June 1950, the Ko-

lis1 World War II veteran

,., , •·
asto
guard German prisoners
of war.
"I was surrounded by
Germans ~nd had tq r~ly
on a translator and I
ctidn't trust him," said
Ellis. "After about four
we.eks it was like a great ·
gate opened up and I
.·h 1
,,
r
\
could understand every- J ac~ 1~~~:rservedi ~'Uring ,~
.a~'t'- _· v
thing they were saying." Army Ah- Corps member.·
has li\red
Efillis was then_ ca!led
mott .o f ~ 'iJ,if~ recording, ·gathering, 1
on or severa1 m1ss10ns
preserving and'sh11rin'a stories of More- '
to act as a translat or.
h ead and'Row~C~ty. He has pub- !
f.Iis squadron estab- . lished five books and recently donated
hshed the European Air much of his historical collection to the
See ELLIS
A 8 Rowan County Public Library. (Photo
_ _ _ _ _ _ _o_n__-_ by Shayla Menville)

He

1

naval training base and
He gives a lot of credit for
housed sailors while
his interest in history to his
teaching them electrical
mother, a school teacher,
and to his profession as a liengineering. I wrote
about that in my book,
br arian.
"Patriots & Heroes: East "She instilled a love of
ern Kentucky Soldiers of community in me very early
WWII."'
in life and an appreciation of
history. l've been mterested
:Another story featured in his book, "More- in the place around me since
head Memories: True
I was a kid delivering newspapers," said Ellis. "As a liStories from Eastern
Kentucky," that he
brarian, I am interested in
shared wa:s of the 1939
organizing, preserving, and
flood.
distributing information in
"There was 20 feet of · all forms. I feel like I am
water where we sit right leaving a little bit of a legacy
now. The water rushed in to futur e generations and
they may know more about
waves and I was about
10 years old and just
the things t hat h ave gone on
·
watched from my porch ," here."
Ellis now spends his time
he remember,ed. "The
electric went off and it
with his wife of nearly 65
was pitch dark. When
years, Janice Caudill Ellis,
the lightning flashed you his four children, 11 grandcould see houses washing 1 children, and five greatby and hear people
grandchildren.
screaming. The train
He is continually organizcame down the track and ing his collection of histori- /
cal documents and adding to
that was what saved
some people. There was a those he donat ed to the
carnival in town and the RCPL.
"My life would never have .
water washed boa constrictors and animals
been complete if I hadn't
joined the Army. I felt it was
everywhere."
something I had to do, t o do
Ellis said that he
"Morehead Navy".
h as the n ames of the 25 peo- my part," Ellis said, proudly.
"During WWII a lot of uni- ple who died in the flood and
versities were having t o ·
hopes that one day a plaque
Shayla Menville can be
close because they didn't
will be put up in their mem- reached at smenville@thehave enough enrollment.
moreheadnews.com or by
ory. He said their ages
MSU had another idea," said ranged from 18 months to 70 telephone at 784-411 6.
Ellis. "They turned it into a
years.

150 Jears of service
Pastor of Owingsville United Methodist Church begins plans
for sesquicentennial celebration in onor of its founding day
Special Feature

ByKENMETZ
News-Outlook editor

' "I used to think that education
was the key to a great many problems in our society, but it is really
not, but how we use it. Morality is
the real key today," explains Bro.
Jack Ellis, pastor of the Owingsville
United Methodist Church in Owingsville.
Bro. Ellis, a retired educator and
administrator, has touched many
lives during his tenure in education,
and hopes he has had an equally
influential impact on the congregations of church members he has
pastored the past 19 years.
.
His educational and professional
pursuits have taken him !o various
communities, none of which he says ·
compare to the warmth of this area.
"We love the people here and
have never felt as welcome as we do
here "said Bro. Ellis. "I spend a lot
of time in Owingsville visiting
people. And the cooperation be-

tween the churches here in unheard
of."
A native of Morehead, Bro. Ellis
attended Breckinridge and graduated from the old Morehead High
School. He graduated from MSU in
1955 with a bachelor 's degree and
completed his masters of library
science from Peabody-Vanderbilt
University in 1958. By 1968, Bro.
Ellis had completed the requirements
for his doctorate in education.
From 1950 to 1957, he taught and
coached in the Rowan County
School system. In '58, Bro. Ellis
was nam ed librarian at the St.
Petersberg (Florida) Junior College
and also served as director of educational media at Pinellas County
Schools.
In 1965, he served as special
projects consultant at Coronet Films
of Chicago, Illinois, a position he
maintained as a traveling consultant
until 1968. Meanwhile, in 1966, he
moved back to Morehead and later
was named director of libraries at

the Camden-Carroll Library on the
Morehea State University campus.
During ·s term there, Bro. Ellis
was also named chairman and professor of the library science and

instructional media which included
teaching courses in directed research
in library science; organization and
administration of libraries; directed
workshops for school media librarians, public librarians and teacher
aides; served as a consultant to business, industry, and government to
corporations such as General Electric, Honeywell, Esquire and Jack
Coffey. He remained withMSU until
his retirement in 1985. Bro. Ellis is
also a veteran of World War II, the
Army Air Corps and the European
Theatre.
It was 1980 when he was called to
the ministry and that prompted him
to complete graduate courses
through the United Methodist Board
of Ordained Ministry.
Since then, he has pastored the
Fairview, Shiloh, Goddard and
Wallingford United Methodist
Churches in the Maysville District.
In 1992, Bro. Ellis was named the
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f150 year-s
- of service

newpastoroftheOwingsville United
Methodist Church suceeding Bro.
• Bob Ray, who had been pastor of the
church for more than two decade~.
The church, which has approxi1;1a~ely 160membe:s,ismakingprehmmary plans for its sesquicenten-nial celebration (150 years). Church
. deacons and board members are
hoping to plan a week's wortn of
events in honor of the founding ;day.
The founding date of 1843,' was
; the time when the Methodist Episcopal Church in Owingsville was
founded by Mrs. Andy Trumbo. Two
. years later, in 1845, a one-room brick
structure was erected on land purchased from the Owings heirs. The
bricks used to build the church were
• fired in a kiln behind the old Shanklin
. Piper home on Main Street.
During the Civil War, Confeder: ate soldiers camped in the church
anp since then th.e building has ber,
. used to hold court, debs.in ~
,,!.: ;
: public speaking engagernents.
i
For a time, the church was part of
t I a circuitwithMt.PleasantandOlym;, pia. Then at the time of unification
i in 1939, it was placed with Salt Lick
l and Mt. Pleasant and became known
-. as the Owingsville Circuit.
~
Bro. Ellis says he is anxiously
5 anticipating the sesquicentennial
'1l celebration at ·his church.
Bro. Jack Eilis and his wife Janis
• Caudill Ellis, reside in Morehead.
They have four children: Mrs.Jackie
J Russell, Morehead; Jeff, Lexington;
] J ean, Gulfport, Mississippi; and
t John, Ashland. ·
.
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ELLI OTT
Adminstrs.; Phi Sigma Pi; Phi Delta Kappa; Mason; Rot a ry; Lake Co. Edn. Assn. Hobbies: Gardening; Woodworking; Photography.

ELLIOTT, Flavel Scott, As soc . Prof. of Eng.,
Newberry Coll., Newberry, S. C. Hom e Add.: 71 8
Glenn
St.,
Newberry ,
S. C. b. New Britain ,
Conn., Dec. 6, 1906.
s. Everett Ambrose and
Edith Lillian (Marshall) E. Edn. : A.B.,
Dartmouth Coll., 1928;
M.A ., Univ. of N. C.,
1931. m. Rosalie Conn
of Kosciuskq , M i s s . ,
Dec. 22, 1933. d. Mr.
and Mrs. J . S. P. Conn
of Ko sciu s ko , Miss. c.:
Flave l Scott, Jr. Exp.:
Claims Adjuster, Liberty Mutual Ins. Co.,
Boston and N. Y., 192930; Hd. of Eng. Dept.,
Balls Creek H. S., Newton, N. C., 1933-34;
Chmn., Eng. Dept .,
As h ev ille Coll., Asheville, N. C., 19 34 - 39; Acting
Chmn., E n g . D ept., N ewberry Coll., 1947 -4 8 and
1957-59; Assoc. P rof. of Eng., ibid., 1946- . Hon.
Pos. : Secy., Amity M aso nic L odge No._ 87; Chmn .,
Edn. Comm., Central Meth. Ch.; R egistrar , S. C.
Soc.; S.A .R. M em.: A.A. U .P.; Natl. Coun. of Tchr s .
of Eng.; N .E .A .; Ci vi tan Internatl. ; T reas., P h_1l e mon Waters Chapter, Sons of the Am. R evolution .
Contbr. to: J our. of Am. Folk; N. C. Edn. P h.D.
Diss ertation: William W o rd sworth . and t he Humanita rian Movement. War Rec.: W.W. II, 194 4 45 . Gen. Int.: Woodberry Prize, Dartm outh Coll.,
192 8 . Hobbies: Variou s S ports; T elevis ion; Music.
Liste d in : W.W. in S. and S.W.; Dir . of Am. Schol.
ELLIOTT Frank S. (E d.D. ) , Chmn., Dept. of
Edn. ; Di;. of Evenin g Div., Colum b ia Coll. , CoJum bia, S. C . Hom e A dd.: 613 Hillcrest Ave.,
Columbia , S. C. b. Smithfield, Fay ette Co., Pa.,
Oct. 24, 19 1 6. s. R ev. P au l H e nderson ~nd Mabel
Burr ( T ay lor ) E. Edn.: A.B., Duke Umv., 1941 ;
M.Ed., Emory Univ., 1951; Ed.D., Univ. of Ga.,
195 5 . m. D . Inez M cNeal of Way c ro ss , Ga., Jan.
3 1, 1945. d. M r. and Mrs. Ellis E. McNea_I. c . :
Mack Taylor; Mary Paul; R ac h e l Brown; Richard
Grant. Exp .: Prin ., Stockbridge Jr. H. S., Stockbridge, Ga ., 1 949 - 52; Grad. A sst., Coll. of E~n. ,
Uni v . of Ga., 1 952 - 53 ; 19 54 - 55: T empora r y Prm.,
Univ. Hig h, Uni v . of G a., 19 53 - 54; Extension
Coord Center for Cont. Edn ., Univ. of Ga., 19 55 57; Chmn. , D ept. of Edn., Columbia Co l!. , 19?7 58; Chmn. , D ept. of Edn. a nd Dir., Evemng Di v .,
ibid. , 1 9 58- . Hon. Pos.: Sec., S. c, _As s n. of
Coll. Tch rs. of Edn., 1960 -61; Pres., 1b1d ., 196~62. M em. : Phi Delta Kappa ; . Kappa D el ta . Pt;
Wardlaw Club. Ed.D, Dissertat10n : Quahf1 cat10ns
for Principalship in Georg ia Public Schls as D etermined by Student Observations . Serv. Rec . :
U . S. Army Air Force, 1 94 1-4 5. Gen. ~nt.: ~ell_ogg
Fdtn . · Grant for doctoral study. Hobbies: F 1s hm g;
Carpentry ; Plant Cul tu r e .

ELLIOTT, William G., Deputy State Supt. of Pub.
Hom e Add.:
Instrn., Capitol Bldg., Pierre, S . D.
Frederick, S. D. b. Frederick, S. D., M ay 25,
1914. s. George Gordon
and Mar y F. Christie E .
Edn.: B .S., North ern St.
T chrs . Coll. , 19 37; M.A.,
S. D. Univ., 1943. Hon.
D eg . : L.H.D., Carroll
Un i v., 1957. m. Isabelle
H edman, H ayes, S. D .,
19 57. d. Mr. and M rs.
Elise H edm an. c.: Willi am, Jr. ; Sheryl; Bernard; Burton ; Randee.
Exp.: Sci. a nd Speech,
Gettys burg Pub. Schls. ,
S. D ., 1 937 - 39; Speech
Coach, W ebster City
Schls., S. D., 1939-43;
1946-56; Chmn., Board
Edn., Barnard, S. Dak.,
19 5 6-57; Exec. Secy., Assoc. Sehl. Bds., S . Dak.,

1957 -5 8; Acting St. Supt., S. Dak., 1957-62; Deputy
St. Supt. of Pub. Instrn., Pierre, S. Dak., 1957- .
Hon. Po s .: St. Libr. Comm., Bd. Dirs., S.D .E.A.
M em.:
S.D.E.A.;
N.E.A. ;
A.A.S.A.;
S .D.E .A . ;
N.A.P.S.S.; A.A.V.A.; Phi Kappa De lta; Masonic
Lodge; Shrine; Kiwanis; Congregational Ch. Con•
tbr. to: Farm Publications; S.D.E.A. Jour. Gen.
Int.: Judge of Purebred Livestock. Hobbies: Hunting; Fishing .

ELLIOTT, Richard Gardner (Mr.), Librn., Coll.
of Ida ho, Caldwell, Ida. Home Add.: 2307 Colorado .
Ave., Caldwell, Ida. b. Wheeling, W. Va ., Jan.
2 3, 1923 . s . Art hur Yingling a nd Ida Marga ret
(Elliott) E. Edn.: B.S., Clarion State Coll ., Pa. ,
19 5 0; M.S., L .S., Syrac u se Univ., 1951. m. Oliv e
Jane Schroyer of Erie, Pa. , Aug. 6, 1949 . d. Mr.
and Mrs. H arry L. Schroyer. c .: Li sa Rae . E x p.:
Soc. Sci. Librn., State Coll. of Was h ., 1951-54;
Refere nce Librn., Cedar Rapid s Pub. Libr., Cedar
R ap id s, Ia., 19 54-56; Librn., Fairmont State Coll.,
19 56 - 58; Librn., Coll. of Ida., 19 58-. Hon. Pos.·
Chmn., Coll. Sect., Ida. Libr. A ssn ., 1960-61. Mem .
Phi S ig ma Pi. Listed in: W.W . in Libry. Serv.
1ELLIS, Elizabeth W estland (Mrs.) , Hd. Gi rls
Coun s e lor, Cuyahoga Falls H. S., Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio. Home Add.: 177511 t h
St.,
Cuyahoga
Falls, 0. b . Hinckley,
0., Jan. 29, 1902. d.
A. G. and A . W. (Carls on) W estla nd. Edn.:
B.E., Uni v. of Akron,
1933 ; M.E. , ib id ., 1950.
c.: J olean E lli s Reese_.
Exp.: Tch r ., Ak r on, 0.,
1921-25 ; Tchr., Cuyaho ga Falls, 0., 1934-40 ;
Dean of Girls and Asst.
Prin., Cuyahoga Falls
H. S., 1940-60; Hd. Girls
Coun selor, ibid., 1 960-.
Mem.: Natl. Assn. of
Women Deans and Counselors; Ohio A ss n. of
W om e n
Deans
a nd
Coun s elors; Nat!. Ednl.
A ssn . ; Ohio Ednl. Assn.; Kappa D e lta Pi; B. and
P . W. ; Prog. Study Club; Akron Area Vocat. Guid.
Assn.; Hilltop Guid. Assn.; Akron Gen. Hosp. Serv .
L eague ; Akron Area Kent St. Univ. Club. Contb r.
to: Ohio Sch ls. H ob bies : Travel ; Bridge; Gardening; Teenagers . Listed in: Natl. and St. Deans
Directories; Akron Gen . Hosp. Dir.
ELLIS J ac k D., (Mr.), S upvr. of In strn l. M a t er ial s, P lnellas Co. Bd. of Pub . Instrn ., 1960 E. Druid
Rd. ,
Clearwater,
Fla.
Home Add.: 1310 74th
St., N. St. Petersburg,
Fla. b. More head, K y.,
J an. 10, 192 7. s . Lon
B. and D oroth y (Williams) E. Edn. : A. B.,
Morehead State, 1957 ;
M. A., George Peabody
Coll. fo r T chrs ., 195 8.
m. Janis Caudill, Nov.
17, 194 9. d. Lindsay
a nd Myrtle Caudill of
More h ead, Ky . c.: John ;
J ack ie; J effrey ; Jean.
Exp.: Tchr., Morehead
Ky .
Schls.,
1949-51;
County-W i d e
Librn.,
Morehead, Ky., 1952-57;
Librn., Dir. Audio-Visu a l Edn., St. Peter sburg
Coll., Fla., 1 958 - 60 ; Supvr. of Instrnl. Materials,
Pinellas County Schls., 1960-. Hon. Pos.: Past
Vice Pre s., Pres. Elect, E ast Ky. Edn . .A!ssn.
M em.: Am. Libr . Assn.; N.E. A . ; D.A.V.I. ; Natl.
A ssn. of Pub. Schls. Admins.; Fla. Edn. Assn.;
F.E.A.; A.A.S.L.; Fla. Librn. Assn.; Fla. AudioVisual Assn. Serv. R ec.: U. S. Air Force, 1944-46.
Travel: Europe. H obbies : Hunting ; Fishing ; Swimming. Listed in : U . .S. Dept. of H ealth, Edn. and
W elfare.
ELLIS, George Gordon, Director of Student Personnel Services, Phoenix Union High Schools and
Phoenix College System, Phoenix, Ariz. b. Ser-
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Armed Forces, Ft. McNair, D. C.; Air Univ., Max well Air Force Base, Ala. Travel: Far East; Near
East• Europe; Can.; Mex.
Interests: Internatl.
Affai~s; Sci. Edn. Listed in: L.A.S.

ELLER, Paul Himmel, Pres., Evangelical Theo!.
Se_min., Naperville, Ill. b. Chadwick, Ill., Jan. 27,
1905.
s. Rev. Joseph
G. and Clara (Himmel)
E. Edn.: B.A., N. Central Coll., 1926; B.D.,
Evangelical Theo!. Sem.,
1928; M.A., Univ. of
Chicago, 1930; Ph.D.,
ibid., 1933.
m. Nancy
H e i n a o f Cleveland,
Ohio, Au11:. 20, 1935. d.
Edwin and Nellie Reina.
c.: D a v i d ; Suzanne.
Exp.:
Pastor,
Evangelical Church, Hampshire, Ill., 1927; Prof.
of Church Hist., Evangelical
Theo!.
Semin.,
1930-55;
Dean,
ibid.,
1952-55;
Pres.,
ibid.,
1955-. Honorary Pos.:
Secretary. Inter-Semin.
Faculties Union of Chicago; Vice-Pres., Historical
Soc. of Evangelical United Brethren Church; Com .
of Ministerial Training of E.U.B. Church ; Hymnal
Com., ibid.
Mem.: Amer . Soc. of Church Hist.;
Amer. Hist. Assn.; N.E.A.; Pi Kappa Delta;
Pi Gamma Mu; Rotary.
Author: Hist. of Evangelical Missions, 1942; These Evangelical United
Brethren, 1950. Contbr. to: The Pastor; TelescopeMessenger. Ph.D. Dissertation: Revivalism Among
the Pa. Germans, 1776- 18 1 6 .
Trave l : Europe;
Orient. Gen. Int.: Delegate, World Coun. of Ohs.
A s sembly, New Delhi, India, 1961. Hobbies: Travel;
Music; Photography. Rel}gion: Protestant Christian. Listed in: W.W. in Chicago and Ill.; W.W.
in Am.
ELLERBROCK, Vincent J., Assoc. Prof. of P h ys iological Optics Sehl. of Optometry, The Oh io State
Univ., Columbus, O hi o. b. Mar. 13, 1918, Delphos, Ohio.
s. E. R. and Clara (Schweiterman)
E.
Edn.: M.Sc., The Ohio State Univ., 1941;
Ph.D., ibid., 1947.
m . Geraldine Byrne, 1943.
c.: Timothy; Tedd; Donn; Vann; K irk; Mona Lee.
Exp.: Univs. Rsch. Fellow Rsch. Found., The Oh io
State Univ. , 1940 - 41: Natl. Defense Rsch . Comm.,
Rsch. Assoc ., Ohio State Univ., 1941 - 43; Instr.,
P h ysics, Ohi o State U ni v., 1944 : Rsc h . Fellow,
Dartmouth Eye Inst., Dartmouth Coll., Hanover, N.
H., 1944 - 46; Univis Lens Co., Rsch. Fellow, Physics Dept., The Ohio State Univ., 1946-47; Asst.
Prof. of P h ys iological Optics, The Ohio State Univ.,
1947 - 51; Assoc . Prof. of Physiological Optics, ibid.,
1951-57; Prof. of Physiological Optics, ibid., 1957
. Mem.: Amer. Acad. of Optometry; Sigma
Xi; Optical Soc. of Amer. Contbr. to: The J our. of
the Optical Soc. of Amer.; Archives of Op h t h almology; Amer. Jour. of Optometry.
Ph.D. D issertation Experimental Investigation of the Fusional
Movements of the Eyes.' War Record: Rsc h . for
O.S.R.S. , 4 Yrs.
Listed in : A.M.S.
ELL INGSON, Verdie L. (Mr.), Supt. of Schls .,
Ind. D ist. #655, Sacred Heart, Minn. Home Add.:
Sacred Heart. Minn. b.
Montevideo, Minn., Ju]y
18, 1924. s. J. J. and
Ragna (Olson) E. Edn.:
B.A ., Luther Coll., Ia.,
1950; M.Ed., Mont. St.
Un i v., 1955. m. Norma
Retrum of B e n s o n ,
Minn ., June 15, 1952. d.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelvin
Retrum. c. : Scott David;
Kristen Kae; Todd RichaTd. Exp.: Tchr., Bu$.
Edn., Elkton Pub. Sehl.,
Elkton, M inn., 1950 - 52;
Prin., H. S., ibid ., 195255; Supt. of Schls ., ibid.,
1955-58; Supt. of Sch ls.,
Sacred Heart, M i n n . ,
1958- .
Hon .
Pos.:
Pres.. Mower Co . Edn.
Assn., 1957; Chmn., Dist. #2 Supts., 1957-58;
Pres., Mower Co. Village Edn. Assn., 1955-56;

ELLIOTT
M.A.S.A . Ednl. Policies Com., 195 8 and Hospitality
Com., 1959 . Mem.: Minn. Edn. Assn.; Minn. Assn.
of Sehl. Admintrs.; Natl. Edn. Assn., life mem . ;
Am. Assn. of Sehl. Administrators, life mem.;
P.T.A.; Lions; Sacred Heart Community Club.
Serv. Rec . : U. S. Army Signal Corps, 1946-47.
Travel: Japan; Korea; Can. Hobbies: Gardening,
Golf; Fishing; Prof. and Recreational Reading.

ELLIOTT, A(lbert) Randle, Pres., Hood Coll.,
Frederick, Md.
b. St. Louis County, Mo ., January
10,
1 9 1 4.
s.
T h om as
B.
and
0 Ii n d a (Hoevel) E.
Edn.: A.B., Westminster Coll., Mo., 1935;
A.M ., Harvard Univ.,
1938; Ph.D., ibid., 1949.
m. Gwendolyn Crawford
of Chambersburg, Pa.,
Jan. 28, 1948.
d. Mr.
and Mrs. J. Clyde Crawford.
Exp.: T c h n g .
Asst., Dept. of Govt.,
H arvard Univ. and Radcliffe Co 11., 1936-39;
Rscb. Assoc., Foreign
Policy As.sn., New York
City, 1939 - 41; Admin.
A-ssoc., Inst. of Internatl. Edn., New York
City, 1941-43; Dir.,
Counsel & Guid. Center for Foreign Students in
the U. S., Washington, D . C., 1943-45 ; Econ.
Analyst, U. S. Strategic Bombing Survey, England
and Germany, 1945; Chief Reports Officer, U. S.
Office Mil it. Govt., Germany, 1945 - 46; Administrator, Washington Bureau, Inst. Internatl. Edn.,
Wash., D. C., 1946-47; London Correspondent,
McGraw-Hill Publications, 1947-48; Exec. Dir.,
Greer Seh l., Hope Farm, N. Y., 1949 - 61; Pres.,
Hood Coll., Frederick, Md., 19 61-.
Hon. Pos.:
Mem., Natl. Coun., Boy Scouts of Amer. ; V ice
Ch mn., Dutchess Co. Coun. on World Affair,s.
Mem.: Coun. on Foreign Relations; Amer. Polit.
Sci. Assn.; Acad. of Polit. Sci.; Amer. Soc. of
Internatl. Law; Amer. Acad. of Poli t. and Soc.
Sci.; Chil d Welfare League of Amer. ; N. Y. State
Welfare Conf.; Amer. Museum of Natural Hist.;
Beta Theta Pi; Omicron Delta Kappa; Pi Kappa
Delta; Harvard Club of N. Y. City.
Contbr. to:
The Sat. Rev.; Book- of- the Month Club News;
Foreign Policy Bull.; Bus. Week; Sci. Illustrated;
Coal Age; Aviation Week; News Bull. of the Inst.
of Internatl. Edn.; The Gen. Federation Clubwoman.
Author: Spain After Civil War, 194 0; The Resources and Trade of Central America, 1941; The
Insti tute of International Education: 1919-1944,
1944.
Ph.D. Dissertation: Regionalism in the
League of Nations. Travel: Europe; Latin Amer. ;
Caribbean Islands; Can . ; Alaska; Hawaii. Hobbies:
Photography; Outdoor Sports; Philately; Folk Music . Listed in: W. W. in the East; Amer. Men of
Sci.; Soc . and Behavioral Scis.
ELLIOTT, Alvin Wayne, Supt., Perry Sehl. Dist.,
Perry, Oh io . b. July 3, 1912, Ashland, Ohio. s.
Bliss G. and Margaret I.
(Laing) E. Edn.: B .S.
Edn., S. T. C., Slippery
Rock, Pa., 1934: Ed.M.,
Univ. of Pittsburgh,
1943.
m. Mildred Helen
Varn u m of Slippery
Rock, Pa., March 25,
1939. d. J. Frank and
Mary Varnum. c . : Alvin
John; Marilyn Jean.
Exp.: Tchr., Ce n t er
Twp. Seh l. Dist., Beaver
Co., Pa., 1935 - 37; Prin.,
F a 1 1 s t o n , Pa., Boro
Sehl., 193 7 -39; Supvng.
Prin., Center Twp. Sehl.
D ist.. Beaver Co., Pa.,
1939-56; Supt., Perry
Local Sehl. D ist., Perry
Ohio, 1956-. Hon. Pos.:
Bd. of Dirs., Lake Co. Y.M.C.A. ; Mem., Sehl. Div.,
Lake Co. Planning Commn. Mem.: Ohio Edn. Assn.;
N.E.A ., Life Mem.; A.A.S.A; Ohio Assn. of Sehl.

Dr. Jack Ellis
Jack Ellis is a native of Morehead, Kentucky. He earned
a Bachelor's degree from Morehead State University and holds
advanced degrees from Vanderbilt University and the University
of Southern Mississippi.
Dr. Ellis has served his community and nation in a variety of
ways. He is a veteran of the US Army Air Force having served in
World War II. He is career educator having served as teacher,
athletic coach, and is a former Director of Library Services in
the Camden-Carroll Library on the campus of Morehead State
University. Dr. Ellis continues to serve the community as spiritual
leader as a minister.
Dr. Ellis is a prolific writer. He is the author of the popular
"Morehead Memories" series in the Morehead News and bas
written a book "Morehead Memories-Stories of Eastern Kentucky" Q_o
due out in late Marcil, His current book project chronicles the
history behind the military veterans of the local area.
Jack and ~is wife, Janice, s!lare their life and love with their
four children and t/tJ- grandchildren while continuing to live in
Morehead.

1)

Slate Journal/Amy Wallo!

Author Jack D. Ellis discussed his book about World War II soldiers with Patsy Baker during the Kentucky
Book Fair Saturday. At left is history author Norman Wirzba.

From The Collection Of:
Dr. Jack D. EOis
552 W. Sun St.

Morehea~ KY 40351
606-784-7473
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JAMES C. McKENZI E, EXECUTI VE VI CE- PRES IDENT

April 28, 1982
Dr. Jack Ellis
Morehead State University
Morehead, KY 40391
Dear Dr. Ellis:
Once again I would like to thank you for your advice on the
purchase of the Shelby Campus, University of Louisville library.
Enclosed you will find a check for the assistance you gave. I
intended to give this to you at lunch yesterday, but somehow I
neglected to do this. Please accept my apologies for this oversight.
Trust that all will go smoothly there as you end the spring
semester and prepare for the sunnner sessions.
Si cerely yours,
~

es C.
Executive
JCM:as
Enclosure

kentuckv chQ1st1an
cotteqe
GRAYSON , KENTUCKY 41143

OFFICE OF THE PRESIOENT

May twenty-sixth
Nineteen hundred eighty-two
Dr. Jack D. Ellis
Director of Libraries
Morehead State University
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Dr. Ellis:
The Louisville library is now on our campus and is being
integrated with our holdings. This is probably one of the
most significant achievements in the history of Kentucky
Christian College. You played a very important part. We
will always be grateful to you. Thanks again and again.
The report of the Southern Association candidate connnittee
was very favorable. There were not any surprises. We can
meet all the reconmendations very quickly. I really think
that we will achieve candidate status this year.
Again, thanks, and I hope we can do something for you that
will in some way help repay you for the great contribution
you have made to the lives of so many young people.
Cordially ,

0:~ ung
President
LPY:as

mlniteb :frfiletbobist <!Cburcb
Dr. Jack D. Ellis
Retired Pastor
552 West Sun Street
Morehead, KY 40351
(606) 784-7473

It~
MOREHEAD

JACK D. ELLIS, Ed.D. Director of Libraries ·-

~

lNVERSrTY

Camden-Carroll Librdi"/
Morehead, Kentucky 40351
Telephone 606-783-2143

JACKD. ELLIS
Author Of Books About Eastern KY History & Heroes
Patriots & , Heroes: Eastern KY Soldiers of WW/l.
412 pp; 85 photographs; c. 2003. 35.00 + 2.50 S&H
Morehead Memories: True Stories From Eastern Kentucky.
592 pp. 100; photographs: c. 2001. $35 .00 + 2.50 S&H

Alpha M, Hutchi11so11: The Biography of A Man and His Comnumiry,
160 pp. 65 photographs, c. 2003 . 15.00 + 2.00 S&H

550 W. Sun Street
Morehead, KY 40351

606-784-7473
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* 9t h December 2000.

The Manse,
4 Spinneyside,
Groby,
Leicestershire,
LE6 OGX, England.
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, j~

in character and each has its own times of joys and
sadness.
My sabbatical has been one of the j o ys.
I was able to lay down my
diary for three months and pick up my paintbrushes and develop my watercolour
painting.
The church has made it a requirement for Ministers to take a Sabbatical
in the 10 t h year of Ministry and each 7 t h year thereafter. Each minister is free to
choose the subject they will pursue.
It -has to then be submitted to the
sabbatical oversight committee for approval.
It is advised that ministers choose
something that has some personal benefit as well as being related to their
ministry.
I decided to paint with the theme of ~water" in mind. So all my
paintings include water in one way or another. I took field trips to the areas
where there were lakes and also rivers and waterfalls. I spent sometime on the
coast s o that I could paint seascapes and coves. In the process I tried my hand at
poems ad meditations and worked on writing six Bible Studies using Biblical texts
related to 'water'.
I took my camera and camcorder to record all the places I had
painted and to produce a set of transparencies that will form a basis of talks to
church members over the next year.
Another joy was the production of "Hopes and Dreams" a Christian musical which is
based on the words of 'The Lord's Prayer'.
It was performed by the members of
other churches in the village of Anstey as well as our own members and it also
invo lved members of a l o cal dance group, children from local schools and youth
organisations. It was performed in the hall of one of our Junior Schools for two
nights with a total of 200 people attending and approximately 100+ performers.

**
**

**
*
*
*
;
*
*

**
** We often say time flies
* married for two years.

**
**
*

*

**

* Margaret has answered the call to 'preach'.
It is a two to three year course of
*
* study with 19 modules. There are four examinations plus essays and trial services. *

and it is hard to believe that Andrew and Sandra have been
They are busy people. Andrew still works for the
* 'railways' and still loves his football either playing or supporting Darlington his *
* local team. He enjoys being a member of the model railway club they usually have
*
* an annual exhibition at the beginning of December which he is fully involved in.
*
* He is still working as an Officer in The Boys' Brigade and is involved in repairs
* t o the church property.
Sandra is
* work
as a

*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
;

pursuing her studies in Business Management, which will help her in her
Nursery Nurse.
She is also much sort after to organise young children's
parties.
She is also adventurous too; recently absailing down the side -of the
Darlington Memorial Hospital and latterly Hardwick Hall a stately home near
Darlington. This was to raise money for the Royal National Institute for the
Blind.
Sandra continues her voluntary work with the youth group called 'The
Beavers' part of the Scout organisation.

*
*
*
*
*
*
;

*
*
*
;

This year has seen more improvements to the Manse, which has been added to the
kitchen refurbishment.
We have had the house completely re-wired and doubleglazing fitted on the front windows of the house. A burglar alarm has been fitted
and next year new carpets are to be fitted.

*
*
*
;

*
*
*
*

Weare once more on a redevelopment scheme this time at our Anstey Church.
We are *
installing an access door for the disabled and refurbishing the upstairs to improve *
facilities for the youth activities and social events.
We hope this work will
*
begin next summer and be completed in time for next winter.
*

**

**

***************************************************

************************** * ************************
* Weare experiencing terrible weather this winter with lots of flooding around the
*
* country. It has been the wettest three months since records began 300 years ago.
*

* Weare

*
*
*
*

fortunate not to live near a river so we are not under threat but have
concern for all those who are unfortunate enough to have lost many of their
possessions and some more than once.
There is more rain forecast for the near
future.

**** We

.

have been following the presidential election situation and the problems that
* have been raised due to the discrepancies in the counting of votes. I am sure you
* have all been praying that a result would come soon and that the right candidate
* will be your next President.

*
**

* We have had our computer updated recently and we are now- on e-mail.
* address is: JHBower@marjonlS.fsnet.co.uk

Our e-mail

* We welcome your news and send you our greetings for A Happy Christmas and a
: Peaceful New Year.

**
t
*
**
***
***
*
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
***
**
**
*
**
*
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*
*
*
**
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HONORABLE JACK ELLIS, MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY

KENTUCKY COLONEL
I

ROWAN DISTRICT COURT

ORDER
,,I
1:

IN RE:

The licensing of the Reverand Jack D. . Ellis as one who
may solemize marriage

Upon application and motion having been filed by the
i/Reverand Jack D. Ellis, in accordance with KRS 402.060, in which

q
1

application, Reverand Ellis requests that this Court issue to him

f

l a license to solemnize marriage, and he being· satisfied this Court
i
[

1

that he is a resident of this County, that he is a man of good
;

:moral character, that he is in regular communion with his religious i
'

; soc i e t y , a nd t ha t he i s a mi n i s t er , th e s a i d Revera nd E11 i s ,
!

:; having given covenant to this Commonwealth in the sum of $500.00,

I,

,

1: th·e amount fixed herein, with

<! H..+:R,L.t3

c-A-tJW\m.0/

, as his

;! surety, which is approved by the Court, and the said Reverand Ellis 1

;1

;: having taken the oath required herein,
THEREFORE, it is HEREBY ORDERED that the Reverand Jack
:; D. Ellis be, and is hereby granted a license to solemize marriage.
This the~day of June,

1978 •

,,.
1'
I

/

.,
. S,:
,;:f

'Yr
!'~.i:

-i":

':.1>
... ~ .. ~. ,r·

,_;.,;.~··-':' -• •• • ·-·

-----·- ...)___ t4

I

•
'

'\.

i

ROWAN DISTRICT COURT

APPLICATfON AND MOTION
The licensing of the Reverand Jack D. Ellis as one who
may solemize marriage

Whereas the applicant is presently a minister and the
Pastor of Fairview United Methodist Church, Route 4, Olive Hill,

,i

i

i

'

Carter County, Kentucky, and

I

i

,!
r

ii

I'

!/

Whereas the applicant is a man of good moral character,

'

r

in regular communion with his religious society, and currently
resides in Morehead, Rowan County, Kentucky,

It
1,

"

THEREFORE, the applicant, t he Reveranq Jack D. Ellis,

!,

!I

jl
1t

q moves
.

the Court to issue him a license to solemize marriage, .

II

-l!
pur,suant to KRS 402.060.
:,

!;ll

This the

~

day of - Jun.e , 1 978.
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i:

I
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,i
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i! .
·'
1;.
!1
,:
/!

STATE OF KENTUCKY

l! CO UNTY
:1

OF ROWA ·

On this the /Jtl- day of June, 1978, personally appeared
before me, Reverand Jack D. Ellis, who signed the foregoing in my
, pr·e s·e nce and made oath to the truth of the statements the.rein
.c~nt~i~ed.
'

l1
11

S6eLw-

~c~/2)_ __
NOTARY PUBLIC
State of Kentucky at Large
My c om mi s s i o n exp i re s : //-/' -~SI

Methodist Church

.

.

~een9e to~eae6

tv~

This Certifies That

,I). cf;~

having been ~~nded by the Charge Conference of

~

Charge and having

been examined, as The Book of Discipline directs, by the Committee on the Ministry of

22f:~

the

District

%'~

of the

Annual Conference of

The United Methodist Church, is hereby authorized i11 accordance with the rules and regu •
lations of The United Methodist Church to ;re;h t~e

,..,

~ 19

, 19,:z:;z_
.

go1el 1-13us, Christ.
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,Jack Ellis' to _ be~J.Lonored ;d uring Homecoming (
Morehead State Universi- the Adron Doran University ··
A' "Welcome Reception"
ty will honor three .a lumni
. Center, MSU will name this · will be hosted by MSU's
in a special ceremony during year?s recipient of the .
Alumni Association Friday,
the University's Homecom- · Founders Award for Univel'.Oct. 29, at 5 p.m. on the
ing 2010, set for Oct. 27-30.
sity Service. Also, two 11ew ·
third floor ofADUC.
Atthe Homecoming Banmembers will be inducted
Dr. Jack D. Ellis (1957), a
quet on Friday, Oct. 29, at 7 into the Alumni Hall of ·
local historian and MSU rep.m. in the Crager Room of
Fame.
·. tiree, will receive the 2010

and professor of the for- ical ev~nts relevant to
torate in education from · retired federal govern- ·
mer Department of LiRowan County, East
the University of South- me:p.t senior executive,
brary Science at MSU
Kentucky and the Uniern Mississippi, he re· former associate profesin 1985.
versity.
turned to Morehead and sor of geodesy and geoWith retirement, he
Growing up in Rowan joined the University's
physics, and business
devoted more time to
County, he had a love of staff in 1968.
executive. As deputy di.
his writing and has
sports, history, reading
. A World War II veter- rector of Defense Mapcompleted four books:
and writing. Enlisting
an, Dr. Ellis remains·ac- ping Agency, he led the
"Morehead Memories,
in the military at ·17, he tive in local yeteran's af- technical and opera~
True Stories from Eastwould receive an honor- fairs, having served on
tional activities. of the
ern Kentucky" (2001);
able discharge before
the committee that esworld's leading mapping
"Patriots & Heroes,
beginning his college ed- tablished the Veteran's
organization and served
Eastern Kentucky Solucation, and playing
Wall and Freedom Park. on the faculty of the
diers of WW I" (2003);
shortstop on the baseHe is a frequent speakUniversity of Hawaii.
"Alpha Hutchinson, The ball team and meeting
· In retirement, he
er at veteran's proBiography of a Man and his future wife on the
grams.
served as chief scientist
His Community" ,(2003); tennis courts.
for two large defense
Dr. Ellis has been
"Kentucky Memories,
He was accepted into
contractors and later es-.
married to the former
Reflections of Rowan
' the library science pro- ·.Janis Caudill (1953) for
tablished two viable
County" (2005).
gram at Peabody Col· small businesses in the
nearly 60 years. They
He has contributed
lege (now part of Vanhave four children, 11
Geospatial Intelligence
more than 450.articles
derbilt University), com- grandchildren and one
Industry.
to the Morehead News
pleted a master's degree great-grandchild.
Donna Tatman Reed
for its "Morehead Memand accepted a position
(1973) is vice president
Entering the .A lumni
ories" column. Many of
• · of content for Media
as school librarian in St. Hall of Fame will be:
these written works dePetersburg, Fla.
General. She is responDr. Kenneth I.
scribe significant historAfter earning a docDaugherty (1957) is a
sible for the news quali-

T

.. ,

Founders Award for University Service. · ·
With 34 years of library
experience in Kentucky and
Florida, he retired as director of libraries,., and .chair

ty for Media General's
18 television stations, '
25 daily newspapers,
weekly newspapers and
online news sites affiliated with those proper- ·
ties. Previously, she .
.held the position of vice
pr.esident of news and .
multimedia strategy in
the publishing division
which include: The
Tampa Tribune, the
Richmond Times-Dispatch, the Winston~
Salem Journal, ·22 'o ther
daily newspapers in the
Southeast United States
and more than 75 week-

lies and periodicals.
.In 2008, Reed was
named the Virginius
Dabney Distinguished
Professor at Virginia
Commonwealth University in Richmond. She
resides in Midlothian,
Va.
Banquet tickets are
$20 per person.
Additional information or to purchase tickets for the events is
available by contacting
the Office of Alumni and
Constituent Relations
at. (606) 783-2080 or
(800) 783-ALUM.

~HE ~THODIST CHURCH
Th~ Lei~ester West Circuit
Anstey. Markficld~~:~b;,-T;~~:;~~
Rev John H. Bower
4 Spinneysidc
Groby
Leicester

LE60GX
Tel: 0116 287 6035
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t.,INISTERIAL COURSE OF STUDY OF THE UNITED MOHODIST CHURCH 1980-1984

¢: .,

Co~ference _ ·_K_E_NT_UC_K_Y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name ----=El.:..1,__,i=
·s.·,---'J=-=a;..::c=k_D""".;...._-------.
...

Address _ _.,!·BQ=X_,;4=2:..:.7_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---4

Morehead, Kentucky 40351
Paper Rec.

i----.. . ·

People
~ ,,,

Completed:

of God: Church

3-'f-13

II

·)-1{-jJ

II

Date _ __ _ _ __ _

·,I

"'".'
'

. Exploring our Theological
71eritage (United Methodism)

~

Studies for License as
Local Pastor

.
.,

Date __
19_ 7_7_ _ _ _ _

CIS

>-

Evangelism

V

'E

:.c:

E-- ✓

Paper Rec.

Total Pd.

The Pastor as Theologian
The Pastor as Leader of
OS
>- Worship and Preaching

~
'

-

A

r:

Cj)_

\J
OS
.,

R

I:

~

_'B
The Pastor as Caring Person

3- ?-,f.3
".) -1/ - ,f' J

Paper Rec.

r.

..,

Church Administration

Course Fee

Grade

The Pastor as Interpreter
of the Bible

Word of God : Old Testament

J -/-S· r

>-

Christian Education

"O

r,

A

Pc.~
f) -

C
0

(,I

~

Preaching

=i •.) J.,.,

fJ

'

11

3 - ( - $?f

Ii

Preaching and Sacraments

3- ·- l-?f

:Bf

CDMPlETICM
P.fPORTrn

Performing our Theological
Task

/:..-2-,,i✓-J?Y

,A

Total Pd . /tti .c, C

1~-31-rt

/j

t OMFL(":;!J!i
RF.~ -~!;:·! ~'.J

l.:Z -31-S'/

2 3 198 5
A JAN
" -.u·- ;:,,-

.

>-

~

lq- .i-.,_ -0 ~ Course Fee
' -,U:i>< ~<:co

/,;? - 3 /-;Y'/.

., Church in Mission

..c

Grade

APR ~; :; 1984

Word of God: New Testament

OS

¢:

/_) . S7I

,!7.,_z_; -,f'i /'17.,?.;,:.;

Ethics

Paper Rec.

I

:i....

Course Fee

Grade

II

Course Fee

V

1./

(,_ '3 /-~

J -; -? '-1

..c
t:
::s

~

UG/0 30198
3
- ~5"· g

~

A

0

Total Pd.

COMPLH/ON
REPORTED

Total Pq/.: o. o

~

>-

II ,..

.

People of God: Israel

OS

Total Pd.;::,:.!-Ct:ir

Exploring our Theological
Heritage (20th Century Movement)

f

""
Paper Rec.

..,

Coune Fee
(J-3,M,- Jo.';i.,,

~

Candidacy for Ministry

Exploring our Theological
Heritage: Early church

Grade

Pastoral Counseling

I}

"'l'-'1--P< 1/.~S-. co

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

1405 w. Broadway
Louisville, KY•

AUTHORIZATION OF EDUCATION OR TRAINING SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCE
June 30, 1947
File Reference:
LE?A-166

Mr. J a ck D. Ellis
325 Bays Ave.
Morehead, Kentucky

In reply refer to:
C - 13 957 168

Dea r Sir:
In accordance with the previsions of Title II, Public Law No. 316, 78th Congress, as
amended, you are hereby notified that, as a veteran found eligible for its benefits, who
ent~ d a course of education or training on the ____1_____________day of-------~~------------,
19___ _; ~ubsistence allowa~ce h,~:ei authorized to be paid4tp t~¥jn t1ktlf!1W1,t of
65 0
$------------per month f1 om ______
- - - - - , 19________

7

1947.

The monthly payments based on this authorization will continue during the period you
pursue a course of education or training subject to the general conditions mentioned on the
reverse side of this letter. Upon the happening of any of the contingencies mentioned, the
Veterans Administration should be notified promptly.
If you should change your address, the Veterans Administration must be i:r, -form ecl, P,t
once.

It is your privilege to enter an appeal from this decision, provided the Veterans Administration is informed of your desire to have your case considered by the Board of Veterans' Appeals, within 1 year from the date of this letter. Any new and material evidence
submitted will be accorded careful attention but, if received subsequent to the expiration
of the 1 year appeal period mentioned above, it will be considered as a new claim.
Any communications concerning this claim should clearly and accurately show the
, above-captioned C-number, your full name, present address, and should be addressed to
the Manager, U. S. Veterans Administration J..1:.Q~_J¥_!__J~~g-~g_~~}.'_,___~2~!.~!!_:!) 0 , KY• ___ _
as long as your case remains under the jurisdiction of this office. If your case is transferred
at a y tirv.e io .wiJl ,?,Et in or:ined

enoa or

11g1 tdtY

· .. r.t· t t:m:

Yrs ___~ __ __ Mo ___7______ ays ___ ~-- __ _
KE/'N:£:'H R, PAT TERf:ON

Ch i e f

Vo ca t :; on· 1 Eehati li tau

'
·------··ancr--Ecryfriffu~f
'Xtiii~t-"i~tifA~?dli:-·--

VA FORM
JAN 1946

7- 506

(See other side)

16-44006-3

,i

NOTICE

1. Payment of subsistence allowance is discontinued on termination or interruption of the
course.
2. A person gainfully employed in full-time employment not related to his course of education or training may not receive subsistence allowance.
3. Where by reason_of a dependent or dependents subsistence allowance is being paid, a
reduction in subsistence allowance becomes effective in the event of the death of the
dependent, divorce from wife, or child attaining the age of 18 years (21 years if attending school). The Veterans Administration should be informed immediately of any
such happening.
4. If the person in training attends a course on a part-time basis, or receives compensation for productive labor performed as part of apprentice or other training-on-the-job,
reduction in subsistence allowance is in order.
'
5. If subsistence allowance is claimed for a dependent, proof of relationship or dependency
must be submitted within 60 days, or the subsistence allowance will be reduced to the
amount allowed a person without a dependent.

IMPORTANT PROVISIONS OF APPLICABLE LAW
38 U. S. C. 454a. "Payments of benefits due or to become due shall not be assignable,
and such payments made to, or on account of a beneficiar y under any of the laws relating
to veterans shall be exempt from taxation, sh all be exempt from the claims of credit ors, and
sha ll not be liable to attachment, levy, or seizure by or under any legal or equitable process
whatever, either before or after 1·eceipt by th e beneficiary."
38 U. S. C. 713. "That if any person entitled t o payment of pension under this title,
whose right to such payment under this titl e or under any r egulation issued under this
tit le, ceases upon the happening of any contingency, thereafter fraudulently accepts any
such payment, he shall be punished by a fine of not more than $2,000 or by imprisonment
for not more than 1 year, or both."
38 U. S. C. 714. "That whoever shall obtain or receive any money, check, or pension
under this title, or reg ulations issued under this title, without being entitled to same, and
with intent to defraud the United Stat es or any beneficiar y of the United States, sha ll be
punished by a fine of not more than $2,000, or by imprisonment for not more than 1 year,
or both."
U. S. GO VERNMENT PRINTIN G OFFICE

l tJ--•t •to0 5 - 3

Pastoral Care Week
St. Claire Medical Center honored pastoral care volunteers with a breakfast Thursday
morning and other activities last week. Standing, left to right: John W. Conley, First
Church of God; Robert Meadows, Bethany Inn; Lloyd Dean, United Pentecostal Church;
Harold E. Tackett, First Christian Church; Harold Harr, First Church of God; and
Richard A. Parker, First Church of the Nazarene. Seated are Jack D. Ellis, Methodist
Church; Stephen Gallenstein, Jesus Our Savior Catholic Church; and Charles Shrewsbury, state evangelist/secretary of the Church of God in Kentucky, who was the guest
speaker. (Photo by Sean l{elly)

WSt. Claire Regional Medical Center

Tnank You
For:

Teamwork -

MANY HANDS, MANY M INDS , ONE GOAL

Commitment Pride -

To Ar.WAYS PUTTING OTHERS FIRST

IN ST. CLAIRE AND THE WoRK Yo u Do

Vision -

NoT SEEING THINGS

As

THEY ARE, BuT

As

THEY WILL BE

CERT! FICA TE OF

Appreciation
Th e co mmunity of

who has rend ered exempl ary se rvice as

The kindly one will be blessed for giving sustenance to the poor.
- Proverbs 22 :9
<> THE LITURG ICA L PRESS 1985
1379
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LIFE MEMBER

ORDER OF MERIT
THE CHAIRMAN AND THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
OF THE
REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE
DO HEREBY CONFER

THE LIFE MEMBER
ORDER OF M.ERIT
UPON

Mr. Jack Ellis
THE SAID HAS UNEQUIVOCALLY EARNED THIS GOOD AND HIGH
TRIBUTE IN RECOGNITION OF THEIR UNDYING COMMITMENT,
PATRIOTIC LOYALTY AND DEDICATION OF SERVICE TO THE
REPUBLICAN PARTY AND THE UNITED STATES OF i\MERICA.

COMMISSIONED THIS DAY

June 22, 2012
IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

~

Rf.INCE PRIEBUS
CH AIRMAN

.
IN THE NAME AND BY THE AUTHORITY OF THE

\

Ii

~.~

~

~~

:

::!_.,,

BOB BABBAGE
W:o all to ~lyom W:lyese Jresents jlyall Olome, ®reetings:

%ww, ~ !7ftat,_

JackD.Ellis

~ 6euv du!!/~ I & ~ ~ a n d ~ [I/

NOTARY PUBLIC
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER
HOUSTON, TEXAS

IN REPLY REFER TO:

77058

CB

MAR 21

1969

Dr. Jack D. Ellis
280 Ly-Ddhurst Street
Dunedin, Florida 33528
Dear D-.c. Ellis :

Many thanks for your congratulations extended on the
successful cor«pletion of the ft~pollo VIII flight. As
a crewman of this historic first voyage around the
moon, I am especially a-ppreciative of your prayers
which you offered in our behalfj and for your kind and
generous comments regarding the Christmas Eve message
which we broadcasted to the people of the good, good
earth, I am deeply grateful.
May the remainder of 1969 bring to you and yours much
happiness and good cheer.

s7,, :,:r~J/

,~Borman
Colonel., USAF
NASA Astronaut

.

Jack D. Ellis
Work History
Earliest job remembered--age 10-11--I lived on U.S. 60 west in
Morehead.
John Mau!k, who had the job of delivering all of the
Courier Journal newspapers in Morehead, usually needed some help on
Sunday mornings.
The papers were placed in a big red wagon--Mr.
Mau\k would stay in the street with the wagon. He would hire young
boys to deliver the papers to the doors.
I got a job delivering
these papers.
Bare in mind that the Lexington paper was
practically non-existent in Morehead.
Ninety percent of the
newspapers delivered in Morehead were the Louisville paper. This
was a big job and I earned about 15 cents every Sunday for working
about three hours. But remember that you could go to the new Trail
Theater for 10 cents and for a nickel you could get a big box of
popcorn so I was living high on the hog at this time.
This job
lasted about 4-6 weeks, it didn't go over well with my mother
because she was determined that I go to church on Sunday and she
didn't like me missing so she had me to quit.
The next job I remember holding -- I went into business for
myself. There had been a terrible flood here in Morehead, actually
the fl9od was July 4, 1939. I would have been about 12 years old
at that time. As a result of the flood, many stores and houses had
been washed out and buildings actually washed off; therefore there
were many milk bottles and pop bottles washed away and spread all
over the lower Tripplet valley.
So I started out on my bicycle
going over to west Morehead and along the railroad and other low
lying areas collecting bottles. The bottles would be filled with
mud, but I would wash them out and take them back to the stores.
I could get a nickel for cocoa-cola or pepsi bottle.
It was
nothing for me to pick up 15-20 bottles on the weekends and get the
refunds. Sometimes I would get $1.00 to $1.50 and was living high
and making a lot of money.
There was a lot of opportunities in
Morehead due to the tragic flood in the area.
During the summers I would mow yards to make some money, bear
in mind that I didn't have any kind of powered lawnmower, it was
strictly a push mower with a push rotor blade--the wheels made the
cutter work. This was hard work and the weather was getting hot so
I decided that this was too much work for the money I was getting
paid. This didn't last long.
At about age 12, the Courier Journal people broke up the route
that Mr. Mau\k had for all the newspapers. Mr. Mau\k was old and
when he retired, a man came in and advertised that he wanted paper
carriers and was interviewing at the Midland Trail Hotel (owned by
my aunt and her husband- -Peach and Jack Cecil) in Morehead .~
a
particular night.
He needed three carriers.
The night of the
interview came and I talked with him and told him that I had
experience delivering the Courier Journal and that I felt that I
could do a good job delivering it and I would be very dependable.
Out of the 40-50 people there, I received one of the paper routes;
Randy Wells and Paul Wheeler got the other routes.
Perhaps Aunt
1
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Peach had put in a good word for me since this man was staying at
her hotel. This was my first political influence in getting a job.
I could deliver my papers early and still have time to go to church
so this didn't bother my mother so much--she liked the idea of me
working. Randy, Paul and I had a lot of fun waiting for the papers
to come in on the train.
While we were waiting, we would juggle
the rocks along the railroad tracks and pitch pennies.
Along about the age of 12-13 or close, the Lexington Hearld
and Lexington Leader began to .push to get more subscriptions here
in Morehead. They needed someone to deliver the Leader at night.
This was an evening paper that came in on the 6 p.m. train. I got
the job of delivering the Lexington Leader in the evening.
This
went along for several months and then it was getting really hard
on me to get up early and deliver the papers before school and
deliver papers after I got out of school.
So I guess that my
mother decided that this was too much work and said that I would
have to give up one of the paper routes.
I did elect to give up
the morning paper and kept on delivering the evening paper.
I
could sell a lot of extra papers by going to the hotel and walking
down the halls and announcing the Lexington Leader for 5 cents-sometimes they would give me a dime so I really liked to sell the
extras at the hotel.
I did this for a couple of years and this
ended when I was about 14.
At the same time I was delivering the evening papers, on
weekends I would help my dad deliver milk. Dad was a delivery man
for the Red Rose Dairy here in Morehead.
He delivered mil k to
homes and businesses. He would get up and go to work about 4:004: 3 0 in the morning and then come home about 6: 0 0-6: 3 0 to eat
breakfast. He would get me up at this time and I would go and help
him on weekends delivering to homes until 9: 00 - 10: 00.
Also on
Saturdays, he would deliver to the businesses and restaurants in
Morehead and also down to Farmers, up to Haldeman and Soldier. On
Saturday, we would go to Soldier and park the Red Rose milk truck
in one place and deliver milk to six different businesses there.
The milk business was big in those days.
The Red Rose Dairy was
located on Second Street, close to Janis's home--2-3 doors on out,
in Morehead . At this time the Spring Grove Dairy was located in
Bath County. The Red Rose Dairy was the dominate dairy, delivering
to the college, homes and businesses.
In the fall of 1941, about age 14, I was run over by a car in
front of our house on West U.S. 60.
The driver was Chiles
.--r::~
Etwarp, who was the principal at Breckinridge Training School
rf;'-P. - ~h~~e I was a student. I was knocked about 50 feet in the air and
was unconscience·,~ I hurt my leg and was on crutches for about two
months and was just getting to the point where I could play
basketball at Breck and thought perhaps I had a chan§e to make the
team until this accident.
The next year, the fall of my junior
year (about age 15 [1942]), I went to Morehead High School and
enrolle U here after attending Breck for about 10 years. Shortly
after I ~rolled there, I heard a rumor that someone was needed at
the post office to delivery special delivery letters.
It was a
great opportunity to work for the U.S. Government in the post
2

office department. I talked with the post master, Claude Clayton,
who was a good friend of the Carter's -- they practically raised
him when he was here in Morehead -- so I got the job delivering
these special delivery letters.
I had to meet every train, I had
to be at the post office every morning about 7:00 to deliver the
papers that came in on the 6:00 train. I had to come down at noon
fi5 ~ deliver special delivery letters that came in on the 10; 30
train and at night I had to be t h e r e ~ deliver letters from the
evening train. This was aver
year. I did all this and was
one of the starting five (.Jllllii•--~ilk) on the basketball team at
Morehead High School.
I got 15 ce ts for every special delivery
letter that I delivered. Sometimes I would have 6, 8, 10, 12 a day
to deliver in town. Every two weeks I would get paid and boy I was
getting $8-9-10-12-15 for two weeks work so I was really rolling in
the dough.
I delivered the special delivery letters for my whole
junior year, even though I know it must have @.ffected my grade; but
I had a good solid source of income.
At the end of my junior year, I quit my job of delivering
special delivery letters because all that year I was just living
with relatives and friends and trying to finish that year of school
because my dad had gone away to work in defense plants--this was
the height of the war. At this particular time,Dlj,1e was working in
Dayton, Ohio and my mother had already quit her "teaching job and
had gone up there all during my junior year. She was working in a
defense plant there making parachutes. As soon as school was out
I went to Dayton and got a job in the same factory where she was
working and I helped make parachutes. She was a seamstress and I
was cutting the webbing that you harness around you when you put a
parachute on.
I met a lot of young boys there and became friends
with a lot of them. I was making real good money, making more per
month than my mother had made teaching school.
So at the end of
the summer when it was time to come back to school, I begin to
balk, I told my mother I was going to stay up there and work, I
didn't need a high school education. She let me know in no certain
terms that I was going back to school even though it meant staying
with family and friends back in Morehead. So I did quit my job and
came back and enrolled in Morehead High School.
In the meantime,
she decided that it might not be a good idea for me to be running
around down here by myself, so she quit her job and came back. The
first semester back, she taught at Morehead High School and I had
a class under her my senior year.
At the end of the first
semester, she went back to Dayton to work there.
I lived by self
in our house on Lyons Avenue and finished high school.
I didn't
have a job that year, I was to~~busy with school and basketball.
It was during my senior )J"someone from one of the branches of
the military service came around and gave written examinations for
young men who expected to go into the service. If they passed the
examination,~hey were offered a change~~~ join what was the Army
Specialized fraining ~eserve ~ograrw?9£1ftlu would go to college for
one year before they called you to b'asic training.
Several of us
young boys here in Morehead in the spring of 1944, (just barely 17
years old) took the test, only three of us passed the test,
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Meredith Mynhier, Charles Mayhall and myself.
We were highly
elated to go into the service. We went to Huntington to take our
physical and psychological exams.
It was quite an experience.
I
was about 5ft. 4in tall and weighted 120 pounds which was the
minimum size to get into the service. I came back and finished my
senior year and immediately upon completing high school, I went
back to Dayton, Ohio.
My mother and father were somewhere else
working in a defense factory.
I stayed with Julia and Buster Day
while I was in Dayton waiting for my call for the Army Air Corp .
I worked in a factory straightening out barrels for 45 pistols. I
did this for about a month and then I went down to Cincinnati to
see my first major league baseball game.
In about a month, I got
a call to report to West Virginia University for training in the
Army Specialized Training Program . I was to report July 4, 1944 so
I came back to Morehead and prepared to leave for West Virginia.
As I was waiting to board the train, grand-dad John Ellis showed up
to wish me well and tell me how much they would miss me. I boarded
the train at 6 p. m. to Charleston, then Parkersburg and on to
Morgantown . I got there on July 5, 1944 for my training. We were
in school so we did not get paid.
Our expenses and clothing was
taken care of, but no pay since we were not in active duty. They
were training mostly engineers there, but I had hoped to go into
pre - med.
I was shocked to discover that everyone would go into
engineering. While at West Virginia University, it a was difficult
academic program, but I did well on the baseball field, and the
basketball team. When I came home, Christmas 1944, my mother was
in the hospital in Lexington.
I had to take an extended leave
because she was in the hospital.
I was late getting back in
January and· I struggled with my studies, so they decided that they
would send me on to active duty. I came home and then reported for
active duty at Camp Aterberry in Indiana.
After entering the Army Air Corp on July 4, 1944, I returned
home on new years eve 1946.
One of the first jobs I got after
returning I went to Florida for three-four weeks and returned. In
February, the superintendent of schools, Ted Crostwaite, called and
wanted to know if I wanted to substitute teach since I had had
about a year of college.
I told him no that I didn't known
anything about teaching.
About two weeks later, he called and
wanted me to substitute down at Farmers in about the first grade.
I told him I would try it for about a week.
For a while, I drew from the 52-20 club, an act of Congress
which provided for the transition of military people returning from
service. They could draw $20 a week up to 52 weeks until they got
a job.
I did this for about 2 months and went to Florida again.
✓when I came back, Lee Hamm, a local carpenter, called me and wanted
to know if I would help him put up guttering on some houses. So I
worked for a few weeks in the spring of 1947 until I got too busy
playing baseball and doing other things.
In the summer of 1947, I enrolled in summer school at Morehead
State College.
I kind of looked at going to college as a job
because of the GI bill, I could draw $75 a month and they paid all
my tuition and books for going to school. This was a good since I
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could li~e at home with my mother and ~~--they had come home after
the war.
I played baseball at the College and met Janis during
this time.
In about 1948, there was a job that came open at the post
office here for a substitute carrier/clerk.
I took the test, and
by being given an additional 5 points by being a service man, I got
the job. I started at the post office during the Christmas season
of 1948 while I was still in college.
It was hectic, but I was
making 60 cents and hour which was minimum wage which soon went up
to $1.00 per hour.
I continued working part-time as a substitute
on the various routes and also on the inside. This helped pay the
bills for a while. In about 1951, my hours were cut back so I had
to get a job somewhere else also.
I drove the bookmobile for a
while. The only qualification for being the bookmobile librarian
was to know the county and be able to drive a truck.
I did both
jobs until about 1955, then I decided that I would quit the post
office and stay with the bookmobile and go back to school. The job
at the post office paid twice as much as the bookmobile librarian,
however, I didn't think that working at the post office was what I
wanted to do the rest of my life.
I finished college about 1957
with a bachelor's degree with a minor in library science and a
major in biology and physical education.
I decided that if I was
going to stay in education, I would need a graduate degree.
I
tried to get into the University of Kentucky, but they told me that
I had already had too much library science for them to help me. I
applied to Peabody at Vanderbilt to their graduate school and was
admitted. I quit my job on the bookmobile and the end of 1957. On
new year's eve of 1957 I went down to Peabody and enrolled in
Library School. Janis, John, and Jackie joined me in the spring of
1958.
We lived in the married housing on campus.
I finished my
program in August.
Before I finished I was offered two jobs in
California--one in San Diego and one at Chico State and also one in
Florida. We choose the one in Florida, which was not as far from
Morehead. I accepted a job sight unseen down there as librarian at
~ ~ ~ u n i o r High School. The school had not even been built,
so we were on double session over at Tyron Junior High School for
one year. Double sessions is having two separate faculties and two
separate student bodies going to school in the same building. One
set came early and went home at 12 noon.
The other came about
12:30 and went home at 6 p.m.
When summer time rolled around I
didn't know what I would be doing. I was offered a job working in
the county office with the library supervisor, ordering and
cataloging new books for new schools which were being built.
Janis, Jackie, and John came back to Morehead for the summer. They
came back down in the fall.
The next year I was offered a job at St.Petersburg Jr. College
as Librarian.
This was a big step up from Junior High School to
Junior College.
After about six months there, I was miserable.
There were three old ladies there that were from the dark ages and
modern methods of librarianship did not go over very well with
them. The old gentleman who was library supervisor for the whole
5

county of Pinel]ds County was retiring and I applied for the job
and was fortunate enough to get it this time without any political
influence.
I got it on my own and it was a great deal of
satisfaction knowing that you are going into a new situation in an
area where no one knew you.
I was selected over people from all
over the country and also over others within the system. This was
one of the most challenging jobs I have ever had. I held this job
from 1960 to 1965.
During the time I had this job as library
supervisor of Pinellis County Schools, I did have to go back to
school to add supervision to my qualifications. During these five
years I took classes at Florida State University in Tallahassee,
and the University of Florida in Gainsville and the University of
South Florida in Tampa .
Most of the classes were offered offcampus 'so I didn't have to actually go to these cities, except to
South Florida to take these classes . G'~ -1"it hWA)
Along about this time, I decided that if I was going to remain
in education that I needed a doctor's degree.
I talked with a
sales representative that I knew and ask him if he was going to get
a doctor's degree in education with an emphasis in library science
and administration, where would he go.
He recommended the
University of Southern Mississippi at Hattiesburg has a very
outstanding program in this field.
I applied at this university
and was accepted. I took a leave of absence in the summer of 1965
and went to the University of Southern Mississippi for one quarter
and begin work on a doctorate in educational administration. After
completing this quarter, the regional manager from Coronet Films,
Wayne McClure, called on me from Atlanta. I had jokingly told him
that if he ever quit his job that I wanted it.
He came in to my
office and asked me "Jack, what would you have to have to go to
work for us?" and told me to write it down on a piece of paper . I
told him that I had to talk with Janis and told him what I would
have to have .
Well, he didn't know if he could do that, so he
called the president of the company. The president said he would
give that amount if I would go to work and be a resource person out
of the Chicago office and cover the state of Florida for their
company.
This is the dream of every sales representative in the
country to have Florida as their territory.
Coronet Films was a
di vision of Esquire, Inc.
I left my job in St. Petersburg on
December 1, 1965 as supervisor of libraries in Pinellis County
Schools and went to work for Coronet Films as a
sales
representative and/or educational consultant for the state of
Florida.
In the spring of 1960, it was decided by Janis and myself,
that is was absolutely necessary that we m~v .back / o Morehead.
1 , ~~t ~s, I wrote a
After working for Coronet Films for aboutJ ~ t~
letter of resignation telling them that /± had to move back to
Morehead.
They thought I was crazy to do that, but they decided
they wanted to keep me on.
In the meantime, I was going back to r.. ~
school at Southern Mississippi and went to start my ~ e l"WV
consecutive quarters wired together to qualify for my residence
requirements in my doctoral program. I still worked for Coronet in
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Florida and going to school in Mississippi full time. I did a lot
of flying back and forth.
In the meantime, Janis got everything
ready without my help and moved back to Kentucky in the summer of
1966.
In the fall of 1966, when I finished my residence requirement
at the University of Southern Mississippi, I wrote another letter
and told Coronet that I was resigning my job in Florida and that I
was moving back to Kentucky.
The president of the company,~
Nelson, called me and said that if I was determined to move back to
Morehead, Kentucky, I still had a job with them traveling over all
of the eastern United States. I had to train someone to do my job
in Flq~ida.
When I came to Kentucky I worked out of Chicago and
~~ asked to com~~ i~~~khic~gLabout once every four to six
weeks so ~u \ J j l f ] , • ~ ~ ~ t s " a r t of ~organization.
They
said you will go where think is needed, keeping in mind that you
are a representative of central management team of Coronet Films
and Esquire, Inc. and do what you think is best for the company at
all times.
You will be traveling all over the United States as a
member of the central management team from Chicago.
From 1966-1968 I got all of my traveling out of my system so
I didn't need to travel anymore.
They had offered me a job in
Washington D.C. but I turned that down. About a year later, they
offered me a job in New York City and I turned that down knowing
that after that I could no longer work for the company. It became
a chore to travel. It was also during the time of the civil unrest
in our country, and therefore, it was not much fun traveling and
being in the same town as Martin Luther King was and knowing the
unrest that could develop. Incidently, I was in Memphis, Tennessee
when I saw that he was coming into Memphis to help settle a strike
of the garbage workers, so I left Memphis and went to Atlanta and
worked down there (this was when he was killed).
Traveling had
become such a chore, I decided to resign my job with Esquire, Inc. ,
Coronet Films Educational Division.
In the summer of 1968, Miss Ione Chapman, asked me to come to
work as director of libraries here at Morehead State.
She was
going to resign but wanted to work two more years here at Morehead.
She wanted to step down and work as assistant director during the
two years.
I had an interview with Dr. Adron Doran for
the
position of director of the library. This was quite an interview
experience. Dr. Doran was upset because I didn't take the job he
offered me when I graduated from Peabody.
He '1rilled me
unmercifully and I was just about ready to tell him to take the job
and shove it when the Dean, who was also present at the interview,
jumped in and was sort of a mediator.
I guess Dr. Doran was
testing me to see how much I could take and to see how tough I was.
I guess I passed the test because he offered me the job here at
Morehead. I didn't have to travel anymore and I could even walk to
work and home for lunch now.
I accepted the job as director of libraries at Morehead State
University, a very presti~f job in the area, and I was happy to
get it. Along about this time, God began to work with my life. I
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felt a tug and pull toward his work, this was in the early 1970's.
About 1973 I became very active in the Gideon Ministry. This is an
organization of christian men who go out to churches and speak and
ask for contributions to buy Bibles to place in .schools. But this
did not seem to be all God wanted me to do so I guess that about
1975 I felt God calling me into the ministry.
I talked to the
district superintendent, Bill Pope.
Dr. Curry, pastor of the
Methodist Church here in Morehead, was very delighted to talk me
and walk me through the procedure of entering the ministry. Had I
known all that would be involved, I would have been modified
because there was a great deal of red tape and studying involved in
the work of the Methodist ministry, but I did get started.
I
answered God's call which is what I thought I should do.
I began pastoring a small church at Fairview in December, 1975.
Janis and I went through the snow up through the mountains at the
edge of Rowan, Carter and Elliott counties to get to the church.
The people received us very kindly.
We were there for preaching
the word; baptizing those that got saved; burying the dead; and
marrying the living.
We were there for about four and one-half
years.
We changed superintendents and he asked me to move into Fleming
County at Shilo and Goddard .
We pastored over there for eight
years.
It was a delightful experience at these two churches. We
met so many wonderful people and made many friends.
God richly
blessed us in everything we did.

~
Harold Tat~an becameA9uperintendent
and he asked if I would move
to Wallingford United( Methodist Church .
By this time, January,
1985, I had retired as Director of Libraries and was not having to
do both jobs so I could devote full time to the ministry.
Along
about the time I retired from the University, I received a call
from the President of Esquire, Incorporated. He said that he had
heard that I had retired and asked me if I was interested in doing
some occasional consulting work for them . I told them that I would
be interested.
I went to New York and talked with them for a
couple of days and they showed me the beautiful part of the city
and took me to lunch on top of the Radio City Music Hall. They had
made reservations for me to stay about four days, but I only stayed
two and came home.
I told them that I would travel for them
occasionally to different parts the nation to help solve any
problems with their materials and to help promote the image the
Esquire's educational group only. Esquire magazine was taken over
by an unfriendly take-over: Rufford Murdock, who owned the London
Times; New York Times, Fox studios, and many others. The people I
knew:
the President (Burney Crouse) and others that I knew were
put out. So this dream job where Janis and I could travel did not
materialize.
If it had materialized, Janis and I would not have
given up the ministry. We stayed at Wallingford for five years .
We then moved to Owingsville United Methodist Chur ch.
8

This was a

7

good church with very supportive people there. There seemed to be
so much to do, more than I wanted to do down there.
The people
wanted more than I could give them; such as sweeping the snow off
the sidewalks in front, clearing the parking lots and taking care
of the large building and gym that people booked for dinner and
things.
I only stayed about three years because I didn't want to
spend my retirement this way. I then retired from the ministry for
a while, about six months.
I then went back and served a church in Olivet in Mason County.
This is where we are as of now, December, 1997.
This covers my
work experience up to date.
.
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"All Gave Some and Some Gave All (Billy Ray Cyrus)
"They Gave Their Tomorrow That You Might Have Today"
(Sign at the entrance of U.S. Military Cemetery in Rheims, France)

All gave some and some gave all are words from that stirring
patriotic
song
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recorded by Kentucky' s own Billy Ray Cyrus. Also·t ':nothfr quote from a sign
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• WW I ended. It was called
the "War to end all
wars".
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.fr,~e. General Eisenhower, Supreme Allied Commander, refused to

even talk to the Germans, and authorized Lt. General Walter Bedell Smith to
represent the USA at the signing. Later, when he did meet with the German
delegates, he even refused to return their salute, signifying his deep personal

At the end of WW I, November 11, 1918, raml;,µnctious Rqw.an Countians
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On Wednesday, August 16, 1945, all businesses in Morehead were closed.
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FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
(Disciples Of Christ)
227 EAST MAIN STREET
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

(606) 784-4836
June 11, 1999

Mr. & Mrs. Jack Ellis
550 West Sun Street
Morehead, Ky. 40351
Dear Jack and Janice:

I have been at First Christian Church for nearly 16 months now, and I am writing to say
how much I truly appreciate knowing you and the support I have received from you.
Someone who is a member here but does not attend told me that they were surprised that I
have lasted this long given the energy I bring and some of the non-traditional things I do
from time to time on a Sunday morning. You probably appreciate that comment more than I
can, but I have had several hints what this implies.
I am enjoying my time in Morehead and being a part of the community in as many ways as
my time and energy will allow. I am forever a part of the history of Morehead as I have
been in your column, Jack, when you did the history of the churches. I am now archived
with very little dust.
Thank you for standing by for me during my vacation as well as preaching and dropping by
for worship even when I'm gone.
Sincerely,

IJ:tf7
Rev. Bill Watson
Senior Minister
First Christian Church
bb

Sr. Minister: Rev. Bill Watson
Bill_Watson.parti@ecunet.org

Oh Jefferson-what you declared in ink
Each hedgerow claimed a thousand times in blood!
From the poem "Welcome to Hell" by former POW, Phil Hardin
The Jesse Stuart Foundation has published hundreds of books since 1985, but
none has given me more pride than Jack
Ellis' Patriots & Heroes: Eastern Kentucky Soldiers of WW II.
This 414-page hardback book profiles POW s, KIAs, MIAs, and one Eastern Kentuckian, Franklin Sousley of
Fleming County, who, along with five fellow soldiers, raised the American flag at
Mt. Suribachi on Iowa Jima. Joe
Rosenthal's photo of that event made it
one of the defining moments of the war.
This book does not-and could notprovide the story of each of our region's
patriots and heroes, but the soldiers who
are profiled march across these pages as representatives of
every Eastern Kentucky patriot and hero, just as every Eastern Kentucky soldier represents soldiers from all across

Patriots

our great country.
Looking back on Appalachia's role
in American military history, we can easily overemphasize the popular heroes like
Andrew Jackson, Davy Crockett and
Alvin York and not provide enough praise
for the thousands of other men and
women who served their country quietly
and bravely. This book is a testimony to
unrecognized heroes. It honors every
man and woman from Appalachia who
served our country.
They were patriots for what they did,
and heroes for what they were willing to
do. Patriots and heroes, 1 salute you.
-JamesM. GiffQ.rd

& Heroes:Eastern Kentucky Soldiers of WWII

by Jack Ellis. A 414-page hardback, $35. See Military Studies, page 8. ISBN# 1-931672-12-1

Jack Ellis

Patriots & Heroes discusses the physical pain, and also the psychological and emotional
stress suffered by a dozen of America's Citizen Soldiers in WWII. Their stories are representative of the courage, suffering, sacrifice and separation faced by the American Gls
of that war. The author uses interviews, letters, documents and
personal experiences to poignantly present their stories.
Dr. Jack D. Ellis is a native of Morehead, Kentucky. He is a
retired Director of Libraries and Professor of Library Science at
Morehead State University. Jack served in the Army Air Corps
from 1944-1947.
This is his second major book published by the Jesse Stuart
Foundation. Morehead Memories: True Stories from Eastern Kentucky appeared in 2001 and has been a popular book that has sold
well in Kentucky and across America.
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Dear Friends and Associate Members:

Hal Blythe & Charlie Sweet
Eastern Kentucky Un iversity

Allen Burner, Treasurer
Ashland , KY

The Jesse Stuart Foundation is proud to
announce the republication of Billy C. Clark's

Allan Dittmer
Uni versity of Loui sv ille

Harvey & Mae Dixon
Ormond Beach, FL

James M. Gifford,
CEO & Senior Editor
Jesse Stuart Fo un dation

Melba Porter Hay
Kentucky Hi storica l Society

Keith R. Kappes, Chair
Morehead State University

Carl & Buzzy Leming
Edgewood , KY

Earl & Jean Lockwood
Farmvi lle, VA

Ethel McBrayer
Gree nup , KY

John McGinnis
Greenup , KY

Danny Miller
Northern Ke ntuc ky University

Greg Monge
Ashl a nd , KY

Barbara Nicholls
Ashland Community Co ll ege

David Palmore
Erl anger-El smere Indepe nde nt Sc hoo ls

Edwina Pendarvis
Marshall U ni vers ity

Doris Price
Ashl a nd , KY

John Spurlock
Western Ke ntucky University

Jane Stephenson
Lex in gton, KY

Jane Stuart

Our re-issue of The Champion of Sourwood
1·
Mountain marks the completion of more than a decade of work by the Jesse Stuart Foundation. Now all
of Clark's out-of-print books are available again.
In 1991, Mr. Clark signed a letter of agreement that gave the
Jesse Stuart Foundation the exclusive rights to republish and market his out-of-print books. The following year, the Stuart Foundation republished Clark's autobiographical classic, A Long Row
• To Hoe. That fall, the city of Catlettsburg proclaimed September
5th "Billy C. Clark Day" and named the bridge leading from
Catlettsburg to Kenova, West Vrrginia, the "Billy C. Clark Bridge."
Mr. Clark also served as Grand Marshall of the Annual Catlettsburg
Labor Day Parade that year.
Catlettsburg is developing a series of murals on the floodwall,
like the ones in Portsmouth, Ohio. The first mural depicts Billy C.
Clark and his books. The gradual reissue of Clark's books created
a renaissance of interest in Clark's life and works that has resulted
in new publications. In 1999, the JSF published a new volume of
Clark's poetry, To Leave My Heart At Catlettsburg.
Clark's resurgent popularity also prompted two new collections of prose by university presses. In 2000, the University of Tennessee Press issued By Way of the Forked Stick, and, this fall, the
University Press of Kentucky is publishing a collection of fourteen
new Billy C. Clark short stories, Miss America Kissed Caleb.
Clark's fiction appeared in two anthologies recently published
by the Jesse Stuart Foundation: Appalachian Christmas Stories (1997) and Appalachian Love Stories (2001). He was also honored with a "A Long Row To Hoe" print by
artist Jim Marsh, produced by the Jesse Stuart Foundation.
New successes have brought new honors . On June 20, 1999, Morehead State

G ree nup , KY

(continued on next page)

Judy B. Thomas
Gree nup , KY

Peggy Wells

THE

Ashl and , KY

E-Mail Address:
j sf @j s fbook s.com

Website:

JSFBOOKS.COM
Federal ID#: 61-0959617
Status: 50 I(c)(3)
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550 W. Sun Street
Morehead, KY 40351
(606) 784-7473
July 7, 1994

Dr. Glenn Courts
District Superintendent
UM Church-Maysville District
289 Edgemont Drive
Maysville, KY 41056
Dear Glenn:
Following our phone conversation, I want to take this opportunity to formalize my request that
you find another Pastor for Owingsville UMC. This should be done as expeditiously as possible
without disrupting the church program. I have shared my desire with the church and they are
aware of this request.
This decision was the most difficult one I've ever had to make in my ministry, and it came only
after long and prayerful consideration . This decision is based upon God's leading for my life,
my health, age, home responsibilities (mother) and most important the future of Owingsville
UMC. I truly believe that it is in the best interest of the Church to have new leadership at this
time. I sincerely feel I am no longer effective there.

I shall always be grateful to Almighty God for calling Janis and me into His ministry, and to the
UMC for affording us the opportunity to serve in the ministry. But as I've said, as health
permits, I plan to move on out of the Pastoral Ministry and devote myself to the volunteer
chaplaincy at St. Claire Hospital and to my family. Glen, I want to personally thank you for
your support during my ministry, and may God continue to richly bless you and Ruth in your
ministry.
Sincerely,

Jack D. Ellis

It~
MOREHEAD

STATE UNIVERSIN @
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

July 8, 2010

202 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD . BLDG .
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4035 1
TELEPHONE 606-783-2022
FAX: 606-783-2216

Dr. and Mrs. Jack D. Ellis
552 W Sun St
Morehead, KY 40351-1564
Dear Jack and Janis:
I want to take this opportunity to once again thank you for your generous support that enabled Morehead State
University to acquire Eagle Trace Golf Course. Your investment truly demonstrates your foresight and vision for
MSU and the greater Morehead Community.
During the past three years, much has been done to enhance and improve Eagle Trace. I want to share with you
information on some of our course updates and significant events that will be held at Eagle Trace this summer.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completed the construction ofa top-notch short game practice facility for MSU Men 's and Women's Golf Teams
Improved overall irrigation system in partnership with Rowan Water and significantly improved fairway drainage
Upgraded the golf cart fleet with the acquisition of 50 EZ Go golf carts
Installed a state of the art GPS system in all carts
Blacktopped the cart paths and rebuilt and resurfaced the main parking lot and improved parking lot lighting
Installed a new security system in the clubhouse and privacy/windscreen curtains and new seating were installed on the
clubhouse pavilion
Upgraded merchandise selection in Pro Shop through a partnership with the University Bookstore
Rebuilt bunkers
Acquired a new Textron fairway mower
Installed new signage at the course entrance
Implemented more aggressive marketing efforts to increase course outings and memberships
Selected to host KGA Amateur Qualifying Round
Selected to host US Amatet:r Open Qualifying Rou11d

In addition, as a result of our physical improvements and marketing program, the number of rounds played has
increased from 7,500 in 2006-07 to nearly 10,500 in 2008-09. And all indicators reflect that 2009-10 will be even
better.
Good progress has been made to date, and I would like to personally invite you to experience the improvements first
hand. Enclosed is a gift certificate valid for one free round of golf for four people. I hope you will utilize this
during the current golf season and help us promote the course to family and friends . Thanks again for all your
support of MSU!
Sincerely,

~

Wayne D. Andrews
President
www .moreheadstate.edu
MSU is an a ffirmative action. equal opportunity, educational institution .

JACKO. ELLIS
552 W. Sun Street
Morehead, KY 40351

July 15, 2010

Dr. Wayne Andrews, President
Morehead State University
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Wayne (& Sue):
Thanks so much for the "up-date" on the new and improved Eagle Trace Golf Course. It
is amazing to me to see all that you have accomplished at Morehead in such a short time.
Although I am not a golfer, I frequently drive through the golf course to my son's house
and have followed the many enhancements closely. Everything looks so beautiful
especially at this time of the year, and, Eagle Trace is a great asset to the University, and
to the greater Morehead Community.
Thanks for the "Round of Golf Gift Certificate." My daughter and her husband will be
visiting us from Georgia next week and will be playing the course. They are both avid
golfers, and are considering moving back to Morehead following his retirement. Who
knows, maybe the golf course could help them to make up their mind to come back
home.
I am still in shock, humbled and deeply grateful for the call you made to me telling me of
the Board of Regents award to be presented to this "native Moreheadian" later this fall.
Please give Sue our warmest regards from both Janis and me and God bless you both. If
I can ever be of any help to you or MSU, I am just a phone call away.
Very Sincerely,

Jack

It~
MOREHEAD
~

UNIVERSITY RELATIONS

LNVERSITY

106 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD. BLDG.
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
TELEPHONE 606-783-2031

January 29, 1985

Dr. Jack Ellis
550 W. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Dr. Ellis:
Enclosed is a photograph which I thought you would like
to have for your personal files.
It seems to capture
the friendly spirit which characterized your long and
valuable service to Morehead State University. Please
accept the photo with my kindest personal regards.
I enjoyed our association through the years and offer
you my very best wishes for a pleasant retirement.
Please do not hesitate to call if I can be of assistance.
Cordially,

k.:cttK~

Keith Kappes
Assistant to the President
for University Relations
jgb
Enclosure
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402 Aiken Rd.
Trumansburg, NY 14886
January 2, 1991
Jack Ellis
PO Box 427
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Jack,
I'm returning, by separate mail, the historical material about
Morehead and Rowan County you so generously loaned me a long time
ago.
I found the material a great help, and held it for checking the
accuracy of my manuscript and for answering any editorial queries,
following acceptance for publication. Alas, though, I've found no
publisher wishing to take a chance on it; for the first time in my
life, I've drawn a blank in finding a publisher for o ne of my booklength manuscripts. And my agent has given up hope on it, after many
submissions. Apparently what satisfies me doesn't satisfy others.
At any rate, I've put it aside for the moment; eventually, I'll come
back to it, maybe submitting it to a small regional publishing house.
But I doubt (whatever happens) I'll need to check the MS. against
your materials.
The only question I have isn't answered by them.
Apparently Cora Wilson Stewart twice tried marriage, something not
apparent from the Helms thesis: do you know anything about a marriage
to anybody other than Stewart?
Since I have only a PO box number for you, not a street address, I
can't return your materials by UPS.
I'll get the package insured, so
a record will be kept.
Let me know if you don't get the package, so
its whereabouts can be traced.
I hope there will be no problem.
Thanks for your help. Much happines$ to you in this new yea=.
I
hope we have a chance to renew our acquaintance one of these days.
Sincerely,

402 Aileen Rd.
Trumansburg, NY 14886
February 7, 1992
Jack Ellis
POBox427
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Jack,
It was a true pleasure to speak with you on the phone earlier tonight: I particularly lilced the beauty
shop story.
Here's a copy of the review that the New York Times Book Review will publish on Sunday,
February 16; my editor at Pantheon was so pleased by it that he faxed it to me right away--shortly
before your phone call. It was good to get it, on the offical publication date of Rowan's Progress.
I also enclose another piece, an interview from the current issue of Publishers Weekly. Though1 t
emphasizes the publishing aspects of my career, it begins with some sensitive msights about the
book.
I'm looking forward to seeing the copy of the Courier-Journal article. When I return to
Morehe~d, I'll be happy to sign your co of the book; it wo~ld have been far different without
ates
u
can
still
do
itl
I
ca:::
With gratitude,

~

~~
------------

402 Aiken Rd.
Trumansburg, NY 14886
January 20, 1992
Jack Ellis
POBox427
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Jack,
I don't know if you've heard that my book about Dr. Louise and Rowan County (it's called

Rowa,i s Progres.s) was finally accepted and is about to come out; the cot es are now going to

QQQk stares. I've aslced the publisher, Pantheon, to send you a copy, an you should be receiving
it in a week or so.

-

-

You will find in that book an acknowledgment of your help. This note is simply to express my
gratitude in a more personal way.
Sincerely,

JACK D. ELLIS
550 W. SUN STREET
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
I. PERSONAL
Born at Morehead, Kentucky on January 10, 1927, the son of Lon
B. and Dorothy Williams Ellis.
Married to Janis Caudill
Ellis. Four Children: Mrs. Jackie Russell, Mrs. Jean Hurst,
Mr. John Ellis, and Dr. Jeffrey Ellis.
II. PRES ENT POSITION-

Pa 5 .f-t, ,,- e l Iv c..-t {)_ ,,,,_ 1 kd rf'-e--fx«l,srr C Au >- c.r-; ~ .S ll"Y'-, C.0 .
Pastor, Owingsville United Methodist Church, Owingsville,
Kentucky. Also, served at Fairview, Shiloh, Goddard, and
Wallingford United Methodist Churches in the Maysville
District.
III. RETIRED
Direct or ot Libraries, Chairman and Professor, Department of
Library Science and Instructional Media, Morehead State
University, Morehead, Kentucky.
IV. EDUCATION
Breckinridge and Morehead High School.
B.A. - Morehead (Kentucky) State University.
M.S.L . S . - PPnbody-Vanderbilt University.
Ed.D. - Mississippi Southern.
Graduate Course of Study, United Methodist Board of Ordained
Ministry - Nashville, Tennessee.
V. EXPERIENCE
Teacher-Coach-Rowan County Schools.
Librarian - Public Librarian and Bookmobile Librarian - Rowan
County.
Librarian - St. Petersburg (Florida) Junior College.
Director of Educational Media - Pinellas County Schcols
(Florida)
Special Projects Consultant Coronet Films - Chicago, Illinois.
Educational Consultant - Esquire Inc., Madison Ave. NY
Director of Libraries - Morehead (Kentucky) State University.
Chairman, Professor of Library Science and Instructional
Media, included teaching graduate courses in:
Directed Research in Library Science
Organization and Administration of Libraries

JACK D. ELLIS
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Directed Workshops for School Media Librarians, Public
Librarians, and Teacher Aids.
Consultant to Business,
Industry,
and Government.
(General Electric Co. - Honeywell - Esquire, Inc. - Jack
Coffey Company - Manpower Development Training Program,
and Women's Job Corps)
VI. OTHER EXPERIENCE INCLUDES
A.

Planning Physical Plants - Designing libraries and media
centers in the new construction of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B.

Automation of Library Services
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

C.

27 Elementary Schools
8 Junior High Schools
5 Senior High Schools
2 Colleges
1 University
1 School District Media Center (At that time the
only one of its kind in the country)

Established OCLC on-line processing
Developed on-line course in library orientation
Implemented retro conversion of library holdings
Organized one of the first centralized technical
processing centers in the nation.
Organized a records system for microfilming.
Established a computerized film library.

Developed standards for establishing regional library
resource centers in terms of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Physical plant
Materials
Equipment
Personnel
Budget

D.

Organized and administered the Eastern Kentucky Health
Sciences Information Network

E.

Organized
Library

and

administered

the

Kentucky

State

Film

JACK D. ELLIS
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VII. PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS AND HONORS
Member -

American Library Association
Kentucky Library Association
Kentucky Association for Educational Media
Southeastern Library Association
Phi Kappa Phi
Phi Delta Kappa
Florida Library Association
Florida Audio Visual Association
Editor of the "Bookcase" the official publication of the
Florida Library Association.
Governor's Advisory Committee on Libraries in Florida.
Chairman, Kentucky Library Certification Board; Member of
Florida Library Certification Board.
Member, Advisory Committee Kentucky State Library an Archives.
State Archives and Records Commission (Kentucky).
Board of Directors of Florida Association of School Librarians
Board of Directors of Florida Audio Visual Association.
Chairman Library Self Study Committee Southern Association
Colleges and Schools.
Chairman of library evaluation for team of representatives for
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
Appointed by two Governors of Florida, and six Governors of
Kentucky to serve as an advisor for Library and Archival
Services.
VIII.

Veteran. World War II.
Operations.

Army Air Corps.

European Theater of

It~

MOREHEAD

STATE UNIVERSllY@
O FFICE O F THE PRESIDENT

February 15, 2007

202 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD . BLDG .
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4035 1-1689
TELEPHONE : 606-783-2022
FAX 606-783-2216

Dr. Jack Ellis

552 West Sun Street
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear ,Jack
All of us involved in the effort to preserve Eagle Trace Golf Course are very
appreciative of your participation in our dinner and informational meeting.
We hope you came away from the event with a clear understanding of the
current status and the future prospects of keeping and improving the course as
a critical asset of our community.

If you have other questions or suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact me
directly at 783-2022 .
Please feel free to share what you have learned about the impact of Eagle Trace
on the community's efforts to promote tourism, economic development,
recreation and quality of life measures. Enclosed is a fact sheet that may be
helpful.
It is vital that more individuals, organizations and agencies step forward to
help us finish the job. Thanks again for your interest in our community.
Sincerely,

uJpi1i~
p.

Wayne
Andrews
President
Enclosure

www. moreheadstate.edu
MSU is an affirmative acti on, e qual opportunity, educational institution .
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SfATE UNIVERSllY@
202 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD . BLDG .
MOREHEAD. KENTUCKY 40351-1689
TELEPHONE 606-783-2022
FAX 606-783-2216

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

November 24, 2008

Dr. Jack Ellis
552 West Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Jack:
As promised, I have enclosed a copy of the video of the ceremony
honoring Col. Barber. Please accept it with our compliments.
We also are providing copies to the Barber family and to other
participants in our program. Please feel free to duplicate your copy if you
choose.
We are grateful for your personal involvement in our ceremony. Your

comments were most appropriate and deeply appreciated.
You are among our community's greatest resources, my friend, and I
have always treasured our relationship. Please don't hesitate to call if I
can return the many favors.

i<~ ~

Keith Kappes
Vice President for University Relations

Enclosure

www.moreheadst ate .edu
MSU is an affirmative act ion. equal opportunity. educational institution.
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MOREHEAD

STATE UNIVERS11Y@
O FFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

202 HOWELL-MCDOWELL AD . BLDG .
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351-1689
TELEPHONE : 606-783-2022
FAX : 606-783-22 16

April 19,2007

Dr. and Mrs. Jack Ellis
552 W. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40351
Dear Jack and Janis:
I am delighted to announce that Morehead State University is now the proud owner of
Eagle Trace Golf Course. On April 11 , we finalized all of the paperwork and have begun
full-time management of the facility.
Thank you for being a partner in helping us acquire this valuable resource. This is
another example of what we can accomplish when we work together for the good of the
larger community.
It would not have happened without your support! Thank you!

Sincerely,

~ ~drews

President

www.moreheadstate.edu
MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity, educational institution.

BOOK JACKET BIOGRAPHY

Dr. Jack D. Ellis is a native of Morehead, Kentucky, and a Veteran of WW II. He
- - -- ----·s-a-ret-~red---9tree-t-0r-efhlm=at=i~head---S-t ate-tJ~an-d-a-retired Meth o_d_is-t_ __ _ __
Minister. He holds degrees from Morehead State University, Peabody College of
Vanderbuilt University and the University of Southern Mississippi. He has 34 years of
library experience in Kentucky and Florida, and, has served as pastor of six churches in -four Eastern Kentucky counties. He has also served on both the Florida and Kentucky
Libraries Advisory Committees. Dr. Ellis has been a member of the Kentucky Archival
Commission for 36 years, having been appointed by eight separate Governors. He is the
author of three books published by the Jesse Stuart Foundation: (1) MOREHEAD
MEMORIES: True Stories From Eastern Kentucky, 2001; (2) PATRIOTS & HEROES:
Eastern Kentucky Soldiers of WW II, 2003 and (3) ALPHA M. HUTCHINSON: The
Biography of a Man & His Community, 2003. Dr. Ellis is married to Janis Caudill Ellis
and they have four children: Jackie, John, Jeff and Jean, and 1t grandchildren.
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September 25, 1986

PROOOCTIONS

Rev. and Mrs, Jack Ellis
POB 427
Morehead, Kentucky 40351
Dear Rev. and Mrs. Ellis,
Thank you for helping us to make our trip into the state a very special
one. Although we have not completed the final steps in making the commercials
for the State Department of Tourism all indications suggest that they will
show what all good Kentuckians have known for years--we're living in
"God's country!"
Our last minute changes and unusual requests can often test the patience
of those helping us out, but as the o l d ~ business saying goes,
you are a real trooper. Thank you for helping us to go that extra
bit to make sure the quality of the spots is something we can all be proud
of working on.
We trust that we have left the church in good shape, but please don't hesitate
to call us if you have any problem or question.
Again, thanks for your help!

Sinc•::i{J(y
er}Director

ina S. Davis
Assistant Producer

P.S. The crew is still talking about the doughnuts and coffee--a wonderful
treat for a wet, cold and tired group.

520 West Chestnut Street

Louisville, Kentucky 40202

(502) 582-7744

Dr. Jack D. Ellis
550 W. Sun Street
Morehead, KY 40351
(606) 784-7473

January 2, 2002

Anne Booten
Kentucky School Board Association
260 Democrat Drive
Frankfork, Kentucky
Dear Ms. Booten:
I have been privileged to know D. Kay Freeland while she was a Professor of Education at
Morehead State University and during her tenure as Superintendent of the Rowan County
Schools.
At Morehead State University we served on several committees together. She was always
energetic, knowledgeable and diligent in her work. She was an outstanding teacher and was highly
respected by students and faculty.
Since retiring 15 years ago I continue to live in Rowan County as a Methodist Minister and have
worked with her on several school and community projects, e.g. High School Reunion
Committee, Veterans Committee and the local Historical Preservation Committee. Mrs. Freeland
is one of the most community minded, public spirited citizens in our town. She effectively
articulates the needs of the public schools to the citizens through local media and a School Board
newspaper that goes to all citizens of the district, and, always keeps the welfare of faculty and
students as her number one priority.
I would highly recommend Dr. D. Kay Freeland to receive the prestigious "F.L. DuPree Award"
for her service to public education in Rowan County Kentucky.
Sincerely,

{\ 4

Dr.U

c/:L

n,(;ll.:J

D. Ellis, Retired
MSU Library Director
Methodist Minister

DR, JACK D. ELLIS, RETIRED
MSU LIBRARY DIRECTOR - HISTORIAN
550 W. SUN STREET
MOREHEAD, KY 40351

Sept. 2Jlh, 2002.
To whom it may concern,
Kentucky Humanities Council
206 East Maxwell Street
Lexington, KY 40508.
I would like to add my support to the proposal by Kentucky Folk Art Center for the Key
Ingredients, American Eaad Traditions traveling exhibition.
When the earliest settlers migrated across the rugged mountains on foot or in ox carts,
they brought with them seed for planting. They were attracted to the area because of
the abundance of timber, fish, and wild game. Upon homesteading, the first thing
they did, even before building a crude log cabin, was to clear a plot of land and plant
corn.
Each family had a homemade "gritter," which was a flat piece of tin with holes
punched in it attached to a board. Meal could be made by raking an ear of corn over
the rough tin. This provided the basic ingredients for bread, mush or grits. Beans,
potatoes, tomatoes and sugar cane were then usually added to the diet.
Besides drinking an abundance of water and some corn liquor, they drank tea made
from Spicewood, Sassafras or Birch bark boiled in sugar tree water.
The early eastern Kentucky mountaineer was described as a "striking figure." He was
tall, angular, and inclined to droop his shoulders. He was described in government
research as "the tallest soldier in the world."
The women were described as "reseNed, sturdy, sullen, grave and retiring." This was
probably because of their never ending struggle with childbirth, and rearing a family.
The relationship between diet and the physical, cultural and social fabric of the eastern
Kentucky pioneer offers a fascinating study. The exhibit would do much to help
modern day eastern Kentucky understand that relationship.
Sincerely,

Jack D. Ellis

JACK D. ELLIS
550 W. SUN STREET
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
I. PERSONAL
Born at Morehead, Kentucky on January 10, 1927, the son of Lon
B. and Dorothy Williams Ellis.
Married to Janis Caudill
Ellis. Four Children: Mrs. Jackie Russell, Mrs. Jean Hurst,
Mr. John Ellis, and Dr. Jeffrey Ellis.
II. PRES ENT POSITION
(P~ -h, r OLlvtr ClN 1-r,;_ I',) J"f\~.,--110 Ptsrr ("µ U /2...C'½ IY\'4-So N V<'.
Pastor, Owingsville United Methodist Church, Owingsville,
Kentucky. Also, served at Fairview, Shiloh, Goddard, and
Wallingford United Methodist Churches in the Maysville
District.
III. RETIRED
Director of Libraries, Chairman and Professor, Department of
Library Science and Instructional Media, Morehead State
University, Morehead, Kentucky.
IV. EDUCATION
Breckinridge and Morehead High School.
B.A. - Morehead (Kentucky) State University.
M-S -t.s. - Peabody-Vanderbilt University.
Ed.D. - Mississippi Southern.
Graduate Course of study, United Methodist Board of Ordained
Ministry - Nashville, Tennessee.
V. EXPERIENCE
Teacher-Coach-Rowan County Schools.
Librarian - Public Librarian and Bookmobile Librarian - Rowan
County.
Librarian - st. Petersburg (Florida) Junior College.
Director of Educational Media - Pinellas County Schools
' (Florida)
Special Projects Consultant Coronet Films - Chicago, Illinois.
Educational Consultant - Esquire Inc., Madison Ave. NY
Director of Libraries - Morehead (Kentucky) State University.
Chairman, Professor of Library Science and Instructional
Media, included teaching graduate courses in:
Directed Research in Library Science
Organization and Administration of Libraries

JACK D. ELLIS
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Directed Workshops for School Media Librarians, Public
Librarians, and Teacher Aids.
Consultant to Business,
Industry,
and Government.
{General Electric Co. - Honeywell - Esquire, Inc. - Jack
Coffey Company - Manpower Development Training Program,
and Women's Job Corps)
VI. OTHER EXPERIENCE INCLUDES
A.

Planning Physical Plants - Designing libraries and media
centers in the new construction of:
1.

27 Elementary Schools

2.
3.

8

4.
5.
6.

B.

2 Colleges
1 University
1 School District Media Center

(At that time the
only one of its kind in the country)

Automation of Library Services
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

c.

Junior High Schools

5 Senior High Schools

Established OCLC on-line processing
Developed on-line course in library orientation
Implemented retro conversion of library holdings
Organized one of the first centralized technical
processing centers in the nation.
Organized a records system for microfilming.
Established a computerized film library.

Developed standards for establishing regional
resource centers in terms of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

library

Physical plant
Materials
Equipment
Personnel
Budget

D.

Organized and administered the Eastern Kentucky Health
Sciences Information Network

E.

Organized
Library

and

administered

the

Kentucky

State

Film

JACK D. ELLIS
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VII. PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS AND HONORS
Member -

American Library Association
Kentucky Library Association
Kentucky Association for Educational Media
Southeastern Library Association
Phi Kappa Phi
Phi Delta Kappa
Florida Library Association
Florida Audio Visual Association
Editor of the ''Bookcase" the official publication of the
Florida Library Association.
Governor's Advisory Committee on Libraries in Florida.
Chairman, Kentucky Library Certification Board; Member of
Florida Library Certification Board.
Member, Advisory Committee Kentucky State Library an Archives.
State Archives and Records Commission (Kentucky).
Board of Directors of Florida Association of School Librarians
Board of Directors of Florida Audio Visual Association.
Chairman Library Self Study Committee Southern Association
Colleges and Schools.
Chairman of library evaluation for team of representatives for
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
Appointed by two Governors of Florida, and six Governors of
Kentucky to serve as an advisor for Library and Archival
Services.
VIII.

Veteran. World War II.
Operations.

Army Air Corps.

European Theater of

JACK D. ELLIS
Biographic Information

Dr. Jack D. Ellis, was born in Morehead, Kentucky, January 10, 1927. He
attended Breckinridge and graduated from Morehead High School. He holds
degrees from Morehead State University, Vanderbilt University and the University
of Southern Mississippi. He is a retired Director of Libraries and Chair of the
Department of Library Science and Instructional Media at Morehead State
University. He also served as Supervisor of Library Media Services for Pinellis
County {Florida) Schools as well as a Media Consultant for Cornett Educational
Media, a Division of Esquire, Inc.
Dr. Ellis was a member of the Florida Library and Archives Commission for 8
years, having been appointed by two governors, as well as a member of the
Kentucky Library and Archives Commission for 36 years, being appointed by seven
governors.
Dr. Ellis is the author of4e books published by th~ Jesse Stuart
Foundation: (1) MOREHEAD MEMORIES: True Stories from Eastern Kentucky, c.
2001; (2) PATRIOTS & HEROES: Eastern Kentucky Soldiers of WW II, c.2003;
{3) ALPHA M. HUTCHINSON: The Biography of a Man and His Community,
c 2003; and (4) KENTUCKY MEMORIES: Reflections of Rowan County, c. 2005.
He also wrote a weekly column in the MOREHEAD NEWS: KENTUCKY
MEMORIES: People and Places (1997-2009).
As a United Methodist Pastor, Dr. Ellis served six United Methodist
Churches in four counties in Eastern Kentucky, as well as a volunteer Chaplain at
St. Claire Regional Hospital in Morehead, Kentucky.
nd

He was a member of the 32 Troop Carrier Squadron, Army Air Corps in
Europe d,.uring WW II. Dr. Ellis is also one of the original members of the Rowan
County Veterans Committee since it was established in 1998, and is a life member
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Dr. Ellis is married to Janis Caudill Ellis and they have four children: Jackie,
John, Jeff and Jean; and 11 grandchildren.

JACKO. ELLIS
COLLECTION

MOREHEAD MEMORIES: PEOPLE & PLACES

460 Articles Published in the
MOREHEAD NEWS
1997-2009

MOREHEAD MEMORIES: PEOPLE AND PLACES
by
Jack D. Ellis
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN THE MOREHEAD NEWS

1997 -2009
"We live in the past by a knowledge of its history, and in the future by hope and
anticipation. By ascending to an association with our ancestors; by contemplating their
example and studying their character; by partaking their sentiments and imbibing their
spirit; by accompanying them in their toils; by sympathizing in their sufferings and
rejoicing in their successes and triumphs, we mingle our existence with their's and seem
to belong to their age".
Daniel Webster

'--

1997
Nov. 11
1998
Feb. 13
Feb. 17
Feb.20
Feb.27
April 3
April 10
April 24
April 28
June2
June 12
June 16
June 19
June 26
July 3
July 13
July 17
July 24
July 31
Aug. 7
Aug. 11

'

(1)

Tribute To A Fallen Comrade (Adrian McKinney)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
(21)

Economic Development - Rowan County 100 Years Ago
Economic Development - Clubs Important to City's Growth
Economic Development - Businesses and Hotels Flourish
Queen City - Rowan County 1875
Christian Church Arises from Law of the Gun - 1887
Baptist Church Begins with Revival - 1885
Methodist Episcopal Church - Part I - Early Circuit Riders
Methodist Episcopal Church - Part II - Post Civil War Era
Red Rose Dairy - Phone 217
Church of God - Part I -Arrival of the Saints in a Tent
Church of God - Part II - Establishing the First Church
Morehead's McBrayer Store - Phone 180
Regal Store - Phone 25
Morehead's Music Man - Blind Jim
Morehead Memories - The Weekly Drawings
Let There Be Light (Maggard Brings Electricity)
(Reprint) Economic Development 100 Years Ago
Morehead's Movie Man - Cosmograph Factory (Maggard)
Picking A Site for A New College (Maggard's Movie)
Morehead Telephone Company - Phone No. 1 - E. Maggard

IJ

Aug. 14
Aug. 28
Sept. 4
Sept. 18

(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)

Oct. 2

(26)

Oct. 9

(27)

Oct. 16

(28)

Oct. 23

(29)

Oct. 30

(30)

Nov. 6

(31)

Nov. 10

(32)

Nov. 20

(33)

Nov. 27
Dec. 4
Dec. 11
Dec. 18
Dec. 25

(34)
(35)
(36)
(37)
(38)

Morehead's Utility Man (E. Maggard & First Car)
Battsons Drug Store - Cherry Cokes and Comic Books
Bishop Drug Store - Big Little Books and Peggy Bentons
The Paper Trail: A Century of Morehead Newspapers - Part I
(Early Years)
The Paper Trail: A Century of Morehead Newspapers - Part II
(Wilson and Cornette)
The Paper Trail: A Century of Morehead Newspapers - Part III
("Snooks")
The Paper Trail: A Century of Morehead Newspapers - Part IV
(Ron Caudill)
The Paper Trail: A Century of Morehead College Papers - Part V
(Early Years)
The Paper Trail: A Century of Morehead College Papers - Part VI
(Trail Blazer)
Morehead Memories: Rowan Remembers Veterans Day
WW II POWs: Phil Hardin and James Roe Horton
Rowan Remembers: A Veteran's Story- WW II - P.J. Reynolds and
Rollie Ray Poston
The Paper Trail: A Century of Newspapers - Part VII
(The Mountain Cruiser)
Allens: Morehead's Meat Market - Part I
Allens: Morehead's Meat Market - Part II
Rowan County Fair - Fairest of Them All
Books and Bookmobiles - Part I
Books and Bookmobiles - Part II

1999
Jan. 8
Jan 15
Jan. 22
Jan. 29
Feb.5
Feb. 12
Feb. 19
Feb.26
March 5
March 12
March 19
March26

(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(4 3)
(44)
(45)
(46)
(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)

CCC Camp - Part I
CCC Camp - Part II
Rowan County Schools - Part I
Rowan County Schools - Part II
Rowan County Schools - Part III
Rowan County Schools - Part IV
Tourists, Tourist Camps, and Tourism - Part I
Morehead's Money Managers (Banks) - Part I
Morehead's Money Managers (Banks) - Part II
Morehead's Money Managers (Banks) - Part III
Morehead's Mardi Gras (Swimming Pool)
Morehead Stock Market (Stockyards)

April 2
April 9
April 16
April 23
April 30

(51)
(52)
(53)
(54)
(55)

Rowan County Schools - Part V
Black History (Rowan County)
Eagles Nest
Midland Baking Company (Boys-Bicycles, etc.)
Health Department (Dr. Evans)

May7
May 14
May21
May28
June4
June 11
June 18
June 25
July 2
July 9
July 16
July 23
July 30
Aug.6
Aug. 13
Aug. 20
Aug. 27
Sept. 3
Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov.2
Nov. 5
Nov. 9
Nov. 12
Nov. 19
Nov. 26
Dec. 3
Dec. 10

(56)
(57)
(58)
(59)
(60)
(61)
(62)
(63)
(64)
(65)
(66)
(67)
(68)
(69)
(70)
(71)
(72)
(73)
(74)
(75)
(76)
(77)
(78)
(79)
(80)
(81)
(82)
(83)
(84)
(85)
(86)
(87)
(88)
(89)

Rowan County Schools - Harlen Powers, I
Rowan County Schools - Harlen Powers, II
Rowan County Schools - Roy Cornette, I
Memorial Day, 1999
Rowan County Schools - Roy Cornette, II
Morehead Medical Practitioners I
Morehead Medical Practitioners II
Morehead Medical Practitioners III
The Flood I
The Flood II
The Flood III
Monarch Supply Store
"Cracker Barrell"
Fire, Water & Firemen I
Fire, Water & Firemen II
Morehead High School Sports I
Morehead High School Sports II
Morehead High School Sports III
Morehead High School Sports IV
MHS - Beginning Band Era
MHS - Big Band Era
MHS - Dramatic Arts I
MHS - Dramatic Arts II
WMORI
WMORII
Kilroy - The Legend
Korean War I
Korean War II
Korean War III
Citizens of the Century I
Citizens of the Century II
Post Offices I
Post Offices II
Post Offices III (Early Post Offices)

,s,.

Dec. 17
Dec. 24
Dec. 31
2000
Jan. 7
Jan. 14
Jan. 21

(90)
(91)
(92)

Ghosts of Christmas Past-1941
Post Offices IV War Years
Post Offices V

(93)
(94)
(95)

Movies on the Silver Screen I
Movies on the Silver Screen II
Movies on the Silver Screen III

Jan. 28
Feb.4
Feb. 11
Feb. 15
Feb.25
Mar. 3
Mar. 10
Mar. 17
Mar. 24
Mar. 31
April 7
April 14
April 21
April 28
May5
May 12
May 19
May26
June 1
June 8
June 15
June 22
June 29
July 7
July 14
July 21
July 28
August 4
August 11
August 18
August 25

(96)
(97)
(98)
(99)
(100)
( 101)
(102)
(103)
( 104)
(105)
(106)
(107)
(108)
(109)
(110)
( 111)
(112)
( 113)
( 114)
( 115)
( 116)
(117)
(118)
(119)
(120)
(121)
(122)
(123)
(124)
(125)
(126)

Movies on the Silver Screen IV
Horseless Carriages, Auto Dealerships I
Horseless Carriages, Auto Dealerships II
Horseless Carriages, Auto Dealerships III
Carving Out A County I
Legends of the Licking
Riding the Rails Through Rowan County
Carving Out A County II
Politics and County Government I
Politics and County Government II
Politics and County Government III
Moonshiners Vs. Revenuers I
Moonshiners Vs. Revenuers II
Breckinridge, School We Love So Well I
Breckinridge, School We Love So Well II
Breckinridge, School We Love So Well III
Breckinridge, School We Love So Well (Photos) IV
Memorial Diay - Koren War
Morehead High School - Students Eye View I
Morehead High School - Students Eye View II
Breck: School We Love So Dear I
Breck: School We Love So Dear II
Fifty Flags Over Morehead
A Lynching in Rowan Co. (Turnpike)
Ellington Radio-TV
Ellington Airplane, Rifles, Cars
Timber Garden of Kentucky I
Timber Garden of Kentucky II
Thomas D. Young I
Thomas D. Young II
Clearfield Lumber - MNF RR, I
Lee Coal & Lee Clay

,•..

_./
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Sept. 1
Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 6
Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Nov.3

(127)
(128)
(129)
(130)
(131)
(132)
(133)
(134)
(135)
(136)

Clearfield Lumber - MNF RR, II
Clearfield Lumber - MNF RR, IIII
Clearfield Lumber - MNF RR, IV
Clearfield Lumber - MNF RR, V
Clearfield Company and Men
Rowan Roaring 20s, I
Rowan Roaring 20s, II
Rowan Roaring 20s, III
Pearl Harbor Survivor John D. Barker
Ky.'s Flying Leatherneck (Daugherty), I

Nov. 10
Nov. 17
Nov. 24
Dec. 1
Dec. 5
Dec. 8
Dec. 15
Dec. 22
Dec. 29

(137)
(138)
(139)
(140)
(141)
(142)
(143)
(144)
(145)

Ky.'s Flying Leatherneck (Daugherty), II
Ky.'s Flying Leatherneck (Daugherty), III
Ky.'s Flying Leatherneck (Daugherty), IV
Rowan County War (Cora W. Stewart), I
Rowan County War (Cora W. Stewart), II
Rowan County War (Cora W. Stewart), III
Ghosts of Christmas Past
A Kidnapping in Morehead
Henry Haggan Humanitarian

(146)
(147)
(148)
(149)

Chronology of the Roaring Twenties
Cracker Barrel Comments (Woodie Hinton)
A Movie (almost) Made About Rowan County
Pineknots, Candles, Kerosene and Gasoline: Standard Oil Noah Kennard
Williams-Nickell Oil Company (Shell) I
Williams-Nickell Oil Company (Shell) II
Art Stewart
Art Stewart
Daddy & Mama Carr (Sarah & Otto)
Daddy & Mama Carr (Sara & Otto)
Streets I
Streets II
Boy Scouts I
Boy Scouts II
Boy Scouts III - Charlie Jones
Boy Scouts IV - Lucien Rice
Charles Chumley - Shoe Business

2001
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

5
12
19
26

Feb.2
Feb.9
Feb. 16
Feb.23
Mar. 2
Mar. 9
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30
Apr. 6
Apr. 13
Apr. 20
Apr. 27

(150)
(151)
(152)
(153)
(154)
(155)
(156)
(157)
(158)
(159)
(160)
(161)
(162)

,,

May4
May8
May 11
May 18
May25
June 1
June 8
June 15
June 22
June 29
July 6
July 13
July 20

(163)
(164)
(165)
(166)
(167)
(168)
(169)
(170)
(171)
(172)
(173)
( 174)
(175)

Place Names and Their Origin
The Book is Out - MOREHEAD MEMORIES
The Photographic Tour Through Old Morehead & Rowan County
Reprint: Horseless Carriages
Memorial Day - Roy Litton, Jr.
Creed Patrick - Flying Machines - Airplanes I
Creed Patrick - Flying Machines - Airplanes II
George Alfrey - Flying Machines - Airplanes I
George Alfrey - Flying Machines - Airplanes II
Former Fourth of Julys
Reprints -Auto Dealers - Early Morehead
Reprints - Auto Dealers - Early Morehead
Girl Scouts I

July 27
(176) Girl Scouts II
Aug. 3
(177) Girl Scouts III
Aug. 10
(178) Girl Scouts IV
Aug. 17
(179) Girl Scouts V
Aug. 24
(180) Martin's Department Store I
Aug. 31
(181) Martin's Department Store II
Sept. 7
(182) Anatomy of a book (MOREHEAD MEMORIES Interview)
Sept. 14
(183) Rowan Roads and Farmers (Ky.) Streets
Sept. 21
(184) Remembering Sad Sunday and Tragic Tuesday
Oct. 2
(185) Folk Medicine, Healing From Home and Hills
Oct. 5
(186) Spring Grove Dairy
Oct. 12
(187) Breck State Champs (1946)
Oct. 19
(188) Breck State Champs (1946)
Oct. 26
( 189) Breck State Champs ( 1946)
Nov. 2
(190) Veterans Wall
Nov. 9
(191) American Legion
Nov. 16
(192) Folk Medicine - Home Remedies - Patent Medicine
Nov. 23
(193) Folk Medicine - Home Remedies - Patent Medicine
No articles written until May, 2002
2002
May24
May31
June 7
June 14
June 21

(194)
(195)
(196)
(197)
(198)

Memory is a Powerful Tool (Memorial Day)
Fishing For Food (Early Licking River)
Remembering D-Day, June 6, 1944
Happy Birthday Old Glory (Flag Day)
Fishing Legends of the Licking (Old Scrap Iron)

June 28
July 5
July 12
July 19
July 26
Aug.2
Aug. 9
Aug. 23
Aug. 30
Sept. 6
Sept 13
Sept 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18

(199)
(200)
(201)
(202)
(203)
(204)
(205)
(206)
(207)
(208)
(209)
(210)
(211)
(212)
(213)
(214)

A Wall of Memory (Veterans Wall)
Ghosts of Past July 4ths
Cleaning the Doughboy
Fishing for Fun and Records
Western Auto I
Western Auto II
Firestone Store
Pioneer Life in Kentucky
The Educational Cycle of Life (Schools - History)
Haldeman Ky. Fire Brick Company I
Haldeman Ky. Fire Brick Company II
Haldeman Ky. Fire Brick Company III
Haldeman Ky. Fire Brick Company IV
Haldeman Ky. Fire Brick Company V
Early Kentucky History (Newspapers) I
Early Kentucky History (Newspapers) II

Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22
Nov. 29
Dec. 6
Dec. 13
Dec. 20
Dec. 27

(215)
(216)
(217)
(218)
(219)
(220)
(221)
(222)
(223)
(224)

Reflections of the 60s, I
Reflections of the 60s, II
"Hump Pilot" George Burgess (Veterans Day)
32°d Troop Carrier Sqdn. Reunion
Reflections of the 1960s: Drive-Ins
Reflections of the 1960s: Businesses
Reflections of the 1960s: Education and Military
Reflections of the 1960s: Clubs and Social Events
Reflections of the 1960s: Christmases in the 60s
Reflections of the 1960s: New Years in the 60s

2003
Jan. 3
Jan. 10
Jan. 17
Jan.24
Jan. 31
Feb. 7
Feb. 14
Feb.21
Feb.28
Mar. 1
Mar. 14

(225) Looking Backward with Pride - Forward with Hope
(226) Early Eateries (Myrtle's Tea Room)
(227) The Paper Trail (Reprint of Newspaper History, I
(228) The Paper Trail (Reprint of Newspaper History, II
(229) History of Rowan County Via Court Records
(230) Hills: Help or Hindrance
(231) Breck: School We Loved So Well, I
(232) Breck: School We Loved So Well, II
(233) Breck: School We Loved So Well, III
(234) Breck: School We Loved So Well, IV
(235) Spirit of Freedom (James D. White)

Mar. 21
Mar. 28
Apr.4
Apr. 11
Apr. 18
Apr. 25
May2
May9
May 16
May23
May30
June6
June 13
June 20
June 27
July4
July 11
July 18
July 25
Aug. I
Aug. 8
Aug. 15
Aug. 22
Aug. 29
Sept. 5
Sept. 12
Sept. 19
Sept. 26
Oct. 3
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Oct. 31
Nov. 7
Nov. 14
Nov. 21
Nov. 28
Dec. 5
Dec. 12
Dec. 19

(236)
(237)
(238)
(239)
(240)
(241)
(242)
(243)
(244)
(245)
(246)
(247)
(248)
(249)
(250)
(251)
(252)
(253)
(254)
(255)
(256)
(257)
(258)
(259)
(260)
(261)
(262)
(263)
(264)
(265)
(266)
(267)
(268)
(269)
(270)
(271)
(272)
(273)
(274)
(275)

Breck: School We Loved So Well, V
Breck: School We Loved So Well, VI
Pappy Holbrook: Legendary Rowan County Coach, I
Pappy Holbrook: Legendary Rowan County Coach, II
Pappy Holbrook: Legendary Rowan County Coach, III
Miss Dot: One Teacher's Story, I
Miss Dot: One Teacher's Story, II
Cracker Barrel Comments, Woodie Hinton, I
Cracker Barrel Comments, Woodie Hinton, II
Memorial Day, WW II
May 30: Seeds of War, Fruits of Race (Civil War)
Adrian Razor: Friendly Farmer, I
Adrian Razor: Friendly Farmer, II
Farming in the 40s and 50s
July 4 th Birthday of Freedom
Allie Young: Visionary Leader I
Allie Young: Visionary Leader II
Allie Young: Visionary Leader III
Cave Exploration
The Great Depression: One County
The Book Is Out: "Patriots & Heroes"
The Great Depression II
The Great Depression III
The Community Cannery
Folk Art: Rowan's Rich Musical Heritage
Muddy Branch: By Clyde Polk (Book Review, JSF)
Main Street: Past and Present
Alpha Hutchinson Boulevard
Morehead Pirates: (Duck Carter)
Riding the Rails Through Rowan County I (Reprint)
Riding the Rails Through Rowan County II
Pamey's Parade of Progress I
Pamey's Parade of Progress II
Importance of Remembering Veterans
Honoring Veterans, Nov. 11, 2003
Lindsay Caudill Interview - Early Morehead
Trains, Traffic and Tragedies (Worst Auto Accident in Rowan Co.)
City Council Copes with Growing Pains, Early 1900s
Week One in December, 1941 in Morehead
Week Two in December, 1941 in Morehead

.i•

2004
March 5
March 12
March 19
March26
April 2
April 9
April 23
May7
May 14
May21
May28
June 4
June II
June 18
June 25
July 2
July 9
July 16
July 23
July 30
Aug.6
Aug.13
Aug. 20
Aug. 27

Sept. 3
Sept. 10
Sept. 17
Sept. 24
Oct. I
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Oct. 29
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19
Nov. 26
Dec. 3

(276)
(277)
(278)
(279)
(280)
(281)
(282)
(283)
(284)
(285)
(286)

Floods, Dams, and Devastation, I
Floods, Dams, and Devastation, II
Floods, Dams, and Devastation, III
Floods, Dams, and Devastation, IV
There Was a Time ... When
Rowan County Education Budget 1942-43
Education and the Home Front, WW II, I
Education and the Home Front, WW II, II
Pilgrimage to a Hallowed Shrine I
Pilgrimage to a Hallowed Shrine II
Reprint (Column of Sept. 1999) Morehead High History I

(287) Press, Politics and President Babb
(289) Building 16 Million Good Men in WW II
(290)
(291)
(292)
(293)
(294)
(295)
(296)
(297)

Patriotism Reflected Through Music
Alpha Hutchinson Book Review by Dr. Harry Mayhew
Schools - Fire Departments - Marriage Mills
Hinton's Homespun Humor, I
Hinton's Homespun Humor, II
Woody Hinton's Folk Humor
Horse Show History, I
Horse Show History, II
(298) Horse Show History, III

(299) Morehead: Ready to Grow - 1950s
(300) The Cat Who Came to Court
(301) Odyssey Around the World (Norton Earley)
(302)
(303)
(304)
(305)
(306)
(307)
(308)

Streets & Roads, I (Reprint)
Streets & Roads, II (Reprint)
Thank A Veteran Day
Veterans Day: Dedicated to Peace
Rowan: Set in Stone
Civil War in Rowan County
Wood in War (WW II)

,.,

Dec. 10
Dec. 17
Dec. 24

(309) Merry Morehead Christmas, 1949
(310) Merry Morehead Christmas, Part I, 1954
(311) Merry Morehead Christmas, Part II, 1954

2005
Jan. 7
Feb.4
Feb. 11
Feb. 18
Feb.25
Mar.4
Mar. 11
Mar. 18
Mar. 25
April 1
April8
April 15
April 22
April 27
May6
May 13
May20
May27
June 10
June 17
June 24
July 1
July 8
July 15
July 22
Aug. 26
Sept. 2
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov.4
Nov. 11

(312)
(313)
(314)
(315)
(316)
(317)
(318)
(319)
(320)
(321)
(322)
(323)
(324)
(325)
(326)
(327)
(328)
(329)
(330)
(331)
(332)
(333)
(334)
(335)
(336)
(337)
(338)
(339)
(340)
(341)
(342)
(343)
(344)
(345)
(346)

Remembering Rowan County (1962) New Year
Cold and Fire in Old Morehead
Train Trip to Morehead 1881
Early Morehead 1881
Projected Projects (1955)
Around the World Tour - H.K. Taylor, I
Around the World Tour- H.K. Taylor, II
Rowan Half Its Age: Historical Calendar, I
Rowan Half Its Age: Historical Calendar, II
Rowan Half Its Age: Historical Calendar, III
Rowan Half Its Age: Historical Calendar, IV
Rowan Half Its Age: Historical Calendar, V
Rowan Half Its Age: Historical Calendar, VI
Rowan Half Its Age: Historical Calendar, VII
Morehead: City of Extremes
The Book Is Out: KENTUCKY MEMORIES
Victory Gardens: WW II
Memory Is A Powerful Tool (Memorial Day)
Rowan: Under Attack in WW II?
Breckinridge Will Never Die (Reunion)
Glider Rider Paratrooper Fraley WW II, Pt. I
Glider Rider Paratrooper Fraley WW II, Pt. II
City Council Cakes with Growing Pains
Remembering Dr. Thomas D. Clark, I
Remembering Dr. Thomas D. Clark, II
Early MSU Coach and Hawg Rifle
Farming, Food, and Farmers Market
Horses, Presidents and Telephones
Railroads and Restaurants
Book Review - Harry Mayhew (KENTUCKY MEMORIES)
Morehead Time Warp
1964 School Bus Accident in Rowan County, I
1964 School Bus Accident in Rowan County, II
Veterans Day: Dedicated to Peace
Veterans Day: Remembering Those Who Served

21.:

Nov. 18
Nov. 25
Dec.2
Dec. 9
Dec. 16
Dec. 23

(347)
(348)
(349)
(350)
(3 51)
(352)

Reconnecting With Former Friends
Folk Medicine, I
Folk Medicine, II
Ghosts of Christmas Past, 1941
Ghosts of Christmas Past, 1962
Reprint

2006
Jan. 6
Jan. 13
Jan. 20
Jan.27
Feb.3
Feb. 10
Feb. 17
Feb.29
Mar. 3
Mar. 10
Mar. 17
Mar. 24
Mar. 31
Apr. 7
Apr. 14
Apr. 21
Apr. 28
May5
May 12
May 12
I.

(353)
(354)
(355)
(356)
(357)
(358)
(359)
(360)
(361)
(362)
(363)
(364)
(365)
(366)
(367)
(368)
(369)
(370)
(371)
(3 72)
(373)

2.
3.
4.
5.
May 19
May26
June2
June9
June 16
June 23
June 30
July7

(374)
(375)
(376)
(3 77)
(378)
(379)
(380)
(381)
(382)
(383)
(384)
(385)

Missing Christmas, I
Missing Christmas, II
Missing Christmas, II (continued)
Missing Christmas, III
Rowan 1856-2006, 150 Years Old
A Summary of Rowan's 150 Years
Moonshine Still Bill Not Still
A Bitter Political Pill
. Morehead: Capital of Rowan County
MSU Heritiage: Roots & Friuts (Normal School)
Movie Stars & Movie Houses
Caudill-Little A Marriage Made in Morehead Heaven I
Caudill-Little A Marriage made in Morehead Heaven II
Preserving the Past Focusing On the Future
Life in Early Rowan County
E.E. Maggard - Pioneer Businessman
Rowan: How It Got Its Name
Jesse Stuart: Chronicler of Our Heritage
Sesqui-Centennial Segments
Sesqui-Centennial Issue - 5 Articles:
Rowan Remembers: The Fairest of Them All
Sesqui-Centennial Segments: Rowan's 150 Year History
Morehead St. Eagles Capture First KIAC Baseball Championship
Healing From the Home and Hills
Ghosts of Christmas Past: 1941
Dr. Jim Gifford's Sesqui-Centennial Speech (May 13)
1945: It Was A Very Good Year
Around Rowan Town- 1948
Uncle Pete Honaker - Tall Tale Teller
Flag Day: Birthday of "Old Glory"
City Planning: Yesterday, Today & tomorrow
Kentucky Hills: Their Appreciation and Preservation
Rowan Railroads - Then and Now

July 14
July 21
July 28
Aug.4
Aug. 11
Aug. 25
Sept. 1
Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 6
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Nov. 3
Nov. 10
Nov. 17
Nov. 24
Dec. 1
Dec. 8
Dec. 15
Dec. 22
Dec. 29

(386
(387)
(388)
(389)
(390)
(391)
(392)
(393)
(394)
(395)
(396)
(397)
(398)
(399)
(400)
(401)
(402)
(403)
(404)
(405)
(406)
(407)
(408)

He Knew Lincoln
Problems in Morehead - Then & Now I
Problems in Morehead - Then & Now II
Seeds of Secondary Education
A Bitter Political Pill (Reprint)
Freewill Baptist Church
Tobacco: From Smoke to Smoke Free
Morehead's Cotton Bowl (Football)
Kentucky's First All Women Jury
Patent Medicine & Media Marketing
Centennial Time Capsule (1956) Opening
R.Lee Stewart: Moonshiners Nightmare
Sonny Allen: Hometown Homecoming 2006
Rowan and the World of 1856
Morehead Methodist: Growing in the Spirit, 150 Years, I
Jimmy "Kaintuck" Christy: Rowan's Least Known War Hero
Morehead's Main Street and Waterworks
Morehead Methodism: Growing in the Spirit, 150 Years, II
Morehead's March Madness
Time Capsules 1956 - 2056
Missing Morehead - 1944
Missing Morehead- 1945
Missing Morehead - 1946

( 409)
(410)
(411)
(412)
(413)
(414)
( 415)
(416)
(417)
(418)
(419)
(420)
(421)
(422)
(423)
(424)
(425)

1970s, I
1970s, II
1970s, III - Society & St. Claire Expansion
Warren Cooper- Sir Basketball, I
Warren Cooper - Sir Basketball, II
Jesse's Influence (Jesse Stuart)
Sad Saga of Sam Green
1948: Potpourri of History
Now & Then: A Photo Tour of Morehead, I
Now & Then: A Photo Tour of Morehead, II
Music Education in a One Room School
Why Celebrate the Past?
Moving Forward in the 1960s
Community Clubs
Morehead High School Memories
Early City Council Actions
Primitive Man in Rowan County

2007
Jan. 12
Jan. 19
Jan.26
Feb.2
Feb.9
Feb.23
March2
March 16
March23
March 30
April 6
April 20
May3
May 10
May24
May31
June 15

Aug. 17
Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 12(
Oct. 30
Nov. 2
Nov. 6
Nov. 9
Nov. 30
Dec. 7
Dec. 14
Dec. 21

(426)
(427)
(428)
(429)
430)
(431)
(432)
(433)
(434)
(435)
(436)
(437)
(438)

The Past, Its Poetry & Photos
Morehead Sailors Get the Girls
Navy Comes to Morehead
Morehead Navy & WW II - Ken Burns
Politically Puzzling Rhetoric
MSC's Sickening Basketball Trip
Veterans Day - Past, Present, Future, I
Rowan Schools Veterans Day History
Veterans Day - Past, Present, Future, II
Politics & Courts: Rowan County
Dec. 7: A Date That Will Live in Infamy
Real Kentucky Fried Chicken
Christmas: Remember & Learn

(439)
(440)
(441)
(442)
(443)
(444)
(445)
(446)
(447)
(448)
(449)
(450)
(451)
(452)
(453)
(454)
(455)

Time Deposits of Life
Rowan' s Forty Year History Cycle
Extreme Weather 101
Seeds of Service Clubs
Abe Lincoln' s Kentucky Heritage
Breck's Sonny Allen Night
Early Midland Trail Motorists
A Kidnapping in Morehead
The Great Depression
Rowan's Fallen Heroes
Miss Dot: Classroom Teacher
Morehead: Growing Pains - Past & Future
Morehead's WW II Naval Training Station
A Depression Christmas
A Pearl Harbor Christmas I
A Pearl Harbor Christmas II
A Quiet Pearl Harbor Christmas

(456)
(457)
(458)
(459)
(460)

Rowan County via Court Records
Old Laws: New Problems
A Test of Two Patriots
Abe Lincoln's Kentucky Heritage
Veterans Day: A Day of Peace: Legend of the Ruptured Duck &
WW II Ribbons

2008
Jan. 4
Jan. 15
Jan. 18
Feb. 8
Mar. 7
Mar. 14
Apr. 15
May 2
May 9
May 16
June 20
July 22
Aug. 29
Dec. 8
Dec. 19
Dec. 23
Dec. 26

2009
Jan.27
Mar. 13
April 3
April 14
Nov. 10

JACK D. ELLIS
SPECIAL SUBJECT
ARCHIVES AND FILES

'

WW II & VETERANS
Basic Training

Veterans Benefits

Christmas (See also Missing Christmas (book)

Veterans Building

Christy, Jimmy

Veterans Committee

Daugherty, J.T.

Veterans Day (Speeches)

Ellis, Jack D.

Veterans Photos -

Education (Home Front)

Identified

Fraley, Earl Scott

A-B

Germany

C-D

Hall, William

E-F

Hardin, Phil

G-H-I

Home Front

J-K-L

Horton, Roe

M-N-O

Iwo Jima

P-Q-R

Letters - V-Mail

S-T-U

McKinney, Adrian

V-W-X-Y-Z

Medals & Ribbons

Un-Identified

Memorial - Washington, D.C.

MIA-KIA

Missing Christmas - Manuscript & Photos

V - Mail - Letters

Music - Entertainment

Veterans Village (See MSU)

Newspapers

Veterans Wall

Pacific
Pearl Harbor
Post War
Rationing- Scrap Drive
Razor, Adrian

8
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JACK D. ELLIS COLLECTION: BOOKS ABOUT WW II
Blumenson, Martin. PATTON: The Man Behind the Legend-1885-1945. 320 pp. Photos.
William Morrow. 1985.
Bradley, James. FLY BOYS: A True Story of Courage. 404 pp. Photos. Back Bay Books.
2003.
Brereton, Lewis H. FIRST ALLIED AIRBOURN ARMY. Unpaged. U.S. Anny, ND.
Brokaw, Tom. THE GREATEST GENERATION SPEAKS: Letters and Reflections. 238
pp. Photos. Random House, 1999.
Callahan, Robert E. ON THE WINGS OF TROOP CARRIERS - WW II. 32-5 pp. Photos.
Self Published. 1997.
Childers, Thomas. MILITARY AND SOCIAL HISTORY OF WW II. DVD, Part I The
Teaching Company. 1998.
Clark, Connie. SERVICE SACRIFICE, LOYALTY: Guarding Freedoms Fl1lme. 114 pp.
Veterans of Foreign Wars. 1992.
Ellis, Jack D. MISSING CHRISTMAS: Before, During, and Mter WW II. 180 pp. Photos.
Jesse Stuart Foundation, 2010.
Ellis, Jack D. PATRIOTS & HEROES: Eastern Kentucky Soldiers of WW II. Jesse Stuart
Foundation. 412 pp. 2003.
Freeland, Kent. A STREET CALLED DARWIN. 154 pp. Photos. Inviverse. 2002.
Gartin, John P. FROM OSAN TO PURGATORY. (Vietnam War) Recollections of One of
the First POWs of the Korean War. 137 pp. Photos. Self Published. 2002.
Hammond, James T. TOM'S WAR: Flying with the U.S. Eighth Army Air Force in
Europe, 1944. 245 pp. Photos. !universe. 2007.
Hastings, May. OVERLOAD: D-Day and the Battle for Normandy. 368 pp. Photos. Simon
& Schuster.
Henius, Frank. GERMAN DICTIONARY: For the Soldier. 240 pp. THE INFANTRY
JOURNAL. 1945.
Kelly, Arthur L. BATTLEFIRE: Combat Stories From WW II. 227 pp. Photos. University
of Kentucky Press. 1997.
Krauss, James. COMING HOME FROM THE WAR: Idyll. 113 pp. Doubleday (Published
in Germany). 1965.

JACK D. ELLIS COLLECTION: BOOKS ABOUT WW II

LANGENSCHEPT'S. Universal German Dictionary. Unpaged. Published in Germany.
1976.
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS: I'LL BE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS: The L.C.R. - visits the
Spirit of Christmas During WW II. 210 pp. Photos. Delacorte Press. 1999.
NEW YORK TIMES. PAGE ONE: FRONT PAGE STORY OF WW II. 186 pp. Photos
(Quarto). New York Times. 1996.
Romero, James. SKYLINE 79: Over & Out. 271 pp. Photos. Self-published. 2005.
Soy, Joe & Samuel. GEORGE PREDDY, TOP MUSTANG ACE: The Complete Combat
Biography of a 27-Victory Ace. 192 pp. Photos. Preddy Memorial Foundation, Greensboro,
NC 1991.
Taylor, Theodore. THE BATTLE OF MIDWAY ISLAND. 136 pp. (Paper). Avon Books.
1981.

TIME-LIFE: WW II: History of the Second World War. 496 pp. Photos. Prentiss-Hall
Press. 1989.
Van-Dusen, Henry P. THEY FOUND THE CHURCH THERE: The Armed Forces
Discover Christian Missions. 145 pp. (Paper). Scribner Press. 1945
Van Reeken, Donald L. THE 32ND TROOP CARRIER SQUADRON: An Airborne C-47
Squadron Pilots, Paratroopers, and Gliders -1942-1945. 204 pp. Photos. Self-Published.
1989.
West, Rodney T. HONOLULU PREPARES FOR JAPAN'S ATTACK: May 15, 1940 to
December 8, 1941. 75 pp. (Paper). Self-Published. 1993.

YANK MAGAZINE. THE ARMY WEEKLY, March 2, 9145-December 28, 1945. Photos.
Published by the War Department. 1946.

,o

JACK D. ELLIS COLLECTION: BOOKS BY JACK D. ELLIS
Ellis, Jack D. ALPHA M. HUTCHINSON: The Biography of A Man and His Community.
158 pp. Photos. Jesse Stuart Foundation. 2003.
Ellis, Jack D. KENTUCKY MEMORIES: Reflections of Rowan County 1856-2006. A
Sesquicentennial Edition. 448 pp. Photos. Jesse Stuart Foundation. 205.
Ellis, Jack D. MISSING CHIRSTMAS: Before, During, and After WW II. 180 pp. Photos.
Jesse Stuart Foundation. 2010.
Ellis, Jack D. MOREHEAD MEMORIES: True Stories From Eastern Kentucky. 592 pp.
Photos. Jesse Stuart Foundation. 2001.
Ellis, Jack D. PATRIOTS & HEROES: Eastern Kentucky Soldiers of WW II. 412 pp.
Photos. Jesse Stuart Foundation. 2003. 271 pp.
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IN TRIBUTE TO THE HEAD HONCHO OF CAMDEN- CARRO LL LIBRARY
In popul.M mMic. and W ewheAe., we. have, he.a!Ld 06 :the. mMic. man, a man 60'1.

al_l 1.ie.a.ooM and all 1.iolL:t!.i 06 me.n, bu;t :tonight we. Me. hono!Ling :the. libfl.MlJ man.
The. ublLMtJ man ha.o be.e.n wdh M a.o :the. he.ad hone.ho (a name. whic.h he. plLU e.n:te.d
:to WM e.l6) fio!L 6in:te.e.n tjWM

a/2

:the. boM

O

6 Camde.n-CaMoU Ub!Lafl.lj.

The. WOILd

"boM" M a name. :that he. p!Lue.n:te.d :to him1.ie.l6, e.1.ipe.c.ially on boMu day whe.n
he. wa.o hono!Le.d by :the. 1.i:ta66e.a!L:th MAiu, one.

on

A name. M impo!L:tan:t.

he.IL boo/u, e.mpha.oize.d :the. impo!L:tanc.e. 06 naming.

impo!L:tanc.e. 06 naming one.1.ie.l6.
"Know :thy1.ie.lf'.

In UMul.a Le.Guinn 1 1.i middle.
Al1.io :the.

ThM c.ould be. in:teAp!Le.:te.d by Ming :the. quotation:

And au.IL libfl.My man /mow1.i him1.ie.l6!

pe.M on who c.ombinu many :ta1.e.n:t!.i.

He. i/.i a veAy ve.Ma:tile.

Thu e. :ta1.e.n:t!.i will be. Ile.pt in Me. e.ve.n a{i:teA

'1.e.:ti!Le.me.n:t be.c.aM e. he. M not !Le.ally '1.~ng, he. M j u.1.i:t ma/zing a c.Me.e.'1. c.hange..
He. will be. c.oMul.:ting 60'1. a majofl. c.onglome.'1.a:te. and o:the,M, he. will be. mini!.i:teAing

in Me.:thodi!.i:t c.hu.!Lc.hu, he. will be. a.o1.ii!.iting with Chwtian e.duc.a:tion :til!Lough
c.oVl-6:t!Luc.:ting c.oMe.J.iponde.nc.e. c.ou.MU, he. wiU be. '1.Ue.Mc.hing and w!Liting, and
e.njoying him1.ie.l6, we. hope..

He. will be. mi!.i1.ie.d by all 06 :the. Camde.n-CMJtoU

Ub!LMy 6wnily and :the. MolLe.he.ad S;ta:te, Unive.Mdy ac.ade.mic. 6wnily.

Bu;t, :tonight

we. c.anno:t be. 1.iad be.c.aMe. we. '1.e.aLty Me. :t!Le,a,ting :thi!.i e.ve,n:t Ma "1Loa1.i:t"

on

:the.

ubfl.My man.
Be.601Le. we. be.gin :to ILoa.o:t him :too muc.h, we, 1.ihould be. 1.ie.lLioM e.nough :to
e.nume.'1.a:te. hM aMompli!.ihmc_n:t/.i

cw :the. lib!Lafl.y man. :to p!Love. :to you why he. de.1.ieAvu

-the. namu he. c.ho1.i e. 60'1. him1.i e.l6.
Du.Jting hi!.i

!/ 'i'

~

118,252 :to 537,980.

ye.aM

al.)

:the. di!Le.c.:tofl. he. J.iavJ :the. volLLme. c.ount gfl.oW 6'1.om

The. numbeA 06 volumu peA 1.i:tude.n:t gfl.~V afl.om 25 :to 80.

The numbeA 06 pe.lLiodic.at 1.iub1.ic.11.iptiovi6 gfl.e.W 6'1.om 1,441 :to 2,367; Bound
pe.Jtiodic.aU gfl.e.w 6'1.om 22,233 :to 4 5, 781; M-tc.'1.o 6ic.he, g1te.w 6'1.om 4, 544 :to 288,689;

MieJLo{im g!Lew {i!Lom 4,4 77 :to 11,375;
pa!Le.nc.ie.6 g!Lew {i!Lo m 4,286 :to 53,977.

{ie.et :to 102,000

◊quMe.

{ie.et;

6ili◊ ,

{iilm◊thip◊ , ◊lidv.i ,

and tha~◊quMe.

Th e. {iac.~v.i g!Lew {inom 49,500
g!Lew {inom 775 :to 1250 and

◊eating ◊pac.e.

◊huving

g!Lew {i!Lom 400,000 :to 850,000 vofumv.i.

◊pac.e.

Equipment
MiCJLo {iohm JLe.adeM g!Lew {i!Lom 2 :to 16, c.omputen :tenmina.Ls g!Lew {i!Lo m O :to 25,
c.ompute.JL phinteM gJLe.w {inom O :to 3 and data banfu gnew {i!Lom O :to 248.
budget g!Lew {i!Lom $439,945 :to $1,147,609.

75 :to ZOO.

The.

Th e. pen ◊:tude.n:t amount g!Le.w {i!Lom

Th e. penc.e.nt o{i :to:tai_ e.duc.a:tional budget dee.lined {inom 5.6 :to 4.0.

Th e. :total, numbe.h o{i

◊:ta{i{i

de.iline.d {inom 44 :to 41.

So aU o{i :thv.ie. ac.c.omplMhme.nu we.he. JLe.alize.d in ◊pite. 06 a de.cJ'Jtning
◊:ta(if; .

penc.e.nt 06 :the. e.duc.a:tionai_ budget and a declining numben in
me.ndatio~ of; hM

6in◊:t

annual_ !Le.poh:t wene. aU c.omplete.d with ,the. e.xc.e.p:tion o{i

:tlme.e. and we. hav en ' :t given up on
{ioUow◊ :

796 9.

Th e. !Le.c.om-

:tho◊ e.

Th e. pnv.ie.nt wc.ula:tion de.~k

:thne,e. yet.
wa◊

The. ac.c.ompfuhme.nu wene. M

moved :to :the. 6~:t f;loo!L lo bby in

Automa:tio n o 6 c.inc.ula:tion p!Lo c.e.dU/1.e. - c.inc.ula:tio n p!Lo c.e.dU/1.e. g!Loundwo!Lk

M in plac.e. but ,&undo Me. no:t available. :to implement M yet.
6oJL dial

ac.c. v.i◊

- moved :to new li bJLMy in 1978.

Additional

Spac.e. {io!L individual

◊pac.e.

◊e.l6

i~:thuc.:tional le.Mning app!Loac.h - c.ompute.n p!Log!Lam WM c.omplete.d in 1981 :to
:te.ac.h libnany
WM utilized
new addition;
noom◊

◊kill/2
a◊

:to c.oUe.ge. 6JLe.~hme.n,

Spac.e. fio!L magazinv.i - g!Lound {iloo!L

a !Le6ul:t 06 mane. ~pac.e. in :the. new libJLMy.

◊pac.e.

and c.aMe,l

MiCJl.of;onm

◊pac.e.

-

6oJL Ke.ntuc.ky c.oUe.c.:tion, Govennme.n,t Voc.ume.nu, c.onfiene.nc.e.

◊pac.e.,

and

◊pne.ad

Re.quv.i:t 6oJL $500,000

◊eating ◊pac.e.

We.he. aU hoMe.d in :the. new addition .

oven a f;oU/1. ye.an pe.!Liod - did no:t ac.c.ompfuh.

To be. given le.adeMru,p in :the. de.vuopme.nt, oJLganiza:tion, and admi~:tha:tion of;

aU U b!Lahie.6 - mMic., Bne.c.kinJudge. LibJLany , Applied Sue.nc.e. and Te.c.hnology
LibJLMy - He.
pe.M o nnei_

◊.:tAuc.k

c.o◊:t◊

out on :t.!Uf.i one. be.c.aM e. :the.

, etc..

M◊M:tanc.e.

WM no:t given {io!L

have_ be_e_n {jowite_e_n othe.M whic.h w t tLe.c.omme_ndation6 and ac.c.ompwhme_nt!.i
ac.hie_ve_d dwung the_ te.nWLe_ o-6 VIL. Jac.lz V. Ettie, ah ubtLatLlf di!Le.c.totL.

The_

Camde_n-CatLILOU UbtLatLl:f {jamily M awcULe_ o,6 tho1.ie_.
To tUJLn to a mo!Le_

1.i e,fL,[ou.o

note_ now.

I think that VIL. Jac.k V. EUM hah

a 1.ie.c.1Le.t and "Now he_tLe_ M mlJ 1.ie_c.1Le.t, a Ve.lLl:f 1.iimp.te_ 1.ie.c.1Le.t; d M only with the_

e_ve.fL

and c.aht ljOUIL plan Walf ahe_ad.

I{i l:fOUIL c.ontfLibu.lioM have_ be_e_n vital,

the.fLe_ will alway1.i be_ 1.iome_body to pic.k up whe.fLe_ you le.-6t o-6-6, and that will be_
youfL c..taim ,to immo!Ltaldy. "
OWL ubfLatLIJ man M not planning to de_pafL:t ftLom

U/2

on Augu.ot 1, he_ will be_

~n Confe_!Le.nc.e_ Room I dwung hi1.i Sabbatic.al and tLe_tifLe_me_nt ye_atL o-6 1984-1985.
am glad that he_ will be_ Mound and that thil.i M not tLe.al..ty "g oodbye_".
Rupe.c.t{juUy 1.iubmitte_d to the_ ubfLMIJ man, VIL. Jac.lz V. EUM, thil.i 27th day o-6
July in the_ ye.AA o-6 OUIL lo!Ld 1984 by Faye_ Bue.he.IL.

Faye_ Bue.Ii e.lL
Ac.:t,,Lng V,{,/1.e_c_ton o -6 Ubna!Liu 19 84-19 85
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Dr. Jack D. Ellis

We are hert

tonight to honor our collea gue, Dr. Jack D. Ellis .

For 16 years

'------

we have wondere 0 about that i11itial.

Jack Daniels?

Did il stand for Jack Darrell?

Jack Donald?

~ e ll, now at l a st it can be told .

Dr . Jack Dtmpsey Ellis has not always Leen the quiet dignified gentleman we

know as Director of Libraries!

His youthful indescretions were notorious.

1nost little boy ~ Jack copied e verything his father did.

c aught pretending to smoke a homemade cigarette.

'--

One day, little Jack wa s

He told his mother that when he

got big like Da d dy he was going to smoke real cigarettes .

that would mean he would be pa ddled.

Lik e

His mother told him

" Ha Ha," laughed little Jack , When I get i>ig

like Daddy , I w0n ' t be afraid of You ! "

Th e babysil ter ' s boyfriend usually gave a stick of chewing gum to Jack, but

Jack was cautio1 ,ed not to ask for any .

his tr e at by snJffing and saying, "Phew!

When the boyfriend forgot, Jack snagged

I smell Teaberry Gum ! "

lie tri e d to feed three orphan lamb s who kept knocking him over .

On another oc c asion

Using his wits,

wiley J .:1ck barr.1cad e d him s elf behind a fe nce and poked the bottles b e tween the

s lats so the la ,1 1bs could r e a c h the nippl e s without tumbling him .

Ja c k went to the Mt. Ho p e School .. . . but shortly he transferred to Breck, wh e re

li e wrot e his ma -; t e rpiece :

2

MY SHOES
Oh! Little shoes
Why do you quarrel
Al] the time.
Just over the one
That gets laced up first?
You naughty little shoes .

The Principal was impr es s e d with Jack--enough to run him down with his car--

and Jack wisely decided to transfer to th e Rowan County School.

Jack had such

an angelic look it was difficult to suspect him of any wrongdoing.

The Senior

High Girls in Home Economics always had a party and invited the boys .

Jack

stole one of the cherry pies they had made and he and his buddies ate it .

others were caught but Jack got off scott free!

went to Joyland Amusement Park in Lexington.

The

On their Senior trip the class

Jack and five others bought a bottle

'---....,

o f wine to drink.

This time he was as sick a s his friends .

Ja c k was a good ba s k e tball pla y er e x ce pt that he hated to pass the ball to

anyone e lse.

Once, a ft e r falling, he shot the ball from a prone position on the

floor rather than pa s sing off to a t e ammat e .

Ja c k's secret aniliiti o n was to b e an airplane pilot.

During his Senior Year,

,Ju e to W. W. II, prepa r e dn es s programs , stud e nts were required to tak e a clas s

c alled " Aeronautics."

Jack thought this wo uld be a great chance to learn about

!ly ing From a real pilot--only to f ind the classwas taught by Grace Crosswaithe.

Ile did join the servi ces , and s pent some tim e in Germany.

It couldn't have b e en

Loo much of a hardship as the pretty German g irls can testify a s to what a da s hing

3
figure he made scooting ar-ound on his motorcycle.

Some have suspect e d that the

Shrap n el wound he rec e iv e d was actually inflicted by an irate German husband.

Ba c k home aga in Jack took up his duti es as "Pool Shark of Moreh e ad."

Then

Janice Caudill came along and the Shark l ef t the Pool for the joys of a family man.

Lif e b ec am e a three -ring c ircus in 1949.

A new marriage, delivering mail and

drivin g the bo o kmobile made for a busy year.

Then in 1950, their first child,

Jackie , was bo r n and Jack b eg an a n ew job teaching in Elliottvi ll e .

Eu 11ic e Ce c il t e lls a good story about thi s period .

She was Sup e rintend e nt of

the c ounty schools then and had b ee n instrumental in getting the bookmobile f or

Rowan Cnunty .

One clay sh e set off with J ack in the bookmobile to visit some of

the outlying areas of th e county .

A s torm came up and the rain pour e d down.

we re sljck and muddy and th e bookmo bil e slid f rom side to s ide.

turn s driving and pu s hing th e v e hi cle .

Roads

They had to take

At the worst of th e storm th e y were halted

by a crlek whi c h wa s overflowing its b a nk s and covering th e l ogs and culvert on

whi c h th e y ne e ded to cross the s tr eam.

a ll uight,"

"We ' ll have to f ind the bridge or stay he r-e

said Eunic e , and then knowing J ac k's reputat .i on she wad e d bravely inLo

t h e ru s hing water and found th e c rossin g .

Prud e n ce do e s n o t se~~ to be a strong facet in th e Elli s character .

1954 th e family moved to N.1s hvill e so "Bi g J"

In

c ould work on his Master' s at Pe ab o dy.

4

TIi ey liv ed in 111arried housin g and Janice sa ys their bed looked like a hammock.

They had to ca1-ry in oil to l1eat the s tov e .

During this time son John was born.

Janice got a j11b making $50 a week ou t of which she had to pay the babysitter $15.

a week.

Did th ey buy food?

insurancl:'?

baby sho es ?

No, their first purchase wa s

u pair o f tennis rack e t s .

On a trip to Florida th e Ellises chanced to call on the Pinellas County Board

o f Education.

There on a bull e tin bo a rd was a job opening for a media specialist.

Jack applied a nd was hired.

Again th e family moved and it wa s while in Florida

in 1961 that E Llis from Pinellas b ecame the father of twins.

In ord e r to cop e

wi th th e twins, not to mention an e l ev en year old and a 7 year old, Jack and Jan

decided to div Ld e up chores around th e hou se .

1o rmula.

1

Jack's job was to make the twin's

Sine ~ one twin wa s co nstipaled and th e other wa s definitely the opposit e

h ey nt: e d e d v ery differ e nt formula s .

Unfortunat e ly Jack mixed the bottles with

, ·ven mor e unfortunat e results !

Ab se nt mind e dne ss was common with Jack.

l a rge gro up,

Whe n making a speech before a

he strode to th e podium and looked down to see h e was wea ring o ne

1i rown ~; ho e and one black one.

And th, !n th ere was the incident , lat e r in 1970,

in Ken1u c ky, wi1en h e wa s to mee t Loui ,; Shor es (a VIP in library circles) and

lr ive lii111 to a mee tin g a t Ba rr e n Riv e r St ate Park.

,, ough 1:i\e r SL 1te Park--70 mil es away .

Inst ead, h e took him to

Onl y by s hattering th e speed limit did

5

they mak e it to the mee ting on time .

Dr. Ellis, becasme a salesman fo r Coron e t Films in 1965-67 and then came to

MSU as Dir e ctor of Librari es i n 1968 .

At CCL, th e staff quickly learne d not to ask for anything when h e had on his

bur g undy jacke t.

It wa s n't e v e n safe to say "Good Morning" i f he wa s whistling.

In 1979, Dr. Ellis marri e d h ;is secr e tary.

Ye p, Ruth Crisp and David Robinson

were un ited in marriag e by Rev. Ellis .

Ev e rybody knows not to plan any luncheons on Wedn es days - that' s when

Dr. Elli s & Fra nk Burns eat out -- hot do gs , that is!

Dr. Ellis h a tes

report h e ' s

procrastenation .

guilty too .

Howe ver, when it comes to writing the annual

One year he had people working on two annual reports at

o n e time !

Now that h e 's r e tirin g , there s ho uld b e time for eve r y thing -- es pecially his

daily 5 O ' c lo ck nap!

WORDS OF ADVICE SELECTED BY FAYE BELCHER
/

AND NOW HERE IS MY SECRET, A VERY SIMPLE SECRET;
IT IS ONLY WITH THE HEART THAT ONE CAN SEE RIGHTLY: WHAT
IS ESSENTIAL IS INVISIBLE TO THE EYE .
ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPERY
THE LITTLE PRINCE

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF MAN IS NOT IN WHAT HE ATTAINS, BUT
RATHER IN WILA..T HE LONGS TO ATTAIN .:.. KAHLIL GILBRAN

ACT AS IF YOU WERE GOING TO LIVE FOREVER AND CAST YOUR
PLAN WAY AHEAD .

IF YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS HAVE BEEN VITAL,

THERE WILL ALWAYS BE SOMEBODY TO PICK UP WHERE YOU
LEFT OFF, AND THAT WILL

BE

YOUR CLAIM TO IMMORTALITY.
WALTER GROPIUS

THERE IS ONLY ONE SUCCESS-~TO BE ABLE TO SPEND YOUR LIFE
IN YOUR OWN WAY .
--- CHRISTOPHER MORLEY
THE MOST I CAN DO FOR MY FRIEND IS SIMPLY TO BE HIS
FRIEND.
-- HENRY DAVID THOREAU

A FEW LINE TO COMMEMORATE THE OCCASION*
A library director named Ellis
Was one of the grandest of fellas;
When he shall retire,
He'll live like a squire-As I'm sure you don't need to tell us.
When our library director retired,
Sixteen years after he had been hired,
He saw, with a lilt,
What he had built:
A library that was much admired.
SOLINET terminals and a tower,
A film library of some power,
Computers on Fourth,
And so on and so forth,
Made Camden-Carroll a real WOWer.

WOW!!! You accomplished so much. I hope your years of "retirement" are just
as fruitful, and that you accomplish all that you wish to do and have fun doing it.

*BY A VERY AMATEUR POET
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You have been my boss for over nine years
Through those times there have been joy and tears
You have been kind and understanding in all situations
Not only on sick leave and vacations
I hope you're happy when you are retired
Without you here we will be scarred
I know that I'll mis s you and others will too
But I'll say again I am happy for you

BEST WISHES FOR YOUR REI'IREMENT
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I have enjoyed working at the library under your direction
and appreciate the opportunities you have given me during
my short stay at Morehead, especially the opportunity to
attend my first ALA convent:;ton.

We will all miss you but we hope your retirement will
be fulftlltng and reward:i::ng.
in all your endeavors,

B.est w:i;shes and good luck

~/Ylc~Bonnie McNeely
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Kentucky Retirement Systems
226 West Second Street
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

Jack D. Ellis
550 West Sun
Morehead, KY 40351
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I have enjoyed worki.ng with you these five
years.

l hope you g'e t to do a 11 the things you

have planned to do through the years .
Enjoy your retirement .

Deborah Howard
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I wish you the best of luck in your future p lans ,
May GOD bless you in all that you do,
Thanks f or everything.

Kathy S. Riddle
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So Long, Farewell*
There's a sad sort of clanging
From the clock in the library
And the bells in the steeple, too~
And up in the tower
An absurd little bird
Is popping out to say "coo-coo."
Coo-coo,

coo-coo.

Regretfully they tell us
But firmly they compel us
To say "good-bye," to you.
So long, farewell, auf Wiedersehen, good night.
We hate to see you go, for we will miss you so - o - o.

* Adapted from The Sound of Music.

Michael Killian
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MOREHEAD

· -S"ATE UNIVERSITY

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

June 19, 1984

TO:

The Camde n-Carroll Library "Family"

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

rv

FROM: CCL Re tir e ment Commi tte e --Be tty Morriso3/{_chair;
RE:

~eM~.r~J e Be ntle/!
Marilyn HoggeT':Ttlaude Mead~~Helen Williams
Retir e me nt Banquet for Dr . Jack D. Ellis
,J.uJ

Please join us on Friday e v e ning , July 27, 1984, at 6:30 p.m. for
a buffet dinner honoring Dr. Jack D. Ellis who will be retiring
after 17 years as Director of Libraries at Morehead State University.
An enjoyabl e and entertaining evening is being planned, so bring
yourself and a guest (if you wish) and meet with us in the Red Room
of the Adron Doran University Center.
The cost is $6.50 per person;
please mak e reservations no later than July 25 by contacting Betty
Morrison at Camden-Carroll Library, 783-2827.
A "Memory Book" is being compiled to be given to Dr . Ellis at the
banquet.
En c losed is a sheet for your contribution to the book.
Please return it to Betty Morrison by July 25.
Enclosure

The

EAGLE

EYE

of CCL

Volume 5, Number 3
July 20, 1984

FROM THE DIRECTOR
On August 1, I will be going on sabbatical leave,
and Ms. Belcher will become the Acting Director of
the Camden-Carroll Library. As I look back over
my 1~ years as Director, I have seen a great deal
of growth, change, and maturity.
However, as I
look toward the future, I see even greater potential for change in academic libraries. The library staff will have an opportunity to participate and become a viable part of this change, and
I would urge each of you to prepare yourselves for
new dimensions in librarianship.
I see a great many problems in the future because of budget reduction, staff reduction, and
lack of facilities and equipment.
This will result in the need for greater effort by fewer
people.
But as I look into the future, I also
see a bright side encompassing new methods, techniques, and services.
It is an exciting time to
be involved in academic libraries, and I want to
wish all of you happiness, success, and a bright
future.
Also, I would urge that you strongly
support Ms. Belcher in her new position as Acting
Director of Libraries because she will need all
of the support that she can get if she is to be
successful in her new position .
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ELECTED CHAIR OF C/EKOUG
Helen Williams wa s elected Chairperson
of the Central/Eastern Kentucky Online
User's Group at the Group's May 4 meeting
at Eastern Kentucky University. Other
officers for 1984-85 are: Lilli an Mesner,
University of Kentucky Agriculture
Library--Program Chair; and, Hank Harken,
M, I. King Library, Univ ers ity of Ken tucky
Newsletter Editor.
All persons interested in library computer applications are invited to join
the org anization. £o ntact Helen for membership forms .

NAMED TO KULS TASK FORCE
Caro l Nutter has been 'ask{ .

l.0

.c\ .r ve or1

a t ask force on the Kentucky u, • ; . i i s t of
Serials in connection with nc: ~·1vor d ,1g in
Kentucky. The task force wi 11 be .i":ade up
ot persqns with ~echnical expertise in
serials and others who use KU LS as a public
service or interlibrary loan tool.

GRANT APPLICANT
·Camden-Carroll Library has applied for" aRetrospective Conversion Grant which will
be fund ed by the Department for Libraries
and Archives . The competition will be
sta te-w ide among academic and special libraries. The award winner will be named
in September.

FYI
parking permits must be purchased
in August.
NevJ

...._,,
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CINK
Per sons who plan to submit a portfolio
. Th~ anoual meeting of the Coal Informafor ·ehange in rank need t o be assembling
tion Network of Kentucky \vil l be September
materials.
21 in Frankfort, Kentucky. The program
.wil l -cons i '$ t -of-•·Sta te---qo Ve rnme nt- ·wor kerS"" ~--.~- --~ ..-,. - -- "'1'!"= = ==00.== 0:,oooooorooooooooocooorooooooooxoo,r =CO'"'- . -' gi Vi ng r,i,am,es,, of con tac t_,_peop,J e in their ; -·· >· ', t "., The •S·tu_i;ie:o_t A.s_s·ocj_a t i.On 'hds ~ plir:.d;ja's' ed; •\ . --, · .·. ~;
agencies for 'materials re1ated to rna1· ·· -. -• · ' . six ·new c·orrecting se·lectric III typevH'iters...
ar:id _energy. The meeting .will be held in --·- ;
f.or ·:studen-t. use in: the -Jibrary : They are
_, the Depa r.,tment, "for _. Li bra.r.i es ·a·na. Archives :·_.~- \ ·_- '·l oc·ated on · the 'fourth..:, floor. Ili otder -to'.: ·· ·--.-:~"
Confer:enc·e Rooni ~
··
· · '
deter vandalism, stud ents wili be required
I to leave their student ID ' s at the desk
I
while using one of the typewriters.
00 0000
-

00

00
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HAZEL WOLFE MOVES TO FOURTH FLOOR
As of July, Hazel Wolfe has mo ved to the
fourth floor. Hazel has di scovered that
many us eful and timely materia ls are availab le on t ha t floor. Ot her individuals or
groups in t he library interested in reviewing or refres hing their memories abo ut
the vari ous holdings on t hat floor may -get
in touc h with Marg aret Davis, Claude Meade,
or Hazel for information.

OOOOOOOOCOOOCOCXX:OCOOOOOCOCOCX:X::000000000000".>fYJ().}0)'.J::,cx)OOOOOOOOOOOOCCOO XlOOOOO'J COOOC0::000

Supervisors are urged to read and stu dy
the Work-Study Program Sup_ervisor' s Manual .
One of the items that Ms. (Grafing)
Carscaddon emphasized i s that students are
to write down their hours at the time they
work them. An ex planation about any ex cept ion to the - regular schedule sho uld
be written in the comme nts section of the
time card.
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CORONET BUILDING • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601
CABLE ADDRESS-C0R0FI LMS

March 1, 1968
OFFICE OF THE V1CE PRESIDENT

Mr. Jack D. Ellis
P. O. Box 299
Morehead, Kentucky 4035 1
Dear Jack:
It is w ith deep and mixed feelings that we accept your
resignation from your position with Coronet, to
permit you to accept a pos it i on a t Morehead State
University. The first of the mixed feelings is that
of sadness that we are losing you as a good loyal
representative. The other reaction is that of
delight that you will become Dean of Instructional
Servi ces at a univers ity in the very state in which
you now live.

It has been a real pleasure working with you Jack.
We shall miss having you with us, but shall continue
to enjoy and cherish our close friendship as y ou
assume your new responsibility.
Good luck!

Good selli ng!
Yours sincerely,

ENN:em
cc: C. H. T abler
Wayne McClure

ESQUIRE, INC.

488 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. I 0022 212-407-0300

Bernard Krauss
President and Chief Executive Officer

April 19, 1984

2 12-407-0320

Mr. Jack D. Ellis
P. 0. Box 427
Morehead, Kentucky 40351
Dear Jack:
It was nice chatting with you yesterday. I've checked
Hith Dick Abrams and Gerry Jsr1.acson anrl May 4 looks
acceptable to all. We' 11 expect to see you at 9: 30 a.m.
on that date.
We will take the liberty of making hotel reservations
for you (details to be sent separately). We can mail you
an airline ticket or reimburse you separately with any
other expenses, whichever you prefer. The only thing I
failed to ask you about was your per diem fee.
Separately also you will be getting some of our product
catalogs. The market that seems most natural to discuss
would be the school library. You may have other ideas-what we're after are your ideas on the market opportunities.
I look forward to seeing you on the 4th.
Cordially,

BK:hlg
cc Richard Abrams
Gerald Isaacson

Educational Publishing / Communications

ESQUIRE, INC

4~

;.::d=is=o.n..:...
,___ A.:..:.v..e:
:::.nu
. .:.:::.::e:..:..,.:..N.:.:e:..:..
w_Y
.:.._o::_r__:k:.._
,N
_ .Y_. I0022 212-407-0300

Bernard Krauss
President and Chief Executive Officer

-

2 12-407-o'TitJ' r - - - - - --

April 20, 1984

Mr. Jack D. Ellis
P. O. Box 427
I-forehead , Kentucky L,0351
Dear Mr. Ellis:
Just a note to let you know that we've made
a reservation for you at the Sheraton Centre
hotel, Seventh Avenue at 53rd Street, for the
nights of May 3, 4 and 5. If that's not satisfactory
or if you prefer to make your own reservations,
please let me know.
Esquire has guaranteed the reservation, so
if you should ne·ea to cancel for whatever reason,
please let me or the hotel know.
I don't know if you've visited New York City
before, but you might like to know that the hotel
is on:).:y abou·t an eight minute walk (3 long blocks)
from ocir office s.

Educational Publishing / Communications

P.O. Box 427
Morehead, Kentucky 40351
Home Te lephone (606) 784- 7473
Business Telephone (606) 78.1-2143
April 24, 1984
Mr. Bernard Krauss
President and Chief Executive Officer
Esquire, Inc.
488 Madison Avenue
New Ycrk, NY 10022
Dear ::::::rnard:
It~~~

i ndeed a pleasant and happy experience hearin9 from you again.

Your

me:~c- ~c rise in the corporate structure of Esquire, Inc. is to be commended,
an: : m sure that it came only after much work and sacrifice. Also, I know

th5: ; ou made a fe w ri ght decisions along the way.

Tha ~r y □ J for se nii ~g me some of your product catalogs. I 1 ve studied them
car~~Ll ~1 y and will ccntinue to prepare for our meeting Friday, May 4, at 9:30 a.m.
I lee~ forw ard to mee ting with you, Dick Abrams, and Jerry Isaacson at that time.
I' rn :a kinq the liberty of enclosing a more detailed resume of my professional
sa1~~ and consult i rag expe rience while with Coronet in Florida and in Chicago.
Yo ~ :,n ow more about my role with Coronet that anyone (except Erv) but I felt
th ~- would serve only to refresh your memory about what I have done, and that
th e~ e migh t be someone else who might need to see this. I have had practical,
hard-nosed, competitive sel l ing experience with Coronet in Florida, as well as
fu11 time consultant work with them in Chicaqo . But believe me, I am well
awa re that those things I may have done in the past and 50¢ will buy a cup of
coffee today. (Perhaps where you buy coffee it won 1 t even do that). But today
is •,.;hat co1;i.q;:1J::::and:Y:'ba.~. I might be ab 1e to do for the company now and in the
future iswncft .i's. impd'rfant. I believe that I can be productive in your organization and pleasairtJy~_anticipate discuss in g this possibility with you.

Cordially,

at?-c.k...l
C6c1ck D. Ellis
Enclosure
rar
P.S . Please expres s my sincere apprec iation to your secretary for graciously
making hotel arrangements for me at th e Sheraton Center. I will however, plan
only to be there t wo nights, May 3 and 4 (and will not be th ere May 5). I
wi1 1 book my o¼n flight and submit r ece ipts for reimbursement along with any
ot ~e r expen se s. Any per diem fee I will leave to your descretion.

ESQUIRE, INC.

488 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. I 0022 212-407-0300

Bernard Krauss
President and Chief Executive Officer

May 11, 1984

212-407-0320

Dr. Jack D. Ell is
P. 0. Box 427
Morehead, Kentucky 40351
Dear Jack:
Thanks for your help.

It was nice

to visit with you again.
Cordi a 11 y,
J

BK:hlg
Enc.

Educational Publishing/ Communications

Dr. Jack D. Ell is
P.O. Box 427
Morehead, KY 40351
Ph one : Home (606) 784- 7473
Phon e : Office (606) 783-2143
May 8, 1984

Mr. Bernard Krauss
President and Chief Executive Off ic er
Esquire, Inc .
438 fladison Avenu e
New Yor k, NY 10022
Dear Bernard:
I just wanted to let you know how much I enjoyed seeing you again and meetina
with yo u and your staf f . Ho peful ly, some positiive thin gs we re accomplished
th at will assist you in developing a Library Sales Division for your company.
I believe s uch a venture has an exc ellent chance for su ccess. especially
with the new acquisitions you are considering. The school and public libra ry
market is fairly stable this year and will incre ase in the future.
In looking over the notes on our meeting Friday, I see that you asked for
school li brary medi~ expenditures by region of the Uni ted States. This is
extremely difficult inform~t i6n to locate , but here it i s in t he enclosed
t ab l es . (Table 5 £specially). In our meeting I quoted $7.50 as th e average
amount spent pe r stud ent in school libraries throughou t the United States ,
but accordin g to Tabl e 5, it is $7.66. I am sure the enclosed data will be
helpful to you in planning a Libr ary Sales Division for your company.
Once again thank you for your gracious hospitality and the delightful
lun che on at Rockefelle r Center. That was inde ed a memorab le exp er ience .
Ber :1 ard, I do hore th at everyth i ng 1•✓ 0rks out for me to become asso ciated
wit h the compnay in the future at least on a part-time basis. I will be
availabl r anytime after July l, so if things develop wh ereby you can use me
please l et me know. In th e meantime wh en you think of libraries, education,
and market research, think of: JACK D. ELLIS.
Best 11ishes fo r continuec! success and much hapoiness, and crive my re~Jards
to Dick, Gerry, and Andy.

.
9

i nee re ly,

I (A- e-/t.L..J
.a c k D. E11 i s

rar
Enclosures

Perhans I might become involved in helping yo u
put a library catalog togeth er?

DR. JACK D. ELLIS
P.O. BOX 427
MOREHEAD, KY 40351
OFFICE - (606) 783-2143
HOME - (606) 784-7473
PROFESSIONAL SALES AND CONSULTING EXPEREINCE
Coronet Instructional Media Sales Experience
Was the Coronet Sales Representative in Florida.
Responsibilities included:
(1)

Calling on old accounts and establishing new accounts.

(2)

Writing federal grants to obtain funds for Coronet media
and materials.

(3)

Assisting institutions in organ1z1ng new media centers.
(Included cataloging, booking, staffing, servicing, and
maintaining media programs).

(4)

Assisting institutions in selecting media and materials
for new centers.

(5)

Representing the company at state and national conventions.
(There are many conventions in Florida).

(6} · Calling on governmental agencies responsible for admin, "~is teri ng ~programs.
(7)

Employing and training other Coronet staff members.

(8)

Continuing to do research in media sales, service, and
staffing.

I resigned this position because of personal reasons.
to Kentucky to care for an aging mother and father).
Coronet Instructional Media.

(I had to move back

Special Project Consultant.

(Education)

Even though I resigned my position with Coronet in Florida, the company
offered me another position based in Kentucky. As a Special Projects Consultant
in Education, I was considered a member of Coronet 1 s Central Staff in Chicago,
but afforted the privilege of living in Kentucky. Duties and responsibilities
of this position included always keeping in mind that I was a member of Coronet •s
Central Staff(representinq the best interests of the company)involved in:

PROFESSIONAL SALES AND CONSULTING EXPERIENCE
DR. JACK D. ELLIS
PAGE TWO
(l)

Training new sales staff out in the field, and assisting
present staff members with special sales problems.

(2)

Assisting institutions in writing federal proposals for
funding by the federal government.

(3)

Spending time in Washington D. C. to discuss these proposals
with the bureaucy in order to help insure their fundinq.

(4)

Calling on state governmental agencies and maintaining
good public relations with these people.

(5)

Keeping aware of pending state and federal le9islation
that would affect sales. (On one occassion, I was in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania for portions of six weeks
evaluating proposed legislation that would profoundly
affect sales there).

(6)

Representing the company at national conventions.

(7)

Giving sales presentations at our own national sales
meetings.

(8)

Evaluating the effectiveness of sales staff members in
various territories, and reconmending changes where needed.

'} ·(9·)?1·;·•1fopresent1ng. .the cor,npany at professional education meetings.
0

~.. { ::~~-· .. ;.~·: :;::'t 'y i

, ..,. /'~ . .

(16) · Reseaf.ch°i'ng sales potential in various markets and preparing

· ::;,.·
'material
··' ·
-.

(11)

for sales staff.

Writing speeches for staff members to present at various
meetings.

I resigned this position betause the company asked me to move to Washington, D.C.,
and I did not wish to move; therefore, I believed that it was in the best interests
of both the company and myself to resign.

Office Phone (606)
Home Phone (606)

783-3109
784-7473

Dr. Jack D. Ellis
Library Media Management Consultant
P.O. Box 427
Morehead, KY 40351
Dr. Ellis is a former teacher , librarian, school administrator., and supervisor of libraries and educational media. His extensive background in education
includes experience in elementary , secondary] and higher education in Florida
and Kentucky. He served as an educational consultant with Coronet Films
management staff for two and one-half years working with state departments of
education and large school systems -throughout the nation i.n the selection , organization , and utilization of media. He has served as special consultant to
government and industry including General Electric , Honeywell, Manpower
Development Training Pr ogram, and Women's Job Corps, in training staff for
effective utilization of media in these programs.
Dr. Ellis's educational experience includes:
I.

Planning Physical Plants - Designing libraries and materials centers
in the new construction of:
1.
2.

5.
II.

III.

27 Elementary Schools
8 Junior High Schools

3.

5 Senior High Schools

4. 2 Colleges

1 School District media center
(A~ tl1at .t-;i.me.. the only one of its kind in the country)

Techni<ial".Proceli; ing of Materials
1.

Organized 'qne of the first centralized technical processing
centers in the nation.

2.

Organized a records system for microfilming.

Developed guide lines for establishing a district media center
in terms of:
1.

Physical plant

3.

2.

Materials

4. Personnel

Equipment

Dr. Ellis has attended West Virginia University, Florida State University,
and the University of Florida. He holds the following degrees: BA - Morehead
State University , MA - George Peabody , Doctorate - University of Southern
:Mississippi. Title of Dissertation "Selected Leadership Res:ponsibili ties of
State Departments of Education in the Development of Educational .Media. 11

Office Phone (606)
Home Phone (606)

783-3109
784-7473

Dr. Jack D. Ellis
Library Media Management Consultant
P.O. Box 427
Morehead , KY 40351
Dr. Ellis is a former teacher , librarian, school administrator , and supervisor of libraries and educational media. His extensive background in education
includes experience in elementary , secondary , and higher education in Florida
and Kentucky. He served as an educational consultant with Coronet Films
management staff for two and one-half years working with state departments of
education and large school systems t hroughout the nation in the selection , organization , and utilization of media. He has served as special consultant to
government and industry including General Electric, Honeywell, Manpower
Development Training Pr ogram, and Women's Job Corps, in training staff for
effective utilization of media in these programs.
Dr. Ellis's educational experience includes:
I.

Planning Physical Plants - Designing libraries and materials centers
in the new construction of:
l.
2.

5.
II.

III.

27 Elementary Schools
8 Junior High Schools

3. 5 Senior High Schools

4.

2 Colleges

1 School District media center
(At that time the only one of its kind in the country)

Technical Processing of Materials
l.

Organized one of the first centralized technical processing
cent·e rs in the nation.

2.

Organized a records system for microfilming.

Developed guide lines for establishing a district media center
in terms of :
1.

Physical plant

3.

Equipment

2.

Materials

4.

Personnel

Dr. Ellis has attended West Virginia University, Florida State University,
and the University of Florida. He holds the following degrees : BA - Morehead
State University , MA - George Peabody, Doctorate - University of Southern
Mississippi. Title of Dissertation 11 Selected Leadership Responsibilities of
State Departments of Education in the Development of Educational Media."
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St. Petersbu rg Independent

Saturday, August 28, 1965

County ·Schools Outstrip
National Library Average
As of last June, Pinellas tributed this to the sharp inCounty had a total of 445,457 crease in student enrollment
volumes in its school libraries. during recent years.
l
The Pinellas County school
The average number of books Ellis--s-aid--t:hat--1:his year, for '
system has a library in each of
JACK D.
per student is 6.7. Last fiscal the third consecutive year; the
the county's elementary and
ELLIS
year', the county spent $143,646 school board has made a supsecondary schools.
·for library books, an average of plementary budget allowance to
Nationally, only 82.3 per cent
$2.20 per st udent. "Man Y sJhools of $42,000 for ._school Iiof the elementary and secondschools," Ellis added, ~•buy braries. He said the decision
ary schools in the U.S. have Ii- '
books on their own, bringing the was made three years ago to
braries.
average to about $3 per stu- make the allowance for the folMoreover, according to Jack
dent."
lowing three years - over and
Ellis, superintendent of instruc- that 69 per cent of our .nati?n's The proposed library book above the alloted library budgtional materials, many schools elementary. schools - with more budget allowance for the com- et.
with libraries around the coun- than _11-~illion stud_ents, have ing ·fiscal year is $144,625 - an The library figures do not in
try are without librarians. no bbrar~es, _and . m m an _Y increase of just less than $100. elude funds or figures for school
Again, our county prov:ides a schools with hbraries, there_ 1s Compared to four years_ ago, texts, film strips, records or
professional librarian for every less than half a book per child. the county has made noticable tapes. Ellis said that another incounty school child in grades 1 Also, nationally total spending progress. In 1962, the county teresting fact is that nationally,
through 12, Ellis said. .
for elementary school books av- had 333,791 books for an aver- the larger percentagP 6'r school
The county has 64 fulltime el- erages little more than $6 per age . of 5.8 per student. That libraries are found in suburban
ementary school librarians, 44 ·student per year - enough to year. the county spent $84,384.10 areas; the n'!(;£ropolitan area
secondary (grades 7 through 12) buy about three books. In some for library _books, for an aver- schools ;- the ones lacking.
school librarians, . and two full- states, spending on schoolbooks age of $1.44 p~r student.
"Howeve: our schools are
time librarians in special educa- averages $4.76 per student "We'v~ gamed ,,trerr:endo_us largely } on;idered of the metrotion.
enough to buy httle more than ground m volumes, Ellis said,
.t ·t pe ,, Elli's said
.
. statistics
. .
"b ut no t per s t uden t ." He a t· po1i an Y '
·
The national
state two textbooks a year.
FRED WRIGHT
Independent Reporter

Paperback Display

Set .For Book Week
.
.
.
.
In con1unchof1: with N~honal
Book Week, April _25-30, Pmell~s
County Schools ~111 hold a display of general mterest _to all
school personnel, accordrng to
Superintendent of Schoo!s. Flo)'.'d
T. Christian. The exh1b1t will
feature the latest paperbacks,
which ?ave gained great popularity .m . recent _y ears because
of their mexpens1veness.
The display will feature paperback books for junior and senior
high school readers on subjects
ranging from the arts to the
sciences - 1,000 selected paperbacks from 72 American publishers - and be held at the
Euclid Materials Center, 101510th Ave. N., St. Petersburg.
The exhibition, under the sponsorship of Euclid Materials Center is open to teachers, 'liorarians supervisors and administrat~rs of the schools in the Pinellas County area. The exhibiwill be open daily Monday,
I tion
April 26 through April 30 from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
This new collection of representative paperbacks includes
books on art and music; the language arts ; American, English,
and world literature, biography,
drama, poetry, literary criticism, essays, rhetoric and composition, and foreign languages ;
the social studies : American
and world history, Russia and
Communism, government and
politics, sociology, anthropology,
economics, philosophy, and re' ligion ; and science and mathematics. There is a section of
t books for leisure or recreational
t reading and also reference and.
- guidance materials and books
E for professional reading.
The books in this exhibit provide a variety of reading ma. terial which teachers and others
may consider for use as class-

room texts or for supplementary
reading; for required, recom- ,
mended, or independent study;
for library reserve or supplemental book collections ; for
classroom libraries. and learning units; for school paperback
bookstores and school and classroom book clubs· for guidance
and counselling; ' and for students' personal home libraries
and for summer, enrichment,
and " college-bound" reading.
A catalog of the exhibition is
available so that it can be marked for possible future orders of
recommendations; it can be particularly useful as a guide in the
preparation of reading lists.
ack D. Ellis is Supervisor of
Instructmnal aterials for Pinellas County Schools.
--::-· _ _ _ _ __ __
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Photo Contest

1st Deadline

5-BOOK ·'MINIMUM PER PINELLAS STUDENT

Schools Set Goal For

EUCLID Elementary School
in St. Petersburg, which closed
its last year of operation as an
It will take three years, $122,- elementary school in June, had
Local prizes totaling $840
000 and 53,000 books - but Pi- built up an average 15 books
and national prizes totaling
nellas County's school system per student. Its library shelves
more than $30,000 await paris on the way to seeing that had 2,365 books to serve the
ticipants in The 20th Annuevery library in every public school's 153 pupils.
al St. Petersburg T i m e s
Amateur Snapshot Contest.
school fs equipped to serve up
Another established school,
Four categories and two
a minimum of five books per Glenoak Elementary in St. Peclasses are available to amastudent.
tersburg, has an average 13
teurs who enter their favor'books per student. Childs Park
ite photos. Any snapshot
In order to achieve the goal Elementary h a s 12 library
taken since July 1, 1962 is
school officials have authorized books per student. So does
eligible, and each contestant
the spending of $40,000 a year North Ward Elementary in St.
may enter as many as he
for three years. A special com- Petersburg.
likes. However, he may win
mittee will carefully coordinate
Chase Memorial Elementary,
only once in each category
the planning so that library
books will be added first at Sunshine Elementary, Tarpon
during the contest.
First deadline is 5 p.m.,
those schools which most need Springs Junior High and West
Tuesday, July 16. Deadlines
them.
Central Elementary all have
for the remainder of the
Currently,
many
of
the
school
11 books per student.
eight-week contest will be 5
libraries
far
exceed
the
total
of
p.m. each Tuesday.
five books for every student in
THE SCHOOL system took its
the school. One school _ Roser school library pulse by means
Park Elementary _ has an av- of a countywide survey. Results
erage 20 books per student.
of the inventory were reported
to the School Board. School ofOther established s c h o o I s ficials were authorized to conhave built up their library hold- tinue the study and to start
ings over the years to an aver- bringing libraries up to an adeage of a dozen or more books quate number of books over a
The United States Coast Guard per student.
three-year period.
Academy is switching from its
service-administered test to the
College BoaL·d Entrance oEx,11m1nation test this fall in screening
.... fkd ~ ilJIJIJ ~
applicants.
Students taking the examina- Unscramble these six Jumbles,
tion with an eye to post high one letter to iiach square,
1'i:
school studies may have a copy to form six ordinary words~
of the results sent to the Coast
Guard and may receive an offer
of an appointment to the Coast
Guard Academy at New London,
1
Conn.
Young men interested -in the
: oast Guard Academy and in ob:aining its bachelor of science de~ree and a commission as ensign
1pon graduation, may write :
:oast Guard Cadet, Miami 32,
li'la ., for application.

Approaching

By BETTE ORSINI
Times Education Writer

Coast Guard

Changes Tests

-=-----------------'--------

Ro-Ern
II
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Seminole In.corporation
Discussion Set Monday
The Oak Ridge Civic Associa:ion will hold its first meeting
'vionday at the meeting hall of
ihe Ridgewood Activity Center in

1
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A SOLFe~
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Pl.AY5 IN THE:
·Et~HTIES.
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The school system staff advised against any plan under
which the distribution of books
would be equalized 1by taking
from the better-stocked libraries and giving to the libraries
in need.
Many of the schools over the
years have helped stock their
shelves t h r o u g h individual
school initiative and would suffer if the results of their efforts were taken to help stock
other schools.
Many new schools have not
yet had a chance to build up
adequate numbers of library
volumes.
THE SURVEY disclosed as
some of the most serious spots
in need of attention the school
libraries at Campbell Park Elementary, with 1.2 average
books per student; George W.
Perkins Elementary, with average 1.5 books; Melrose Elementary, with 1.8 books.

Sixteenth Street Junior High
has only an average 2 books
per student on its library
shelves; Belcher Elementary
has 2.1; Blanton Elementary
has 2; Oak Grove Junior High
has 2.5; Ridgecrest Elementary
has 2.4, and Wildwood Elementary has 2.5.

School officials based their
cost estimate of what it will
take to i.n;lprove the libraries
on a figure of $2 per book for
elementary schools, $2.50 for
junior highs and $3 per book for
senior highs.
They report the largest cash
outlay is needed at Sixteenth
Street Junior High, where they
estimate it will take $12,437.50
to buy t575 books in order to
jump the number of books per
student from 2 to 5 for the
school's 1,525 students. At present the school's library has
3,184 volumes.
A TOTAL $10,000 is needed to
bring Meadowlawn Junior High
up from its 2.2 books per student by adding 4,000 volumes

to the present 3,336 to serve
the school's 1,480 students.
Pinellas Park Junior High,
with its present 3,236 volumes
and 1,195 enrollment, needs
2,900 books at a cost of $7,250
to bring it up from 2.6 to 5
books per student.
At the close of the school
year the county's 60,863 students had access to a total

337,316 books in school libraries
throughout the county. The fig.
ures work out to an average
5.5 books per student for the
schools as a whole.
By the e n d of the threeyear volume-adding campaign,
school officials anticipate the
individual school-by-school book
inventory will look a good deal
brighter.

IDllll!JI
LABOR
FREE
OPEN TODAY
(SUNDAY I
12 NOON TO
6 ·P. M.

r.1
m
•

D~;;;;~e
• Guaranteed Fabrics
• Guaranteed
Workmanship

lined or Unlined

rr.,
ll!il
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th
,atter, board memhers~ . mr&. the appointment of
Jack D. Ellis, St. Petersburg
Junior College librarian, as acting supervisor of instructional
materials for the county school
system.
Ellis, who served as Madeira
Beach Junior High School librarian . before his appointment to
the junior college in July, fills a
post vacated by the retirement
of J. D. Poston.
Ellis came to Pinellas County
in 1958 and was appointed to the
Madeir,a Beach Jljnior High post.
He had seven years experience
as a teacher and librarian in
Kentucky before coming to Pinellas County.
He has a• bachelor's degree in
biology from Morehead State College, Morehead, Ky. , and received his master's degree in

1

~ 110b'I B,0a'rd,E'l,evates
1

1

1

Ellis
To :Su,oerv'i~or Post
· S·r l tflll~ pc, ;a,. •n l,.lJ;. -- 1'1'70
In personnel appointments by or non-teaching personnel who
the school board Wednesday, Jack fail to return required forms on
D. Ellis was elevated to the post vital statistics, teacher certifiof acting supervisor of instruc- cates or other data as required.
tional materials to fill the va- There is at present a long list of
cancy ett by the retirement of employes not making r e t u r n s
J. D. Poston. Poston, a veteran within the deadline and it is exof the school system, leaves thE, pected that the withholding policy
ranks of active workers Dec. 1. will serve to get the r e c o r d s
Ellis, has been librarian at straight.
SPJC .since July when he
·- ~ - - - - -- - - -~
moved up from librarian at Madeira Beach J unior High after
two years of service. He h a s
taught for seven years, holds both
an A. B. and Masters degree.
In another administrative matter, the board granted authority
to Supt. Floyd Oiristian to withhold salary checks from teachers

ltl1I

e

o- 1958 from George Peabody ColIt lege for Teachers at Nashville,
1- Tenn.

"•~

schools.

_ _ _ _ _ _...

s

OTHER PERSONNEL appoint- V
ments approved were:
1
Azalea Elementary, Mrs. Sibyl i
Young, in place of Marguerite :
Brennan, fifth grade;
Forest Hills Elementary, Barbara Vaughn Smith, in place of 1
Mrs. Barbara Sewell, first grade;
Lakewood Elementary, Mrs. M.
Evelyn Horning, in place of Mrs.
Sara Williams, second grade;
I/
St. Petersburg Jr. College, MrE.!
Elizabeth K. Wajdowicz, in plac<
of Mrs. Elizabeth 0. Walton
nursing education;
Skycrest Elementary, Mrs. Do
ris Irene Zeiler in place of Mr•
Patr~cia Leckie: fourth grade ; /
Sunshine Elementary, Mrs. D
othy M, J~es, in place of M
Martha Lee Fechtman sil
'
grade.

Y In another matter, bo_ard mem,r- hers approved the appomtment of
:r Jae~ D. Ellis,. St. . Petersburg
?umor Coll~ge hbrar_1an, ;1s_ actmg s~perv1sor of mstrucbonal
materials for the county school
ed sys tem.
·
.
ed Ellis, who served as Madeira
d Beach Junior High School JibraSpecial Substitute Teachers
or rian before his appointment to Gibbs High, Mrs. Oretha
d- the junior college in July, fills a Pope, in place of Inez Y. H
post vacated by the retirement wood, health and physical e
of J . D. Poston.
cation;
Ellis came · to Pinellas County Gulf Beaches Elementary, M
in 1958 and was appointed to the Jacqueline Cowdery, in place
Madeira Beach Junior High post.· Mrs. Mary . Sedrick, sec•
He had seven years .experience grade;
as a teacher and librarian in Meadowlawn Junior High, 1
Kentucky before ·.coming to Pi- -Ruth Anna Gallagher, phy.
nellas County.
·
education; Mrs. Mary Lou
n He has a bachelor's: degree in lis, physical education;
st biology from Morehead State Col- Sixteenth Street Elemeni
e lege, Morehead, Ky., and re- John H. Hopkins · Jr., in pla1
ceived his master's degree in Mrs. Elnora Wright, first

~!

C U R R

C U LU M

Quantity

Whitford-Liek-Gray

F O

·u N

D AT

0 N

S E R

E S

ART STORIES
Amount

........Book I (first grade) .. ... . . ...... . . .. ... .. ; .. . . $0,72 ... ........ .
.... .... Book II ( second grade) . . . .. . .. . ... . .... . \.,l'•. . . .

.84 ........... .

........ Book III (third grade) ... . .... . . . .. . , , / .' . . . . . . .

.92 ........... .

•

:~. ....

~>

'!>

........"Ar t Appreciation for Children" (m'&l))f~ \ :a=~ w~
class or ders) . . . .
. . . .. . . \j;)~<()•·-:'.~ : ~ ~~~f,.i.¼ri'!h~l~

Vocabulary is interrelated from book to book of this program and
carefully correlated with the word lists of the ELSON-GRAY BASIC
READERS •

,,,
.28 ... r:... .. .
d pri-

i.tr_x~;f'~ t}{r:!\~e appreci-

., ~,.C.l ti~ i
·
n to everyday
activiu;;l.
contains faithful r
.
of many recognized
mast · 1~ s,
provides many other
pictures and procedures which help
develop taste in design, color, form,
and line.

HEAL TH STORIES

NUMBER STORIES
Studebaker-Findley-Knight-Gray

Quantity

Amount

........ Book I (second semester of grade one) . . . . . . . . . . . $0.64 ... ........ .
........ Book II ( second grade)

.76 ........... .
.... .... Book III ( third grade) ... .. . .. .
(Identical in content with Grade Three of Study Arithmetics)

.... .... Work-Book for Number Stories, I. . . . .

.24 ........... .

. ....... Work-Book for Number Stories, II . . . . .. ... .. .. . .

.32 ........... .

Towse-Matthews-Gray
........Book I (first grade) .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . ... . $0.64........... .
.... .... Book II (second grade). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.72 ..... ...... .

........Book III ( third grade) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.s O••••• •••••••

.72 ........... .

These materials are carefully graded
to make reading an effective route to
arithmetic understanding.
Appe2ling
stories and activities develop a good
meaning-vocabulary in the field of numbers, and together with work-pages and
exercises, lay a solid foundation of basic
number skills.

Each book is a well-balanced course in
health education for its grade level,
teaching important health facts about
keeping clean, eating the right foods,
keeping healthy, etc. Each book has a
unit on safety. This program makes
health-teaching effective through realistic
treatment and varied activity-suggestions.

SOCIAL STUDIES
- - - - - - - - - ---f-1"S1ttt11•,'•'"·d&rson°Gray -

..,...~ -- - -

..Peter's Family, Primer (first grade) .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . $0.6 0 ...... .

SCIENCE STORIES
Beauchamp-Crampton-Fogg-Gray
........ Science Stories, Book I (first grade) ..... . .. . ..... . $0.64 ........... .

........ David's Friends, Book I (first grade) . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.72 ........... .

..... ... Science Stories, Book II (second grade) . . . . . . . . . . . .

.72 ........... .

. ..... ..Susan's Nei_ghbors at Work, Book II (second grade) .

.84 ...... ... ...

... ..... Science Stories, Book III (third grade) .. .... . .... .

.80 .......... ..

. ....... Centerville, Book III (third grade) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.92 ........ ... .

........ "Science for Children" (manual, free with quantity
orders) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.2 8 ........... .

Easy-to-read stories and exercises which
present elementary science principles and
train the child to use, in a simple way,
scientific methods of thinking and experimenting. The accurate four-color
pictures are an important part of the
teaching plan.

PETER'S

FAMILY

l.

This social studies program starts
with the home, moyes outward to the
school, neigh!>orhood, and community,
developing basic social ideas and desirable
attitudes. Each book is rich in social
content, in activity suggestions, and in
pictures that teach. Reading difficulties
are carefully controlled.

POSTAL TABLE
For Your Convenience
This table enables you to compute your parcel-post charges. Figure each full-size book as weighing approximately
one pound. If you are not sure of your zone, consult your postmaster.
Ea h Add".
c
tl1ona 1
1st pound

Zone

1st- Up
2nd- 50
3rd- 150
4th- 300
5th- 600
6th-lO00
7th-1400
8th-Over

50 Miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
to 150..
to 300 .
to 600 .
to l000 .
to 1400 .
to 1800.
1800 . . .
......

to

1~04L-6-l 8-5O (Printed in U.S .A.)

Sc . . .
Sc .. .
9c.
I0c.
I le.

12c.
14c.
ISc .

Pound

le
le

2c
4c
Sc
7c
9c
lie

From -n,e Collec,1\0n Of:

fct3©

or. Jacko. ems

ORDER BLANK

SCOTT, FORESMAN
CHICAGO
623 S. Wabash Ave.

ATLANTA
29 Pryor St., N. E.

552w. sun ~

1

AND C~AsN Y

DALLAS
308 Santa Fe Bldg., 1st Unit

NEW YORK
114 E. 23rd St.

For Ouickest Service, Order Early.
Date ...............................•..•...•.••.......... 193 .....•..
Ship to ........................................ .... ...... ............. ............. .............................................................................. Position .................................................•....................
Name of Person or School to whom books are to be sent

P. O. Address .................................................................................................................. ............County.............................................. State...............•....•...••..••.•..
Ship via ................... ............................................................... Parcel Post ......... ........... .......... Express ...................................... Freight................•............••...•.....•..•..
If freight, indicate by what railroad.
Shipping Address ......... ...................... ....................................................................................................................................................................•.............••........
If shipping point is not the same as P. 0. address, give name of freight station.
Bill to ........................................................................•................................................................................................... County......•.....................•.........•...••....•....•
If Board of Education, give NAM E OF CLERK, and NAME OR NUMBER OF DIST.
Address ...................................................................................................................................................................................•...•••..............•....•.•..........••.....•••.......

NEW ACCOUNTS

CASH ORDERS

We will open cha rge accounts with schools, boards of education, and their
authorized agents for orders of $2.00 or mo~e. Cash accompanying orders
for less would be appreciated.

When cash accompanies the order, a sufficient amount must be included
to cover transportation costs. See Transportation Table on the back fold
of th is order blank.

These are catalog LIST PRICES, subject to the usual quantity discount on orders sent direct to us.

TEACHER'S EDITIONS

ELSON-GRAY BASIC READERS
Wm. H. Elson, W . S. Gray

Quantity

Amount

Amount

Quantity

........ Pr e-Primer and Primer ... . . .. . .. . . . .. ... . .... .. $0.80 ....... .... .
... . ... .Before We Read .

. ....... Book I • • •• •• ,~. : ..:: . t:1.•• ~.:..;,, · •• T'·
. •• • • ••• • •' • •• • • • ••

........Dick a nd J ane, Pre-Primer .... . . . .......... . ....

.16 ........... .

........More Dick and Jane Stories, additional pre-primer . . .

,Z0 ••......•...

........ Primer

.6 0 ........... .

........ Book I

.6 4 .. .

..... ... Book II

.7Z .... .

.... .. .. Book III

.8 0 ......... .. .

. ...... .Book II
.. .... .. Book III

.80 ........... .

....................................

.88 ........... .

Teacher's Guidebook, full of usable suggestions, bound with the
pupil's textbook, making a convenient desk copy. Also available
for each book in the Series is a paper-backed edition of the

Teacher's Guidebook. Request Teacher's Editions or the free
Guides when placing your classroom order.

SILENT-READING WORK-BOOKS
BASIC READING TESTS
Interesting seatwork exercises based
directly on the ELSON-GRAY
BASIC READERS, planned to test
and drill on basic vocabulary, promote better comprehension and in-

Package of Z5 with directions

For Primary Grades:
... .....Word-Recognition Test No. 1 .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . $0.60 .... ... .... .
.... .... Word-Recognition Test No. 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.60 ........... .

........Word-Recognition Test No. 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,60 ........... .

terpretation, and develop important
reading skills.

For Primary and Intermediate Grades:
........ Word-Attack Test No. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.60 .. ......... .

........For Book One . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. 3 6 ........... .

. .......Word-Attack Test No. 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.60 ....... .... .

........ For Book Two . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.36 ........... .

. ....... Word-Attack Test No. 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,60 ........... .

... ..... For Book Three . . .. . . . .... . . .. . . . . . . ....

.36 ........... .

. .... ...Teacher's Manual (for all tests) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,Z0 ........... .

....... .For Pre-Primer and Primer ...

. . .. . . . .... $0. 36 ... ........ .

Write for detailed information conce rning teaching equipment to
accompany the ELSON ~GRAY BASIC READERS. Economical and
convenient items include wall chart, reproducing pre-primer and

primer material; unit card set fword, phrase, and picture cards)
for primer; word cards for book one; pocket chart container for
holding cards in making new sentences and stories. '

The onsultant 1n library services hall \\'Ork under the direc ion ot the
Director ot the Di~i ion of In truotional ~ervices in dovelopint,
l
ntin,
and coordinating programs to imp ve tile library I rvices in both printed and
udio-vieual
teria.l s throu ho11t tb.e 1.a.teJ all! do o er work as required.

Typic l Ta

i

Develops, pro oua and coordin tea atatewide policies and pract~ces tor
scbcol library services in tor · ot curriculum needs J ad:naes and con1ul ts 1d th
achool librari ns, te cbera, school supervisors, and sch ol
inistrator for
the purposes or o:ri ntation and interpretation o:t the educational !unctions ot
sc ol 11hr i a and the role or 1 tru.ctional terial in
learnin proceu;
dev lops and jll'fPlemanta progra.ms of inservico library traini.ng for local cbool
personnel; cont' rs wi
~tate, county, and scnool of 1 ial on the a uatio
of achool llbr y services. tacilities, procedures for determining the capability
tor etil3€ the ex.pre sed educational objectiv SJ knowled able of .appropriate
equipment and materials tor ducation.ally ound school library pro r 1; usiats
in interpreting and securing co pliance vi.th the provision ot the Florida St tutes.
and State Boa.rd or Educ•tion Regulations relating to ehool librar1e; cond cts
re arch in sc ol libr ry proble , evaluates trends, and coordinates and gives
adwic on studies pertaining to proble .s or chool library tac1lit1ea and services;
assist 1n the reparation of Manuals, bulletins, r views nd o tlin son adainistra-

tiv and op&:rational problema ot aohccl librar;y a rvicosJ representu the Departnt of :ducation with
lorida Librar1 s ociation and acts in a liaison
cap city with colle es and uni eraitiea, cooperates with other eta.tr mb rs or the
par · ntJ addreeses lay and prote.ssional ro pa and aa cciationsJ dictates
corr pondence · .; prepar a report.a.
w ed

•

Ab ~. -- iu C
• ..,t:~·
'\,.\JI.
~~- ~ . • •• * ~1

~?',.;._

Tho ou . : · · · · t the principles and ractice ot school librarian
p
he req 1 ••;, • ' , ...iQ '- " lane d. scbool instructional ma f'ialeJ thorough
ovledt; ot the
i·
~, ·~.,._.current develop
n s, and tr nda 1n school library
acilitie and p
. · · a ,• ·nowlcd e ot o.cnool curriculum, th psyoholo y ot

and

education; mde imo· ·:·· ,. ot t·

prcnsionn or .l!lorida Statute and the 0 tate
Bo rd of Education R gu •;,, ions r lating to the oatabU ·
t
d administration
ot hool librari SJ ge eral knQvledge ot ad atiiona reeearc
thodaJ aener l
\cnowle e of the organiz tion ot the
orid • ucational system; eneral i<no·· ledi,e
or exiatin programs and t cillties tor provi ing school library services at county
and cbool 1 vel; ability to spea and write ettect1velYJ ab111ty- to nalyze
sit ations accur tely, to w.ko eftectiv ction, and to wr cooperatively with
others.
and
Special pers nal characteri tics i

tact, pleas~ni person 11ty,

7'l!lin ness to tr v l thro1J€hout the 3tate,

d neat pe~son l appearanc&.

Minimum ~ualiticationa:
Poa O$&ion of a valid .llor-id Rank lI teachi
admioistr tion and supemsion.

c rtit"icat covering

d

Experlence:

Two ~r• ot experlene in plann
, or •bing• and a11_pe:rvia1Jli • pro·rara
ct instruction l u:terlal 86rY1ces tor a. co1.tnty, a city or di triet school

ayatem.

STATE OF FLORIDA

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
THOMA S 0 . BAILEY
SUPER IN TENDENT

March

19, 1964

Mr. Jack Ellis
280 Lyndhurst Street
Dunedin, Florida
Dear Jack:
Your letter informing me that you were no longer interested in the
pesi tion of consultant in instructional materials in this department,
leaves me thunderstruck .
Since our discussion of t his matter in January, I have been working
daily on the assumpt ion that you would be with us in Tallahassee next
year. There are many factors i nvolved in the procedure of employing
anyone in this department. It will t ake me half a day to enumerate
all the work that T have done towards the end of having you on our
staff. I regret this" lapse ±J.'f t i me has caused uncertainty to exist
in your mind.
Since you are no longer interested in the position, I have no other
alternative but to discuss it with another candidate. I shall continue
to depend on your advice and support in the improvement of libraries
in the state. I send you my very best regards.

~ T u r n e r , Director

Division of Instructional
FWT:mm

DITTfR SCHOOLS BUILD
A STRONGER AMERICA

STATE O F FLORJDc,.

DEP--e\ ._RTMENT OF EDUCATION
TALLAHASSEE
32-3 04-..__

October 26) 1965

Mr. Jack D. Ellis
280 Lyndhurst Street
Dune din) Florida
Dear Jack:

,...

I was compl€tely sur~;r;-,i sed and flabberga s t e d by your lette r
advising m€ th?,t . Y.®u\ 'i1aye r esigne d from your position as
Supervi,sor 0f ±~sttuctional Mate ri als. Of course I am happy
if your new , p:oli,ti @n 'i s a •Jl):r©mG>ti on and is what you want to
do) but your leaving :>t-he $Ch00l board offices is a great
loss to the Pinellas 'county school system.
I f there i s any way t hat I can be helpful t o you) I hope you
will let me know. Be st wi shes for your success and happiness
in your new field.

----

ST.ATE OF FLORIDA

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIO
TALLAHASSEE

32304

Mr . Jack Ellis
P. 0. Box 299
Morehead, Kentucky

40351

Dear Jack:
Of the hundreds of l etters that we have received during
this current school cri sis, yours was surely one of the
nicest . I do appr~~i ate your confidence i n me and your
express ion of conci.e::rnti .Jt is my fervent hope tha t our
school prob l ems wil1 b ;e resol:ved quickly throughout the
state , but tl;Ler:e· will. be<scars of., b i tterness which will
take ma ny yea ~s:: to : ];).eal;.
:.
We were so pleased to l eatn of your appointment to the
position at Morehead Uni\i'e:tsity, and I know you will
have a success ful and enriching exper i ence in this new
opportuni ty. It is a pleasure for me to enclose a
picture as you request ed.
With my best wi shes for your happine ss in your new
position,

'tfU
Floyd

I

✓. Christi

pjo
enclosure

INCORPORATED

2 035

NOTTINGHAM

ROAD

•

LAKELAND,

FLORIDA

IMPERIAL FILM COMPANY, INC.
321 South Florida Avenue

Telephone 813-683-2301

Lakeland, Florida 33802

January 24, 1968

Mr. Jack Ellis
P.O. Box 299
Morehead, Kentucky

40351

Dear Jack:
Would . you believe I can afford to go as far as Greenland?
Thanks for the good wishes.
Enclosed is the 1968 edition of our catalog, in the event
you run into a school system that already owns all of your
material and still has some money left, if that's possible.
Regards to your bride and family.
_Cordially,

IMPERIAL FILM COMPANY, INC.

JDB:bw
Encl.
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- Staff Pholo by Dan Hightowe:--

FILM PRESENTATION - The Boca Ciega Chapter of the DAR has given
a film on Paul Revere to the Pinellas County School Material Center. It may be
used by schools throughout the county. From left are Mrs. Frank E. S. Turner,
DAR member and Sunshine School principal, and Jack Ellis,. supervisor of educational material.

·Increase Cited in Library
.[Space ·in Pinellas Schools
: CLEARWATER (By ~ta ff the board Pinellas should set Its
Writer) Library space in sights on a ratio of 10 library
Pinellas County public schools
books per student. The r atio
1
has tripled in the past five was 6.3 books per student last
years, Jack E llis, supervisor of year.
the library program, reported SCHOOL LIBRARIES in the
to the school board yesterda y. county are accredited, Ellis said,
Elementary s p a c e has in-· pointing out that accreditati-on
creased from 850 squa re feet standards have more to say
to 1,700 squ are fee t ; junior high about libraries than a ny other
from 1,500 to 4,000 ; and senior part of the educa 1ional program.
high from 2,500 to 7,000 .
Ellis said the new look in
In addition , he said , the num- libraries ha s changed its conber of stud ents per librarian cept fro m just a " storeroom o[
has decreased at the elemen- knowledge" to " modern, welltary level fro m 990 to 590 bu t lighted , functional quarters."
has stayed at about 800 at the
" We like to think of librarians
secondary level.
as people orientated as well,"
At the conclusion of the spe- he said .
cial report, Ellis said there is By that, Ellis explained, he
a -n eed to continue adding more means librarians who serve the
' librarians, with more emphasis people instead of just working
in the secondary schools; more in the background. He said it
books at all levels ; and to pro- has been found that previous
vide clerical help in some of the teaching experience is desirable
larger senior high s chools ,
in a librarian.
He said this year tn ere are
Ellis also sa id the b ackbone
12 librar ians each sening two of a good library orogra m is
elementary schools. This is ex- adequate • ph ysical ·space and
pected to be r educed to .9 next financial su ppor t, a countywide J
year, he added .
materials s e r vice enter, a
Meanwhile, Carlton Hoffman , well-balanced amount of mateSeminole High librarian, told rials and equipment a:nd trained
- - - - -- -~== - - -- -.1olibrarians.
Pinellas has a countywide center which serves the schools
with films , tapes and other
audio visual aids .
MRS, ELIU.BETH Stephens ,
countywide librarian, explained
that selection from the list of
2,000 new books a year isn't an
esa y ta sk Selection of the right
books is the lifeblood of the
library, she said.
Mrs . Ora Hunter, Boca Ciega
High libra ria n, said a prime
objective of the library is to extend the student's learning beyond that of a text book .
The board was treated to an
unrehea rsed demonstra tion in
story tellin g aimed at stimulating a desire to learn to read
by Mrs. Oreme Pritchard froin /
Lealman Elementary and seven
ergarten students.
f

I

.ONVENTION SPEAKER LISTS DUTIES

School Librarians RealJy
Earn Salary These Days
CLEARWATER-Today's schoollthe House Education • Public
orarians do much more than Schools Committee. He discussed
neck books in and out.
educational measures passed by
Miss Sara I. Fenwick of Chi- the last legislature - and those
3go pinpointed several of their expected to come before the next
verse duties and responsibilities one.
·
; the Friday morning opening S}'.EAKEft: at ~oday's 9 a.m.
ission of the Florida Association closmg sess10n will be Dr. Sam
' School Librarians (FASL). The Moorer, Tallahassee, director of
vo-day workshop ends this noon instructional services for .the
l the Jack Tar Harrison Hotel. state department of education.
Miss Fenwick, president of the He will repo~~ on latest cur~!c~merican Association of School !um trends. Focus On You 1s
ibrarians, personifies the ideal t~e theme of the wor_kshop seserican librarian. Petite white- s10n to follow. It will feature
aired witty bespectacl~d and short talks by 13 librarians.
ift-sp~ken, she has. a serene yet . Bet".Veen se~sions yesterday the
oliging manner.
librarians milled about the hotel mezzanine, crowded with hun"SCHOOL LIBRARIANS should dreds of books displayed by sevnticipate curriculum trends," era! publishing companies. Beoe told the 300 delegates - all sides textbooks and encyclopediut 20 of them women - who as, there were novels for teenlied the hotel's ballroom. "They a g e r s, beautifully illustrated
h o u l d familiarize themselves books about travel, science and
rith books which may be needed sports, biographies, poetry an1ter.
thologies and histories - several
"They should cut library red of the Civil War. The books for
1pe to a minimum, teach chi!- small children, including a whole
ren skill in using the card cata- section of those by the celebrated
,gue, secure special books fo r Dr. Seuss, were enough to make
ifted students - even at the a young mother drool. Educa1xth grade level, and stock their tional records and charts were
oelves with several copies of also on exhibit.
eeded textbooks. With the World
- - -- ====- .lmanac so cheap, there should
e several copies of it in each
brary."
While emphasizing the libr arins' dual role, as a teacher as
ell as a librarian, Miss Fenrick said, "Librarians should
!so provide guidance to students
d teachers - especially teachrs. This means keeping abreast
I new books, for one thing. It
lso means anticipating what
ooks students and teachers will
1 ant to
supplement educational
J evision programs ."
Speaker at last night's banquet
as State Rep. Frederick Carl
f Volusi;i County, chairman of

C'W
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School Libraries Meet
Standards, Report Says
By MAT STANTON, Sun Staff Writer

Pinellas County's public school libraries are "people-oriented," meet state
standards and reflect the "new look'' in library service, the Pinellas County
School Board was told yesterday.
But they're not perfect, need more books and visual aids, and in time high
school libraries ma have to o en at ni-:;ht for ·the enefit of students.
The School Board held a
special meeting to receive
reports on school library
programs.
A story-telling demonstration
by seven High Point Kinde_rgarten children, .§lides, books
and charts were used by the
five library directors tracing
progress and outlining the functions of the school library i.n
education.
·
Today's library isn't just for
books, they pointed out.
Jack D. Ellis, county supervisor on instructional materials, .
noted a tendency for replacing
. the term "school library" with
, "learning resources center" or
I "media education center" in
. recognition of increasing em' phasis on visual and auditory
, materials.
Every county school has a
library staffed by a trained person, Ellis said. The county has
increased its book appropriation
and now offers 6.3 books per
student.
Others taking part in the special presentation w e r e Mrs.
Lorene Pritchard, Lealman Junior High librarian; Mrs. Elizabeth Stephens, county librarian,
who discussed the problems and
· process of selecting books for
use in schools; Mrs . Laura Hunter, Bay Vista librarian, discussing grade school libraries, and
Carlton E. Hoffman, Seminole
High librarian.
Mrs. Pritchard conducted the
story-telling demonstration and
seven High Point kindergartens
enacted ,the tale of the "Six

, r

.

D'."

In discussing the 1
portance to h_igh school students,
Hoffman said the county should
· aim for one trained librarian
for every 500 students and 10
, books per pupil.
· Present figures are one librarian for every 900 high
school students and one per 600
. grade school pupils.
Mrs. K a y Prowse, board
· member from Dunedin, asked if
· "something can't be done" to
open more school libraries in
the evening, and other board
members said they're getting
requests from students for night
service.
"It's not a question of money
alone," EIiis explained. "The
faculty has to be in on this . . •
We're trying to stimulate night
openings with the schools themselves."
·
Clearwater High, Seminole
High and Dixie Ho!Hns are the
only three schools now operating their libraries some nights
a week. Twelve li'brarians serve
24 grade schools at present, he
explained; and others have a
school librarian.

S ,-<11:..r-L . 'T 1//f-- cJ

School Bond lssa..e~

School Library ProgresS Said Good·
By BETTE ORSINI
Of The Times Staff

Ideally, your child's high
school library would be a w.<JJ1·
drous place big enough to seat
30 per cent of the students,
and graced with a collection of
at least 30,000 books, arranged
with 60 per cent of its seating
in individual study carrels
where students can work in
partial privacy.
The library ,ajj,d-Jt4'tunior
high school counterpart would
be designed specifically for individual use. The new educa-

tion al concepts, technological
media and learni.ng materials
would be integrated with older
carriers of knowledge to such
an extent that your child could
step up to the desk •and check
, out, say, programed instructional materials on a subject he
wants to look into or brush up
on.
THE ENVIRONMENT painstakingly maintained would be
one that "encourages learning
rather than resistance to it,"
holds out infor mation to your
child instead of "rationing" it
to him, "appeals to the re-

A capsule look at the events which shaped the
news last week and will be making . headlines this
week.
The Tampa Bay hyphen survived the U.S.
Budget Bureau last week. The bureau planned to
take the hyphen out of the Tampa.St.
Petersburg Metropolitan Area, a statistical grouping that means a gdod
deal to businessmen. But a group
from the two cities protested in Washington that the proposed cleavage,
leaving each city as a separate metropolitan area, would damage business.
St. Petersburg Mayor Herman Goldner, protest leader, hailed the decision
OLDNER
6
not to separate the two ci ies s e1N.
couraging ~llle,Q-liiR)[l&l~.M' ·cooperation
in the Tampa Bal ) n ~ O. .. S
A

552 W. S~n St.
Moreheei, «Y 40351
606-784-7473

The Seminole area voters turned down incorporation for the third time in seven years last week.
It wasn't even close: 3,662 no and 923 yes. Now
everyone is trying to analyze what it means. Does it
mean Seminole citizens want to · remain unincorporated or would they rather be annexed by Largo,
Madeira Beach or St. Petersburg? Best guess is that
St. Petersburg annexation is the least of their desires.

••

Gov. Farris Bryant apparently will have the
chance to appoint - ~ther judge for
the Sixth J udicial Circult ~hich consists of P inellas and P as
counties.
A census committee, l as~ed y Bryant to check populat~on growt since
the 1960 census., said{ la.st week there
a~e 4',11,'0110 beopie in (the· circu"'lt : One
circuit judge is to be on the bench
for each 50,000 persons. Eight are
serving now.
I
BRYANT

• ,l

luctant learner as well as the
avid one."
So declares a 142-page st udy
by the E ducational Facilities
Laboratories (EFL ) which · has
come up with the conclusion
that "the average American
school library probably never '
has been satisfactory and is
woefully inadequate in an educational era that stresses academic excellence. "
"The School Library" is the
latest in a series of 'reports on
educational facilities to be published by EFL, which was esta blished by the· Ford Founda. tion in 1958 to assist American
schools and colleges with their
physical problems.
The report is a result of a
. year-long study financed by
EFL. ·1t was prepared by" Dr.
Ralph E. Ellsworth, director
of libraries and professor of
bibliogr,aphy,_University of Colorado, and Hobart D. Wagener,
architect, of Boulder, Colo.
The report's recommendations on the size, m akeup and
number of volumes the typical
high school library designed for
a modern .educational program
should have, find ready agreem ent from Pinellas coun ty
school system's library-audiovisual chief Jack D. EIJis. at least idealistically speaking.
In practice, however, points
out Ellis, such " typical" library
characteristics would be difficult to come by when school library needs are viewed in perspective with the whole array
of educational needs in the•
schools.
IN PINELLAS County, E llis
reports "we're coming along
in enlarging school libraries,"
and with little waste. It's been
possible at some school plants
to convert present too-small library space into classrooms
and build a larger library.
Pinellas high school libraries
seat from 10 to 15 per cent of
the student body, at 25-squarefeet per student, says Ellis.
'.'We're enlarging a ·number of
libraries as we go along," says
Ellis, "and the libraries we're
building in the new schools are
adequate. They're large enough
to seat 10 per cent of the population of elementary schools
and 15 per cent in secondary
schools."
ELLIS SAYS the new Azalea

Junior High School in St. Petersburg, now under construction, will have about 5,000
square feet of library space,
"twice as big as some of the
senior high school libraries."
The EFL report urges educators to think in terms of 30,000-volume school Jj hrary se1.ec uon s.,

1

no ma tter

what

t 'ne

size of the s tudent body. The
study questions "whether there
is a correlation between the
size of the school enrollment
and the number of book titles

'Pay As You Use'

of library books.
THE SCHOOL Board recent

ly ordered an inventory of the
number of volumes per library
and on the basis of it author
ized more study and a $120,00('•
outlay over three years to bring
that number of books up to five
per student.
Some Pinellas high schools
already have more than fivi1
books per student so won't bn
helped in the crash program.
Yet they're far short of an.
30,000-volume recommendatio\i
for "the typical high school library designed for a modern
educational program."
The high school with th11
most volumes is long estar1lished St. Petersburg Hi g 11
School. Its library has 12,80'1
volumes. Boca Ciega High has
8,137; Clearwater Senior Higl ,
8,260; Dixie Hollin}, 8,578;
Dunedin High, 3,423; Gibbs
High, 4,861 ; Largo High, 4,576 ·
Northeast High, 8,739; Pinella
High, 5,594; the new Seminal[)
High, i,989; Tarpon Spring~
High, 3,090.
W h er e Pinellas probabl
shines bri ~htest against t h .f
background of the EFL repo;
is in the fac t that every schu- .
in the county has a central librar y and access to a qualifiep
librarian for at least half the
time.
THE EFL r eport notes th; t

according to testimony la(,t
year before the House Subcommittee on Educ ation, 10 pet
cent of all high schools in tk'l
United States and two-thirds
of all elementary schools are
without libraries.
Five years ago part of PinE.,•
las' school system might hava
fit rather uncomfortably int:1
this category. There were
elementary librarians, repor ts
Ellis, a veteran of five year•·'
service with the system.
"But five years ago the el •
mentary
principals
recom•
mended to the general admi •
istration that elementary libr aries be recognized as very in portant in the learning an!l
teaching of children," says E: •
lis.
"The administration lookrid
with favor on the recommend,,tion and started a program to
add an elementary libr arian
each year." Today 40 Pinell as
elementaries have fulltime Ji.
brarians and 31 have parttime
service. Every junior high hes
one fulltime librarian and eve11_
senior high of 1,000 studen ,s
or more has two fulltirr: t
librarians . Those with less st•..1dents have one. The county h«S
a central materials center hr
films and other aids an d a ce ,.
tral book-procesing center
,,~1,. lnc: ½r ,,)< ~ fm' th~ .31
mentary schools served
parttime librarians.

°'
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Woman Pedestrian
Suffers Broken Leg

LOCAL

St. Petersburg Times, Sunday, October 20, 1963
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PINELLAS FACILITIES EXPANDED

Edward A. TurviJle, Pinel}as
County School Board attorney,
last night urged delegates to the
Fl_orida Newspaper Adwirtising
Executives Convention, w h i ch
was held at the Tides Hotel, i.o
vote for the university bond issue amendment Nov. 5.
.
.
Speakmg at th ~ ,conventwn banquet, Turville said :
"The_ college building a~endn:ent 1s_ b~sed on sou nd fmancrnl prmc1ples. Reduced to a
simpler analogy, it is pay as
you use."
HE SAID the bond issua to fi-

-Staff Photo by George Trabant

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LIBRARIES

••• in the Pinellas school system are being utilized
as integral parts of the schools' programs, stepping
up reading volume. Above, Sandy Anderson of Bay
Vista elementary reads a storybook.

nance university construction is
based on the same principle used
by General Motors or any other
major industry to gain fund s to
finance a long-term capital improvement program.
"TJ;te college building amendment will in no way raise taxes,''
he said, explaining bond would be
backed by the present revenue
from gross receipts tax on utilities companies, in effect since
1931.
,
"This tax currently produces
about $11 miJlion annuall y. Interest and replacement costs of
the bond issue wiU be approximately $5 million ann ually, " he

AT MOUND PARK EMERGENCY ROOM

fnfern Re,•,eves pat•,en•f Of A Gun
/IHI

"Doctor," ,t he young man said,
"I need help."
As if to · prove it, police said,
the man was waving a gun in the
air, but "not menacingly."
The 1ncident _ in the emergency r oom of St. Petersburg's
Mound P ark Hospital last nightended quietly.
Dr. Henry Miller, an intern,
took the gun - as if it hii.d been
offered to him, police said. It
was ,a loaded .~2 caliber revolver.
He walked mto another room,
where Patrolman G. R. Scanlon
happened to be.
•
THE MAN who had had the
gun followed, Scanlon said, and

\Surrendered to him.
render himself.
He was identified as Salvatore According to Scanlon, LasproLasprogato, 28, of Brooklyn.
gato replied:
Sca n 1 on said Lasprogato "Yeah, for a couple of years."
claimed ,t o have escaped from Dr. Miller wouldn',t talk about
two hospitals in the Nor.th.
the incident.
Lasprogato was charged with
------vagrancy aild held dn lieu of $500 Fire At Beverly Hotel
bond so his story could be
checked out, Scanlon said.
Causes $2,000 Damage
He said Lasprogato entered the
'
emergency room shortly after 8 St. Petersburg Beach
p.m. and told ,the ward clerk he late Friday fought a sma
laz
had a personal problem.
at the Beverly Hotel, ,
1
A-Grille Way, wh ich
LATER, a desk sergeant asked 000 in smoke and wate1i l"
Lasprogato - who by then didn't The hotel is owned b
have much choice in the mat- Palmer, who also liv ~n •
ter - whether he wanted to sur- buildmg.
,.
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said.
"To show just what a bargain
this is, based on Florida 's 5 million population, this represents
an investment of only $1 per per•
son per year, " Turville added.
.. '
HE TOLD the advert1srng exec~
utives that the "most horrible
alternative would be to do nothing at all." He said if Florida
failed to meet needs of higher
education it would be "economically ruinous to 6ur state ."
~~~~~~~~~~~~
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MOBILE
HOME
ROOFS
Protected By

MOBILASTIC
ALUMINUM
COATING
are more
dependable and
durable
• Accept No
Substitute For
. genuine

Gardner
Asphalt
Products
There Are None •

· GARDNER
SP HALT PRODUCTS
Tampa
Phone 229-1824
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sists of Pinellas and PasC(• counties.
A census committee, as1tied by Brya.µt t.o check populatjion growth since
tF!e 1960 census, said.; l:tst week there
a e ~',O',m.iO ~eopie in1the· circ ,t. One
circuit judge is to be on the bench
for each 50,000 per~ons. Eight are
serving now.

BRYANT

When your toes' are freezing this winter, you
won't he able to call 118 in St. Petersburg to find
out just how cold they really are. General Telephone
Co. is fo rcing First Federal Savings and Loan Co. to
stop this service because it doesn't have enough
equipment to handle all the telephone calls. First
Federal can continue to give the time after D ec. 1,
hut not a word about the temperature. Be sure to
call 118 during November for General Telephone's
explanation of its action.
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"twice as big as some of the
senior high school libraries ."
The EFL report urges educators to think in terms of 30,·
000-vo!time school \i hrary selections, no macter what tne
size of the student body. The
study questions "whether there
is a correlation between the
size of the school enrollment
and the number of book titles
required ."
"The individual student needs
access to a wide l'ange of books
and other materials to answer
his questions, no matter how
many other students are in his
school," the report says.
At the moment, reports Ellis,
Pinellas school officials are in
the throes of a sort of crash
program to increase the size of
the schools' library collections.
For some years an average
$1.25 per student per year has
been allocated for the purchase

librarians . Those with iless s
dents have one. The county .
a central materials center
films and other aids and a ce '
tral book-procesing center

*'
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the 31 ; /s

mentary schools served
parttime librarians.
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Woman Pedestrian
Suffers. Broken Leg
Mrs. Esther Mccarter, 52, ,0f
1209½ Union St. S. suffered a
broken leg yesterday shortly
after 8:30 p.m. in a car-pedestri
an accicfent at 11th Avenue and
22nd Street South.
Patrolman Ken Marsh said
witnesses told him Mrs. McCar•
ter ran into the side of a car
southbound on 22nd Street. The
car was driven by ~roy Edwards, 38, of 1738 20th St. Soutll.
Marsh sa-id he would file no
charges.

~

OVER $1000 in Prizes:

Choice
of 10
Colors

20 Vol. Set of E'ncyclopedia, ·Man or L.ady's Wrist•
watch, Baby Layette, $50 Frozen Food Cert., Lanvi11
Perfume, Transistor Radio, LP Record Collection,

Plus Many, Many, More ••••• !
FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE RULES:

Traditional

I . Contest begins October 13, 1963. Entries must b1 postmarked by m\'dn igh t October
26, 1963.

},

I. Contestants will select the Top Show each night of the wee.k on Channel I • • • and
in 25 words or less, complete the statement.
I, Winners will be determined by the results of the ARB Ratin g Survey which will be
held in November 1963. The Total Homes Reached category w i ll determine the w i nners,
W in ners will l>e notified by mai l in January 1964.
\
4. The entry nearest correct to the actual Top ·shows w ill win first Prize, the entry
next in correctness of choice will win 2nd prize, etc. In case of ties, statements will
be judged on the basis of origin a lity, aptness of thought and neat ness.

I . Send your .selections of the Top Shows on an off icial entry bla nk or a reasonable
facs imile to: ·e e A Winner, Channel 8, P.

o.

Box 1410, Tampa, Florida.

,11.W• ·••·-·••·---------------------···--·-···---;-.-.,..:.......-..:.................,...............•..........•
•

jl'o:
CHANNEL 8
1P. 0. BOX 1410, TA'MPA, FLA.

TUESDAY

MONDAY

Bill Dana

Award Theatre
Redigo
Mon. Night at Richard
the Movies
Boone
Hollywood and
Andy Williams
the Stars
Sing Alon1g
/Tele. Hour
With Mitch

Show of the
Week

CHOOSE YOUR SPARTA NOW FROM MODERN, EARLY AMERICAN or TRADITIONAL

WEDNE~DAY

. Death Valley
Days

Virg~nian ·
Espionage,
Eleventh Hour

CHANNEL 8 IS MY FAVORITE STATION BECAUSE:

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Box Office
Sea Hunt
Adv. in Paradise
Bob Hope
Dr. Kildare
Harry's Girls
Hazel
Suspense
Jack Paar
The atre
NAME

lrlll:f11ilr.Ul1Willlf~lli li1Ji!llll 1J;IIR;ll9tff
1

CIRCLE ONE SHOW FOR 'EACH NIGHT

SUNDAY

Bonanza

...

Here's My Entry!

IBE A WINNER

Walt Disney
Grindl

. a

Sparta coordinates are designed to be mixec;l and matched in dozens of attractive ways
... for any room, large or small. Well-constructed of select Southern hardwoods ...
solid brass hardware . . . double-suspension drawer guides ... lock-joint construction ... flush sides
- you'll recognize the tremendous value.
You've seldom seen such breath·taking colors . .. . they're wonderful ... ! Harvest Maple • Walnut • Tangerine • Bermuda Aqua • Wedgwood Blue • Satin Pink • Green • Lemon Ice
• Ebony• Mission White.

SATURDAY

a, Louver Cabinet - -- -- -- ----- - - 36x12x3 0
b. Bookcase ___ _ ______ _ _ _ __ ___ 29x l2x30

International
Show Time

e. Louver Cabinet - - -- - - - - - - - --- 29x l2 x30
d. Bookcase _ _____ __ _ _______ ·__ 36x12 x30
e. Chest ___ _ __ _ _ _ ______ __ _ _ _ 36xl7x30

The Lieutenant

f . Lou ver Cabine t -- --- - - - -- - -- g. Chest _ ___ _ _______ _ ______

Joey .Bishop
Saturday Night
at th e Movies

•i..~• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I

PHONE . .. . ........... . .... .. . ... ........... .

ADDRESS ••• •i!&!i• ................................

29xl 7x30
27x 17x3q

$36.95
$24 .95
$31. 95
$30 .95
$47.5 0
$39 .50
$38. 50

Boo kcase - ---- --- - -- ----- - - -- 22x12x30
Louver Cabinet---------- - ----- 22xl7x30
Desk - _ - - - - - - - - - __ __ _______ 43x 17x30
Bookcas e Bed ___ ___ .:_ ___ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Doub le Dresser Base _______ __ ·_ _ _ _ 43x 17x30
Triple Dresser Bas e ------ --- - - - -- 54xl7x30
Mirro r -------- ----- ---- - --30x40 ·
Nig ht Table - - - -- - -- - --------- 13x 17x30

Open Monday & Fridai1 until 9 p.m.

for your convenience

♦♦~$**
est. 1934

Central at 13th Street

$21.95
$34.50
$54.50
$48.50
$59.50
$82.50
$27.50
$24.50

7urniture company

Downtown St. Petersburg

TERMS
CASH OR CREDIT.
FREE PARKING
NEXT TO STORE

Phone 862-7307
)
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·Bailey Names
.School Library
Advisory Group
. TALLAHASSEE (!Pl - A com- ·
mittee of 13 educators and lay
citizens was appointed by State
School Supt. Thomas D. Bailey
yesterday to advise in developing
plans for improving school libraries.
Among
them · are
two
persons from St. Petersburg ;
Mrs, Howard Weenick, long active in local, county and state
PTA work and current state

The committee will hold its
first meeting at 10 a.m. Friday
in Tallahassee. ·

WEENICK

ELLIS

president; and Jack D. Ellis,
supervisor of educational materials for the Pinellas schools
5ystem and former librarian at
f ,t. Petersburg Junior College,

BAILEY SAID Flor.ida wasn't
making the effort it should on
behalf of school libraries.
"Only one librarian is available for each 1,074 children in
average daily attendance - too
few librarians to give the students the time and attention they
need and deserve," he said.
"Florida provides an average
of five books per ,pupil and
spends Jess than $1.50 a year per
pupil for Ubrary books. This is
woefully inadequate.
"MANY
LIBRARIES
are
housed in doorways, storage
rooms or around the walls of a
classroom. Sometimes there is
no library at all."
Other members of the advisory
committee:
Mrs. Davida Caklwell, Orlando ; Miss Lucille Cotten, Pensacola;
Mrs.
Josephine
Dewar, Fort Lauderdale; Mrs.
W. A. Grow, Tallahassee; Mrs.
M. Lewis Hall, Coral Gables;
Miss Fr•ances Hatfield, Fort Lauderdale; Mrs. Lora Hunter, Ormond Beach; J . Velma Keen,
Tallahassee; Mrs. Betty Lunnon,
Miami ; Mrs. Sara .Srygley, Tallahassee and Wilson Wright, Tallahassee.

-Times Photo

RETIRING SCHOOL BOARD EMPLOYE
••• J. D. Posten (right) chats with his replacement, J. D. Ellis, S etersburg.

J. D. Posten Retir.es From Pinellas
Schools After 34 Years Of Service
1

By AL HACKETT
01 The Tim•• stall
.
.
. CLEARWATE~ -:- Given JUS t
six months to )1ve m 1932, J . D.
P_osten, ~53 Chicago Ave., _Dunedm, retires from the Pmellas
C_ounty school s:l'.stem as .ervisor of educational matenals
after 34 years service.
·
Posten started in Pinellas as
. .
.
.
prmcipal of the Dunedm Jumor
.
h
s
h
I
·
1926
ft
H1g
c oo m
, a er completing graduate work at Flor•
.
.
.
·
1da State Umvers1ty. Prior to that
. u ·
h e ha d a tten ded Co1um b1a
mversity, New York, and had been
graduated from Southeastern Missouri State Teacher's College.
RECALLS EARLY YEARS
In recalling his early years
here, Posten said, "When I said
set up the junior high in Dunedin,
I really mean just that. The
school was just being completed
and we had to complete landscaping the grounds.
"There were just four teachers
in the school at that time. One
of them was my wife who came

to work right along with me as
an instructor.
"At that time there were just
about 27,000 children attending
the 34 schools making up the
county school system. As I recall we just had about 469 teachers.
96 SCHOOLS NOW
p t
·1· 1
t d th t
os en smi mg Y no e
a now
there are 96 schools and last
T d
h
ues
. day 512• t new teac
. hers rece1ve appom ments m t e present system
H
·
h
.
.h
e spent a s ort time wit
H'll b
h C t
b t
i_sklor~ugk h ou~ Y
w:,s
qmck Y t~c. t ere ~ cdo~ m~ {~
wwor IlunH1 m ~rrup e . Y I or
ar . e agam was given eave
for government work and in 1942
went to Largo High School as a
teacher and later made principal.
In 1947 Posten was placed in
charge of the county school's Iibrary and visual aid program.
This he has developed until at
the 1>resent time is reportedly the
best of it.s type in the state.
Posten said yesterday he plans
to stay busy in the visual aid

t

field but at the moment has no
definite plans.
For the past few weeks he ha
been working with his replacement, J. D. Ellis, of St. Peters
burg, who, for the past· three
years, has been library and visual aid supervisor at the St. Pe
tersburg Junior College
.
f.
Ellis, a native o
Moreh
b · d h" f
ead, Ky., o tame
is orma! education there includin« beb
in« graduated from Morehead
.,
h
C 11
H d'd
State Teac ers o ege. e 1
graduate work at George PeabodY,
.
Institute in Nashville and worked
in the Kentucky school system
for seven years before coming to
St Petersburg
·
·
Although Posten is leaving, one
of his family is still working in
the county schools. His daughter,
Louise Posten, ·is a physical education instructor at South Side
Junior High School in St. Petersburg.
A son, John Charles, a captain
in the U.S. Air Force is
of a jet tanker base at
Neb.
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State.Solo Asks Support Of Sch
1

A librarian for every 500 pupils to implement heir curriculum.
in Flqtida :schools would be as· Most noticeable trends, the
sured, .ii'.! a Qill introduced at the speaker said, are those having to
last sess.ion of the Florida State do with selection of subject matLegi$lature, ;said "Rep. Frederick ter, and the involvement of three
_Karl. 'of-Vol1:1s.ia Coun_tY,., chairman types of persons - scholars who
of ' the. House Education - , Public are actually working in the field,
Schools (;ommittee.
·
· such as physicists; teachers who
Spea)!:ing before more than 250 present the material to their stumembers of 'the "Florida . Associ- dents, and the psychologists who
ation of 'School .Librarians (FASL) are concerned with how people
at the~ bim.gtret Friday night at learn.
the Jacl Tar · Harrison Hotel,
Rapid Expansion
Rep. Karl outlined -the steps ne(!- There has been a rapid expanessary for passage of 'this vital sion during the past few years in
piece of legislation. Title of his the variety of instructional maaddress was "Library Improve- terials in libraries, he continued.
ment Program."
No longer do libraries concenMore lay · persons should be trate solely on books, but on
involved in a concerted effort to printed material of all kinds, plus
get this bill passed, he said, audio-\'.isual aids, charts, maps,
particularly the parents of children and youths who would benefit from it. He also urged that
candidates who will be running
for House and Senate offices
should be polled in regard to
their opinions about the bill.
Trends Discussed

AT LIBRARIANS' BAN9 UET - Jac k D. Ell is, left super- , Lates~ trends in curriculum
'c
were discussed at length yesterv isor o f instructional materia Is f or t he Pine 11as ounty day by Dr. Sam Moorer, Tallaschool system, greets Rep. Frederick Karl of Volusia · hassee, instructional services diCounty, who spoke at the banquet Friday night of the rector for the Florida State DeFlorida Association of School Librarians. Rep. Karl is partment of Education.
chairman of the House Education-Publi.c Schools ComThere are three explosive
mittee. (Sun Photo)
· - - ~ forces which are having a tremendous impact on education today, he said-the population explosion, the explosion of knowledge, and the technological explosion. These forces are causing
1~ ucators to search for new w, ys IL-

globes, film strips and recordings.
Educational technology has
been expanded to include the use
of television, teaching machines
and other teaching devices, but
perhaps the most exciting trend
of all is · the experimentation in
"team teaching," .Dr. Moorer
said. In "team teaching," a master teacher - who may have
concentrated upon one particulai;
period of English history, for example-is assisted by professional
assistants, non-professional assistants and resource specialists.
Closer To Dream
"These exciting -new develop•
ments, we hope, are bringing us
closer to the American dream of
universal education," the speaker

said. "We have committed ourselves to the idea of educating
all of the children. of all of the
people. We are dedicated to the
idea of mass education, and individualized instruction, and disprove the saying that . we can't
have quantity and quality at the
same time."
The three • day workshop adjourned at noon yesterday following workshop sessions. Keynote
speaker at the opening session
was Miss Sara I. Fenwick of Chicago, president of the American
Association of School Librarians.
T~e workshop was planned by
Mrs. Elizabeth Stephens, librarian of St. Petersburg High School,
under the direction of Jack D.
Elli. supervisor of instructional

av,

o,t.

15, 1961

ry Bill
I

ellas CotlntY ti_on, was Thomas H. Rothchild,
director of the school television
d Christian, pro~ram, and consultant in social
blic instruc· studies.
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LIBRARY DIRECTOR - Jack

D. Ellis, a native of Morehearl, has been named director
of the Johnson Camden library at Morehead State University. He will assume his duties
.July· 1, succeeding Miss Ione
M. Chapman, who will become head of the library's
technical processes and serve
as assistant to Ellis. (q b ~
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Ellis To:Superv isor Post
1

1

1

In personnel appointm~ts by or non-teaching ' personnel who ·
the school board Wednesday, Jack fail to return required forms on
. Ellis was elevated to the post vital statistics, teacher certifiof acting supervis6r of instruc- cates or other data as required.
tional materials to fill ··the va- There is at present a long list of
cancy eft by the retirement of empioyes not making r e t u r n s
J. D. Poston. Poston, a veteran within the deadline and it is exof the school system, leaves the pected that the withholding policy
ranks of active workers Dec. 1. will serve to get the r e c o r d s ·
Ellis has been librarian at straight.
SPJC since July when he
- - - - - -moved up from librarian at MaU tio1
u1t
cleira Beach Junie: High after MONROE, Mich. l4'I _ A Mon~o years of service. He h a s roe wom'an shut a man out of her
taught for seven years, holds both life and in ·turn got shut out of
an A. B. and M~s:ers ~egree. her home. While she was shopIn another adm1mstrative mat- ping, her estranged husband ,nail•
ter, the board granted authority ,ed up the doors and windows. She
lo Supt. Floyd Olristian to with- needed police . assistance to get
iold salary checks from teachers back into the house.

Slh

1
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RETffilNG SCHOOL BOARD EMPLOYE

••• J. D. Posten (right) cha.ts with his replacement, J. D. Elli!!, St. Petersburg.

J.• D. Posten Retires From Pinellas
Schools After 34 Years Of Service
1

By AL HACKETT
01 The Times stall
.
.
. CLEARWATE_R -:- Given Just
1
six months to ) ve m. 1932, J . D.
P_osten, ~53 Chicago Ave., _Dunedm, retires from the Pinellas
C_ounty school S)'.stem as su~ervisor of educational matenals
after 34 years service.
Posten started in Pinellas as
principal of the Dunedin Junior
High School in 1926, after completin" graduate work at Flor.
"'
.
.
.
1da State University. Pr10r to that
he had attended Columbia University, New York, and had been
graduated from Southeastern Missouri State Teacher's College.
RECALLS EARLY YEARS
In recalling his early years
here, Posten said, "When I said
set up the junior high in Dunedin,
1 really mean just that. The
school was just being completed
and we had to complete landscaping the grounds.
"There were just four teachers
in the school at that time. One
of them was my wife who came

to work right along with me as
an instructor.
"At that time there were just
about 27,000 children attending
the 34 schools making up the
county school system. As I recall we just had about 469 teachers.
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· ar . e agam was given 1eave
for government work and in 1942
went to Largo High Scho,ol as a
teacher and later made principal.
In 1947 Posten was placed in
charge of the county school's Iibrary and visual aid program.
This he has developed until at
the present time is reportedly the
best of its type in the state.
Posten said yesterday he plans
to stay busy in the visual aid

t
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field but · at the moment has no
definite plans.
For the past few weeks he had
been working with his replacem~nt, J. D. Ellis, of St. Petersburg, who, for the past three
years, has been library and visual aid supervisor at the St. Petersburg Junior College
Ell '
t·
f. M
1s, a na 1ve o
orehe'ad, Ky., obtained his forma! education there including bein.g graduated from Morehead
St t T h
C 11
H d'd
a e eac ers o ege, e 1
graduate work at George Peabody
Institute in Nashville and worked
in the Kentucky school system
for seven years before coming to
St Petersburg
·
·
Although Posten is leaving, one
of his family is still working in
the county schools. His daughter,
Louise Posten , is a physical education instructor at South Side
Junior High School in St. Petersburg.
A son, John Charles, a Cl)ptain
in the U.S. Air Force is a pilot
of a jet tanker based at Oma a ,
Neb.
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Sch.ool Board Hears
Of Library Needs
By BETTE ORSINI
It encompasses all subject areas
Of The Times Staff
and grade levels and contributes
.
.
immeasureably to the learning
Jack D. Elhs, Pmellas schools effectiveness of the students as
supervisor of instructional ma- well as the teaching effective- t
terials, yesterday called on ness of the teachers."
~
school officials to:
The supervisor said "educa- r
"' Provide more librarians, tional excellence and quality Ii- ·1
especially in the secondary brary service are inseparable
schools.
because you cannot have one '
Y' Keep building the school's without the other."
library collections in an attempt
to reach 10 library books per
student countywide.
Y' Provide enough money at
:he county level to permit
schools to continue building
rheir libraries and to purchase
~ot only books but library sup~lies and audiovisual materials.
"' Provide some clerical help,
~ither in the large senior high
,chools or at the materials cen:er to process the books. He
;aid perhaps there could be a
~ombination of both.
In an educational report ses;ion of the School Board to hear
1bout the schools' library pro{ram, Ellis told school officials,
'We have come a long way in
Pinellas County-but we certainiY cannot rest. We need to look
1t what we may want to ac·omplish in the future._"
ELLIS CALLED the school
ibrary the "very heart of the
nstructional program because
t supplies the vital materials to
ourish classroom instruction.

2-A

St.~Petersburg Independent
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County Schools Outstrip
National Lihr,ary Ayerage
FRED WRIGHT
Independent Reporter
The Pinellas County school
system has a library in each of
JACK D.
the county's elementary and
ELLIS
secondary schools.
Nationally, only 82.3 per cent
of the elementary and secondary schools in the 1;1.s. have Iibraries.
Moreover, according to Jack
,
.
Ellis, superintendent of instruc- that 69 per cent of our _natrnn's
tional ·materials, many schools elementary schools - with more
with libraries around the coun- than . 11-11:illion stud_ents, have
try are without libr~rians. no llbrar~es, .. and . m m a n _Y
Again, our .county provides a schools with libran es, there_ 1s
professional libr~ria~ for every less than h_alf a book per ch'.ld.
county school child m grades 1 _Also, natrnnally total spendrng
tli..roogli 12, Ellis said. -.
for el_em~ntary school -books avThe county has 64 fullt1me el- erages little more than $6 per
ementary schoof Hb...,.arians, 44 student per year - enough to
secondary (grades 7 through 12) buy about three books. In some
s~hool_libr~rian_s, and . tro/ull- s-cates, spe~d~~g on sc~~olbfoks
time llbranans m specia e uca- averages "' . lpelr s en h tion
enough to buy 1tt e more t an
The national statistics state two textbooks a year.
~
>

As of last June, Pinellas tributed this to 'the sharp inCounty had a total of 445,457 crease in student enrollment
volumes in its school libraries. during recent years.
The average number of books Ellis said that this year, for
per student is 6.7. Last fiscal the third c;:onsecutive year, the
year , the county spent $143,646 school board has made a supfor library books, an average of plementary budget allowance to
$2.20 per s t u d e n t. "M a n Y schools of $42,000 for school Iischools," · Ellis added, " buy braries. He said the decision
books on their own, bringin~ the was made three years ago to
average to abduf $3 per stu- make the allowance for the foldent."
lowing three years - over and
The proposed library bo.ok above the alloted library budgbudget allowance for the com- et.
ing fiscal. year is $144,625 - an The library figures do not in ,
increase of just less than $100. elude funds or figures for scho~i
Compared to four years_ ago, texts, film strips, records 0 ~
the county has made not1cable tapes. Ellis said that another in- •
progress. In 1962, the county teresting fact is that nationally,
had 333,791 books for an aver- the larger percentage of school
age of 5.8 per student. That libraries are fo und in suburban
year. the county spent $84,384.10 areas; the metropolitan area
for , library books, for an aver- schools are the ones lacking.
a~;..;f, $1.44 P:r ~tud:nt. d
"However, our schools an
edv~ gal me " rEelml. en o_uds largely considered of the metro
groun m vo umes,
1s sa1 , rt t
,, Elli
•d
"but not per student." He at- po 1 an ype,
s sai ·

I
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Driver Killed
When His Car
Strikes Truck

- Times Photo

RETIRING SCHOOL BOARD EMPLOYE

••. J. D. Posten (right) chats with his replacement, J. D. Ellis, St. Petersburg.

GAINESVILLE UP) - Donald
Blair Kelley, 30, Gainesville restaurant employe, was killed early yesterday when his sports
car collided headon with a semitruck 10 miles north of here.
Sgt. E'ldrige Beach of the Florida Highway Patrol said the car
driven by Kelley veered into the
path of the northbound truck on
U.S. 441, killing Kelley instantly.
Time of the accident was 12:30
a.m .
The truck driver, Fay Cameron
Thompson of Washington, Ind.,
escaped with minor cuts and
bruises. He was pinned in the
cab of the ov•erturned truck for
about an hour.
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graduated from Southeastern Missouri State Teacher's College.
RECALLS EARLY YEARS

In recalling his early years
here, Posten said, "When I said
set up the junior high in Dunedin,
I really mean just that. The
school was just being completed
and we had to complete landscaping the grounds.
"There were just four teachers
in the school at that time. One
of them was my wife who came

to work right along with me as
an instructor.
"At that time there were just
about 27,000 children attending
the 34 schools making up the
county school system . As I recall we just had about 469 teachers.
96 SCHOOLS NOW
Posten smilingly noted that now
there are 96 schools and last
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War II. He agam was given leave
for government work and in 1912
went to Largo High School as a
teacher and later made principal.
In 1947 Posten was placed in
charge of the county school's Jibrary and visual aid program.
This he has developed until at
the present time is reportedly the
best of its type in the state.
Posten said yesterday he plans
to stay busy in the visual aid

field but at ·the moment has no
definite plans.
For the past few weeks he had
been working with his replacement, J. D. Ellis, of St. Petersburg, who, for the past three
years, has been library and visual aid supervisor at the St. Petersburg Junior College.
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Institute in Nashville and worked
in the Kentucky school system
for seven years before coming to
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Although Posten is leaving, one
of his family is still working in
the county schools. His daughter,
Louise Posten , is a physical education instructor at South Side ,
Junior High School in St. Petersburg.
;
A son, John Charles, a captain 1
in the U.S. Air Force is a pilot 1
of a jet tanker based at Omaha , i
Neb.

